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PREFACE

The Research on Evaluation Program is a Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory project of research, development, testing,
and training designed to create new evaluation methodologies for
Jse in educa:ion. This,document is one of a series of papers and
reports produced.by program staff, visiting scholars, adj.Jnct
scholars, and proj,ect collaborators- -ail members of a cooperative
network of colleagues working on the development of new
methodologies.

What are the relationsnips bet.een policy and evaluation. within
state departments of education? Row doe's policy influence what
is evaluated in such settings and :ow does evaluation inform
policymaking? Directors of evaluation in six state education
agencies (SEAs) address t:Iese IssNs tr-roJgh detailed
descriptions of their operations. An educational pnilosopher
specializing in policy analysis then provides a commentary on tne.
ppreceding six papers. a

Nick L. Smith, Editor

Paper and Report Series
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%.4iith the increased interest in imbtoNping the utilization of
A

evaluation results, some researchers hastvnegun to' more closely

examine th relationships between polidOnd evaluation. This,
r -

topic is of particular concern to the-staff of the Research on
.

.4-
Evaluation Program because of our inter-tot in developing new

methods which increase the utilization a. evaluation. We

therefore sought to understand better hopolicy Influences

evaluation and how evaluatiOn in turn. shapes policy. Instead of

examining these issues through somewhat surveys or

. field interviews, we decided to have the st knowledgeable'

individuals, evaluation managers themse14'5, discuss their own

insights concerning these. matters.'

Evaluators in six state aepar.tments o edtcation were

commissioned to prepare reports on the inrface.between pokicy

and evaluation in their settingt. 'Tbis document .thus contains

the .'reports of the ollowing

Gordon Asncher

Gerald' Bracey
David Donovan and
Stanley Rumbaugh
James Gold
Alfred Rasp
Paul Sandifer

Oregon Stale Depament of Education ,

Virginia State Department of Education

A

Michalgan State Department of Education
WiSconsin State Di.partment of Eddcation
WashtrIgtan State Department'of Education
South Carolina State Department of
Education 1. /

C. 1%
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To orient the writing of those authors, the following

questions were suggested as the focus of their repoqts:

How does policy influence evaluation? For example:
How does policy determine what is _evaluated? Does
policy somehow influence evaluation methods? How
does policy influenc4 the nature and-organization of
your ,evaluation unit? To what extent do policymakers
call on evaluators to help them with their policy
proolems? What policy problems require the use of

- evaluation information? What percentage of
evaluators' time is devoted to policy questions?

How doesievaluation influence policy? For example:
To what extent is evaluation used in policymaking?
HOw is evaluative information communicated to
policymakers? How is evaluative information used in
.arriving at policy decisions?

Thomas F. Green, an educational philosopher from SyraCuse

University was commissioned to provide a general discussion of
4

policy formation and to comment on the six reports. After the

authors had the opportunity to review eacn other's work at an

invitational conference final drafts of the papers were prepared

for inclusion here.

Darrea N. Caulley, who assembled these materials, originally

intended to supplement tne collection with an additional analysis

and commentary designed to highlight the common themes of the six

papers. Due'to a serious and lengthy illnesS, however he has

been unable to do so. Hopefully, he will be able to return to

that task in a fet.r; months.

These papers present several insiders' views of the nature of

evaluation practice in state departments of education. Their

rich examples help illuminate the difficul ties of providing
4

useful evaluations in state agency settings. Readers interested

4. in further discussion of these papers are referred to ROEP Report

446, "The Context of Evaluation Practice in State Departmentd of

Education" by Nick L. Smith.' This latter report draws on these

six papers to describe the forges that shape the practice of

evaluation in state departments. This latter paper' thus-contains

%, additional analyses of the repotts contained herein.

2
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THE INTERACTION BETWEEN POLICY AND EVALUATION
WITHIN OREGON DEPARTMENN OF EDUCATION

Gordon' Ascher

Associate State Superintendent of Puo c Instr ion
Oregon.State Department of,Education

A Conceptual Framework

Policy and Evaluation Defined

It is not the purpose of this paper to develop a complete.

evaluation.conceptual framework for policy and evaluation. Its purpose,.

rather, is to show, in a practical setting, how these two

interact: But it is recognized that some definition is necessary

in order to- provide a commoniLderstanding which will permit

communication between author and redder. For the purpose of this

paper, then, the following definitions are presented:

Policy: Guidance provided by an organization to decision

makers.

Evaluation: The collection of information for use in

making decisions.

The common factor in both definitions is "decision making."

In some manner, both policy and evaluation are used by a person

who is forced to make a decision. How they interact w,111-of

course, vary with.the situation. But the fact that they do

tinteract is a major premise here and the fact that their

interaction occurs in the decision makingprocess is a second

major premise. Therefore, we can only meaningfully define these

terms dynamically; by considering now they fvnction jointly and

severally in their mutual environment of decision mak-ing.

The Interaction of Policy and Evaluation

Policy and evaluation both serve the decisionlmaking

process. They interact'with, each other in a variety of ways when

decisions are made. To illustrate, consider an unhappy consumer

who findilthat the radio he'recentlY purchased does nOt'work. He

returns to the 'store seeking to return the radio. What possible
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reactions can he get from the Salesperson? The salesperson will

either takethe,radio back or not. How the decision is made

depends on how the store uses policy and evaluation.
1

Scenario 1: The salesperson says: "It is our policy to

accept all (or no) returns, no questions asked." Here the

decision appears to be bas,ed wholly onvpolicy. An evaluation,of

how the radio:funcr!ions is.not required to make the'decision. We

,should, however, suspect tnat evaluation did have some influence

on the adoption of a policy,to accept all returns. Probably',

meet research or the storeowner's own Informal collection of
,

information indicated that such a policy is, in the long run,

good business.

Scenario 2: The salesperson says: "It is our 'policy to

decide all returns based on our evaluation of the product. We

will have our service department conduct the evaluation', and he

we will.decide." The decision is based oA,..policy and on

information generated through product evaluation. That is, a'

blend.of evaluation and policy.

Scenario 3: The-salesperson says.: "We don't have a general

policy on returns, but the radio is obviously defective, so you

can return it." Having evaluated the radio's function, it

appears that the salesperson is able to make a decision based

only on evaluation and with no policy influence. But the absence

of policy is illusory. Implicit in the salesperson's willingness

to take back a defective product is a Oolicy to be fair, or to

please the customer, or to avoid legal action by recognizing an

implied warrant?.

It appears from the scenarios tat no decision is made
. .

without the influence of both policy and evaluation. Why, then,

do our real life experiences lead us to think that some decasions
lr

can be made without the influence of policy; or ttithout the

influence of evaluation? The answer 1WL,in our perception of

the influences of policy and evalUation nelatitre to each other on

Ut

the making of the decision. Our'perc ption of the relative

influence ofeach is determined by e proximity of the influence

to the decision situation. A graphic presentation of this model



of the perceived relative influences of the making of a decision

appears:in Figure 1:

HIGH.

IOW

NONE

Figure 1

I
ro

A B C D

At Polnt B, a des.ision maker would 'perceive that her decision

is influenced to a greater degree by policy than by evaluation.

Similarly, at Point D she mould perceive being influenced to a

greater degree by evaluation than by policy. At Point C, the
a

perceived influences are at equipoise. Points A and'E do not

9xist in reality because every decision is influenced by both

policy and evaluation. The misleading perceived relative

influences are determined by the proximity of the influence to

the immediate decision to be made.

Point B represents Scenario if The perceived influence of

evaluation by the salesman is nonexistent. 'Actually, the

influence of evaluation exists but. is perceived to be so shall

relative to the .influence of policy, it appears nonexistent when

the Salesman says: "It his our policy to accept all returns." ..
s

The perception of the influence is ddtermined by the proximity of

(-

the influence to the decision situation. The reason it appeal
.

. -
.



to the\salesman that evaluation is not necessary for his decision

to take the radio back, is that he is thinking in terms of

evaluation of the radio, the object to be returned. He does not

perceive the influence of a more remote-evaluation: The store

owner's market research which led him to believe that the general

policy of accepting all returns is good business. So evaluation

influenced the policy directly, but influenced the immediate

decision about the 5adio only remotely and so it appeared` to the

decision,maker that evaluation-did not influence his decision.

ThIls, it often app rs to us that policy '(or evaluation) does not

enter into the decisions we make. However, if we look hartd

enough we find the remote influence of evaluation (or policy) in

every decision we make. The model, 3tist described, can he

summarized by ten "rules":

1. The interaction of policy and evaluation occurs during

the decision making process.

2. The.na'fure of this interaction issdetermined by the

relative influence each has on the making of the

decision.

34 The Perceived influence of policy and evaluation oNn the

,making of a decision is determined by the proximity of

the influence to the decision making situation.

4. A decision can be, made with the direct influence of both

policy and evaluation in he decision situation

(Scenario 2).

5. A decision can be made With the direct influence of

polity in the decision Situation and- wirth no direct

influence of evaluation. The influence of evaluation on

the decision exists but isremote'to the decision

situation. A total lack of evaluation influence is

illusory (Scenario 1).

6. Similarly, a 'decision can be made with the direct

influence of evaluation -in the decision situation and

with no direct influence of policy. The influence of
.10.

r-



policy on the decision gxists but is remote to the

decision situation.. A total lack orpoli"cy influejnce is

ill-usory (Scenario 3).
0 k

7. Policy is created or affirmed each time decislon

made. It iscommon When making a decision to look'at
. . _

earlier decisions made under a similar set of
7 0

circumstances. If the later decision is the same Is the

earlier decision, the, policy which ir,ILauenced the

'earlier decision is affirmed. If the later decision,

rejected the influence.of the policy applied in,the

earlier decision, new policy May be gleaned from the ne\
4

decision. Court decisions'function in this way.*

8. Evaluation information is unaffected by'a decision it

influenced. The weight .and credibElit of the data in

future use,-howev4r, may be affected by how the decision

maker "owed it o influence the decision.

9. Policy has noinfluenc 11 d ion:making unless the
o

policy is communicated and4nOwnto thetdecision maker.

10. Similarly, evaluation informatiCn has no influence on a

decision unless the information'is communicated and is

known ,to (and understood by) th4decision maker.

,444

Policy and Evaluation in'the Oregon Department of Education

The ten rules present the.eSlence of the cy /evaluation

interAction model. The remainder of the paper presents examples

of this interaction in the Oregon Department of gducation. For

these examples to be understood, it is first necessary toopresent

4 ,some description of the Department organization and how it

functions. -

*See, e.g., Caulley, D. and Dowdy, I.. Evaluation case

-histories as a parallel to legal case histories. Portland,

Oregon: Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory.

7,
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C
Organization.of the Oregon Department of Education

4:1

Figure 2 presents the Department's table of organization.

Note ttlat.the five associate state superintendents report

directly the State Superintendent of Public Instruction and

not to the Deputy State Superintendent. This has alt effect on

the making of policy. Further, you will note that both the

Superintendent and the Deputy, like each associate, manages a

division. Thus, they,are involved in day-to-day operations and

do not exist in an ivory tower. This has an influence on policy

makj.ng. The Educational Program Audit Division was established

,by_Superinfenden5 Duncan to separate evaluation responsibilities

from program respons4bilities. This was to relieve the -e

4

ambivalence of program support people (e.g. Title I field liaison

people) who .put a great deal of energy into helping local
/

district persnnel develop programs to aid Children and later

have to apply the (often antithetical) evaluation rules developed

by federtl agencies or others in the Department -. 'For example,

this Division mchitors P.L. 94-142 com lance while theeSpecial.

Education Division provides technical s pport for program

development in the field. Additional examples are possible but

the point is made. This innovati41 has worked to the

satisfaction of all parties and has had a great deal of influence

on thinking- about and doing evaluation-based decision-making
4.

throughout the Department. While the remaining divisions do not

have the evaluation responsibility of the Program Audit

Division. Yet each still must do a great deal of evaluation

within its program support functions and in this 'case the Program

Audit Division assists by provi,ding technical assistance.

The State-Board of Education', a lay board appointed by the

Governor with the approval of the Senate, has been assigned a .

policy making function by the legislature. The State

Superintendent, an elected official, carries out the Board's

policies. In'doing so he creates a great deal of policy by

interpreting Board policy and in order to 4ill gaps in policy on

issues not addressed by t..e Board. The Sup intendent's poweri

are unusual in that he performs the same. fun ion as a district

.?

3
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or circuit court interpreting state and federal statutes

concerning education. Appeal from his decision is made directly

to the appellate division of the courts.

The policies,of the Board res,ide in the administrative rules

promulgaged by the Board. These follow a legislatively

prescribed procedure and have the same weight as .legislatively

enacted Statutes. Board policies in many areas have not been

delineated, butrmust be gleaned from the administrative rules.

While the B'oard is currently considering a process to develop a

set of policy statements, Oregon practicality dictates that

effort pnAuce usable results. Flowery statements, or broad

generalizations,presented by other states do little to provide

the guidance to decision makers that the Oregon Minimum Standards

for Elementary and Secondary Schools (and the otnew sets of

standards for other sdhools) provide. The policies of the

Superintendent are foupd dministrative memoranda and other

special memoranda he'oromulga s and policy may be gleaned from

his decisions-in 'controverstes (a body bf quasi-case law).

The,Policy Makers

While it is correct to say that the State Board of Education

and the State Superintendent are the policy makers identified'by

the legisl'ature, the reality'is that many others make policy when
...--

c'erying out functions delegaed*to them by the Board and the

Superintendent. Therefore, to look at policy in, the.Department,

we must look beyond the table of liganization for &a furttional
) .

description.

Superintendent Duncan has ettabrished a cabinet. It consists

of the Deputy Superintendent anil all of the associate

superintendents. This cabinet meets several times each month as

(--- c'---'.1 the Superintendent's Council. Note that the apostrOphe in

\"Superintendent's" is placed before the "s" and not following'the

"s." 'Ws, the Council is advisory to th.64
Superintendent._

Superintendent Duncan maintains his freedom to hear the Council's

advice. and disregard it if a higher wisdom so dictates. The

council, hdwever, iS not at alL"window dressing." The.



discustions arid the arguments put forth, area serious part of the

decioion making process an also serve to keep the associates

current as to the Superintendent's policy. This policy provides

guidance to the associates when they-mAke the many decisions

required of them in the operation Of their divisions.' The

council also serves to inform the 1Superintendent of decisions

made by associates (and other staff). These decisiong have

established policy and, since the associates acted as, -the

Superintendent's agents, the decisions somewhat limit the

Superintendent's freedom to'establish policy. This balance of

policy making roles is possible because of frequent formal and

informals.interaction among all parties involved.

Others who influence, policy are the special interest groups.

The Oregon Education Association, the Oregon School Boards

Association and the Council of Oregon School Administrators are

just three of many. The opinions of special interest groups are

often solicited because they offer a perspective,which Department

staff may not have considered. The same is true of the opinions

-Pf citizens in general.

The regislature influences policy by enacting yaws which

dictate the limitations on policy in certain areas.. More
s

dfrettly,-the legislature influences policy through the budgeiary

process. The Department's budget is presented biennially to the

'.1egislature,by the poerd: The Board's policy to support programs

for gifted students 'is given life bi,a dollar amount of support

in the budget. The legislature, in modifying this allocation,

'pieces a limitation on the Board's application of its policy.

One may argue that the p4icy to assist gifted students was not

affected, only the degree of suppott was. But the next time the

Board builds a budget, the earlier legislative action does affect

polity

The Evaluators

:Those who hold psyroll designations as "evaluators" reside in

the Educational Program Audit Division. Approximately one

ft



percent of the total Department.operational budget.9Oes'Eo,

suppoit this division, but an estimated ten percent of' the
4

operational budget is used evaluation because every° other

division retains some evaluative function. So, just as policy

making does not completely rieside in an, identifiable Ifew, neither

does evaluation. 'In fact, in reality, makers evaluate

or use evaluation information (formally or Informally) and all

who make decisions about the conduct of evaluation areihfluenced

by policy and establish policy by making decisions about what;to

evaluate.

The Policy/Evaluation Interaction

in the Oregon Department of Education

The Oregon Minimum Standards

Since decisions of all kinds on all levels of organization

are made daily, many examples can be used 'to show how policy and

evaluation interact in Oregon. Of all.of these possibilities,

one has been &losen for disCussion'on the basis of the f.ct that

it,involves everyone in the Department. and the State Board of

Education. The Elementary-Secondary Guide for Oregon Schools

Part I /Oregon's Minimum Standards) has been chosen as an example

o (1) a policy setting process which is Influenced by evaluation

Information and (2) a statement of policy which influences

evaluation. The Minimum Standards are disfussed here becauSe

they are the Board's only complete statement about the Board's!,

policy on evaluation and about the policy/evaluatiod

interaction. Even though the Minimum-StandardS are applied at

the local level, we use it here'for illustration Tf. the policy

that is applied at the state agency, level aT well. like many

state agencies, there is not a Complete policy statement for the

workings of the agency itself. informal transmittai of policy by

the Board and the Superintendent indicate that the same policies

apply at the state level, :but there 'is not the concise form to

show the reader.

12



. 'The Minimum Standards are a set., of administrative rules

established by the State Board of Education under a legislative

grant of authority,to do so. These have the same weight and

influence on the schools as do legislatively enacted statutes.
'-

The Board adopts many is of administrative rtules but has

Chosen to designate only\pne subset the "Minimum Standards."

While a school district is required to comply with all of the

administrative rules, only failure to comply with a Minimum

Standard will authomatically put into motion a process which

requires the district to correct its deficiency pr lose its state

funding support.- This process is the school standardization

(accreditation) process administered by a section of the

Educational Prbgram Audit Division in response to -a legislative

mandate to determine that schools are meeting the standards set

by the State Board. Of course, failure to comply with an

administrative rule which is not part of the Minimum Standards

subset carries penalties too. Those penalties, however, are

stated in each rule or for a set of rules. But the school

standardization process (team visits to every school in the state
t.

on a five ,year cycle) is coccerved only with compliance With the

minimum standards.

Let us pause and see what we can detect so far concerping,the

,policy/evaluation interaction.

The Minimum Standards are the Board's expression of how a
%

district must,operate to provide a quality,education to

its students, These are statements of policy or rules 1

based on policy.

g

-- The leg4lative mandate that such policy be e8tabl*Shed

was accompanied by a egislatiye mandate that the State' .

Superintendent of Public Instruction determine whether

schools are meeting these standards. This process of ?

quality assurance is a process'of evaluation.

-- Thus, the legislature,dtsirous of quality schools,

required clearly deiined policy for schools to follow and

evaluation to make sure they do. How dcip the legislature

1 3
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. ensure that the'policy and the evaluation will interact?

By placing the Superintendent in a decision-making role.

,.Thede'Cision he must makelis which sichooi districts wiii

continue;to receive the state funds provided by the

j. legislature.

The discussion of the Minimum Standards nowfbranches into two

streams. The first stream is a consideration of what'the

Standards contain because that sheds light on how the Board is

\S

directing the'schoo districts to carry out the Board's policy,

and how evaluation i required to ensure that the 0olicy is

ca'rr'ied out. The second stream considers how the 'Board

establishes these Standards, that is, how the Board determines

policy and how evaluation information influences this policy

making process:, The discussion of the first stream,,the contents

of the Standards, is based on the Minimum Standards currently.in

use in Oregon a6d 'adopted by the Soird on ,June 23, 976. A

revision proCess'has been underway since 1978 and a new set of

Standards will be adopted in 1980. However, for our purpose

nere, either set will do. The discussion of the second stream,
tm.

how the Board establrsheS standards, is.a discussion of the

revision process wtlich- will result in the 1980 adoption.
4

The Role of Policy in the Conduct of Evaluation

The Content of the Minimum Standards

The 1976 Minimum Standards are divided into twelve sections:

-7.Definitions.. These are definitions of terms used in the-

-Standards. ,They are more than definitions for the

guidance o6 thQse involved with the standards because

these have been adopted as an administrative rule much the

same way.that statutes contain definitions prefaced by

:"For the pilrpoie Of this statute: . . ."

-- Goals. The Board,states its goals for students and,for.

the process of schooling.

14
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- - Accreditation. The Board here describes in detail its/

process for school standardization. That is, its process

A'r responding to the legislative mandate to evaluate

schools for,compli.;noe with the policy which is the major

content of the Standards.

-- Instructional Planning. This section contains a rule
(

which requires local districts to link evaluation and

policy. This rule will be discussed in more detail below.

4
- - Instructional Programs. Here are the rules which express

the Board's policies concerning the contents of a quality

educatibn-pfogram. These rules constitute the Board's

response to the legislative mandate to establish standards

of quality.
IF

-- Administration. 'Rules for the operation of a school

district. This secticn,.coup/ed with the sections on

Student Services, Staff and,CMss Load, Media and

Materials, Facilities, Safety and Auxiliary Services

describes all policy for the operation of a local district

which is not contained in the Accreditation, Instructional

Planning,'and Instructional Program:sections.

The purpose of examining the contents orthe Minimum

standards was to see-what the BOard requires of local districts

as a mix of policy and evaluation. It has alr4ady been stated

that the accreditation section of the standards describes how the

State Board Will evaluate the-local districts coMpliance with the

Board's poliCied, go the accreditation section is a view of the

Board's policy-on how the Board will assure compliance, that is,

how the Board will use evaluation. Our purpose is little aided

by a detailed discussion of how the evaluation,is conducted. The

rules which describe this -process appear in the appendix as

561-22-202, 204 and :206.

We are interested, here, in how the Minimum- Standards have

required local distActs to use-both policy and evaluation in the

conduct of a quality school program. We are interested in the

policy/evaluation interaction at the local level. Taking

40*
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selected Standards, we will paraphrase or extract excerpts for

theisake of brevity, and use these Standards to illustrate the

interaction. The complete text of each Standard paraphrased'

appears in the appendix.

Standard 581-22-208, Instructional Planning. Each

49 district is required to establish district, progr/M and

course goals. These goals embody. the stated policies

about the district's educational program and the outcomes

of that program. Once stated, the goals form the basis of

the local district's evaluation of its program and

policies about education: This evaluation is sequired by

the Standard. Following the evaluation, the district is

required `_o identify its needs by comparing assessment

results to its gOals. The final requirement of the

Standard is that, based on this evaluation process, the

district is, required to establish policies for making

program improvements. Thus, see that the State Board

has directed districts torely on the policy /evaluation

interaction when planning its instructional program.

Standard 581-22-218, Educational Programs. The Board

requires each district to

(1) Identify individuals' learning strengths and

. weaknesses;

(2) Provide learning opportunities for students'

responsive to their needs;.

(3) Determine progress students make in their educational

prograd;

(4) Maintain student progress records and report the

information 'to pa5ents and students (OXR 581-22-218).

This ;equired evaluation process is intended to achieve the
,

Board's policy that districtl" "provide all students opportunity

to achieve district-ad4ted learneroutcomes,'requirements for

graduation and personal goals through participatioh in

educational programs relevant to their needs, interests and

abilities. (OAR '81-22-218)."

ei



-- Graduation Requirements. It is the State Bdard's policy

that local boards "shall award a diploma upon fulfillment

Of all state .and'lcCal district csipdit, competenCy and

attendance requirements ,(OAR 581-22-228(1))."

Further, it is the State Board's policy that "student
,

transcripts shall record demonstration of minimum competencies

necessary to:

(1) Read, write, speak, listen;

(2) ,Analyze;

(3) Compute;

.(4) Use basic scientific-and technological processes;

(5) .Dev pand maintaim'a healthy mind and body.; ,

(6) Be an informed citizen in the cdmmunity, state, and

nation; \

(7) Be an informed citizen in, interaction with environment;

(8) Be an informed citizen on streets and highways;

($) Be an informed consumer of gOods and services;

(10) _Function within an occupation or continue education

leading td a career (OAR 581-22-231(1))."

It is the State Board's policy that each local district

expresses its policy about what a competent graduate is: "The

local board shall . . . adopt and make available to the community

minimum competencies it is willing to accept as evidence students

are equipped to function in the society in which they live (OAR,

581-22-231(2))."

The State Board policy, then, requires the local district to

evaluate each student to see if the student has achieved

sufficient competence to be awarded a diploma. "Each local

district enrolling students in grades 9 through 12 shall

implement the competency component of its graduation requirements

as follows:

(1) Establish minimum competencies and performance

indicators beginning with the graduating class of 1978;

(2) Certify attainment of. competencies necessary to read,

write, speak, listen, analyze and compute beginning with

the graduating class of 1978;

17
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(3) Certify attainment of al.1 competencies beginning not

later than with the graduating class of ma (OAR

581-22-236)."
. .

We have seen that the State Board's policy is that Oregon

graduates be competent citizens. To achieve this, the Board

requires each district to state its policies concerning competent

graduates and the Board requires an evaluation of students as a

vehicle for effecting its statewide policy of competent

graduatet. Oregon diffets from some states in that, in Oregon,

evaluation of the graduates is conducted locally and is uniform

only to the extent that the.general competency areas have been

f//de ined. In intent, Oregon is no different from any state which

establishes,uniform exit requirgMents and conducts a uniform
- -,

statewide evaluation of all students. --r-0

Additional examples are possible, bLA the intent was to show

that it is the policy of the Oregon State Board of Education that

(1) policies be established and communicated, (2) evaluation be

conducted to be sure tfiese policies are implemented, and (3)

insures that policy and evaluation interact by requiring

decisions (about programs and students) based on that
.

%

.

interaction, Here, then, we see that the content of the minimum

standards demonstrates that, in Oregon, evaluation is required by

policy and policy and evaluation interact in the decision-making

process. We now turn to the second stream of our discussion of

the Minimum Standards to see how the development of the policy is

affected by evaluation.

The Role of Evaluation in the Development of Policy

We have teen that the Board's policy in the form of the

Minimum Standards,requires distriCts to use evaluation

information when setting policy and when making 'decisions. It

has been asserted that the policy about evaluation-based policy

making in the state agency is the same as the policy illustrated

by the excerpts from the Minimum Standards. Lt can be

189r-
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1

demonstrated that the Board and the Superintendent rely on

evaluation information when establishing policy. 'Again, many

illIstrations are'possible, but it seems reasonable to show 'that

the polidy statement which requires evaluationbased policy.

making (the Minimum Standards) is, itself, policy based on

evaluation.

When the revision of the current (1976) Minimum Standards'

'began in 1978, the Superintendent and the Board wanted

information'about,the objectives of the standards and about

implementation, problems. In addition, they wanted information

about the results of the implementation of'the 19.76 Standards. A

study was commiasioned.and cOndUcted by the faculty of the-
,

University of Oregon. The study Was designed by the present

author. In 'order to,show the reader a real example of evaluation

in the real life of-the Department, the following discussion is

based on the major portion Oethe original paper which presented

the design to the Superintendent and the Board. This provides an

insight into, the realities of conducting evaluation for use b

lay policy makers.

Rvaluating-Ovegoti's Minimum Standards

A Ctntext in Which to.Evaluation

Evaluation is the collection of information for the purpose
,

of making detisions. The evaluation of A program suds as the

Oregon Minimum StindArds consists of the collection of

information for the.purpose of deciding whether the Standards are
,.

effective.as they are or whether change is'needed. The

information to be collected relates to goals, implementation;

procedures and observable results. None of the infnrmAtion,

1".

however, ts useful unless thesis is a welldpfined model for

program development anq evaluation known to those involved in the

evaluation so that the collected information can be "inserted" in

'the proper place in the decision making process. Simply put, if

19
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we don't know.how we wish to use collected information (i.e.,

what decisiops-we wish to make); we will not know what

information to collect nor will we know how to use whatever

information Ke do collect. Before we can begin a discussion of

the information we .want and how we plan to get it, we must view

the context within which this evaluation should be conducted.

There are many planning models ("planning" as used here

subsumes evaluation and the making of policy). The model

presented to the State Board of Education and adopted tehtatively

as the Department's generic model appears in Figure 3.* A

simplified.version appears in Figure 4 This model for planning

and evaluating programs and policy, briefly,described,'requires:

1. The development of GOALS;

2. -The identification of.NEEDS (by comparing "what we want"

(GOALS) to "what is");

3. The identification of LANG RANGE OBJECTIVES;

4. The identification of short term PROGRAM CHANGE

OBJECTIVES which, when achieved, will move us toward the

achievement of the GOALS;
A

5. Tbe development of a PLAN to achieve some of the PROGRAM

CHANGE OBJECTIVES;

6. The implementation and eventual evaluation of the

effectiveness of the PLAN (an effort which 'seeks th4

answer to the question "are the goals of the PLAN being

achieved?"); and finally;

17, We ask the questions "are the PROGRAM CHANGE OBJECTIVES,

LONG RANGE OBJECTIVES and original NEEDS being met by

this plan?", Following this effort we make decisions

about the efficacy of the PLAN lir the policies.

If an evaldatoriwho knew nothing of the history of-the

development of the Minimum Standards were given this generic

.*The Oregon Planning Model was developed jointly by Gordon

Pitcher, Robert Clemmer and Donald Egge, all of the 'Oregon State

Departmehtk Education. 41,
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model and .a copy of the Minimum Standards, he/she would probably

assume that prior to the adoption of the Standards,.the Board:

1. Established GO An which described Che Board's philosophy

'aild what it hoped to accomplish through a variety of"

means;

2. Used assessment procedures to collect information which,

, when compared tothe GOALS, identified the NEEDS (i.e.,

the Board used the discrepancies between what it wonted

and "what was" as statements of NEEDS);

3. Identified some LONG RANGE OBJECTIVES;

4.t, Identified some short term PROGRAM CHANGE OBJECTIVES

which, it accomplished, would lead the Board closer to

the achievement of its GOALS;

*414 5. Developed a PLAN (the Minimum Standards) which it hoped
%

would achieve sane of the PROGRAM CHANGE OBJECTIVES, and

6. Implemented the PLAN with an evaluation design to answer

the question "Are the gcAls of the PLAN being achieved?"

All of this so tbat, within the context of the generic

model, the Board could appraise"how well the identified

NEEDS were being met.

The evaluator't assumptions would be reasonable but

erroneous. I2 fact, prior to the implementation of a Mikimum
rl

Standards,.the Board did. not' establish GOALS, identi_y tiEEDS or

identify LONG RANGE 014c2/VES or PROGRAM CHANGE OBJECTIVES% The

-Board did develop a PLAN, albeit in the absence of a sound

context, but neglected to develop'an evaluation component for the

PLAN. As a result, the Board cannot, it would seem, readily

'conduct a proper evaluation, after the fact. But,'almost all of

the parts of the generic model do exist and were attended to but

these parts were not brought together as a cohesive whole. It is

possible to do so because of the vantage point presented by the

passage of time and because the work done to date has been of

high quality.

We can conduct a proper evaluation because it is possible to

reconstruct some of the missing links in the generic model. The

.23
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evaluation answers four basic cueltions, "Are the PROGRAM CHANGE

OBJECTIVES being achieved?"; "Are the LONG RANGE OBJECTIVES being

achieved?"; and "Are the identified NEEDS being met?"

The Need for Reconstruction

Considering the question "Are the PROGRAM CHANGE OBJECTIVES

being achieved?" To answer this question we need to know what

the PROGRAM CHANGE OBJECTIVES are* that we are trying to achieve

through the implementation of the Minimum Standards (the PLAN).

Further, to evaluate the effectiveness of the'PLAN we need to

know the goals of the PLAN itself, and the.performance

indicators, measures and stanlards'related to each of the goals

of the PLAN. Of all of these, we have only the PLAN. We must

identify the RPOGRAM CHANGE' OBJECTIVES, the goals of the PLAN and

the performance indicators, measures and standards related,to

each goal.

Once we have answered this question we can ask whether t _

LONG RANGE OBJECTIVES and REEDS are being met. To do so,

however, we must identify the LONG RANGE OBJECTIVES and NFEDs and

to do that we must first identify the GOALS and the assessment

information which enabled us to determine needs relative to the

GOALS. ,

Upon accomplishing all of this, we wilt have the elements of

a proper evaluation.

faw

A Plan for Conducting the Evaluation

4

Part I. Evaluating the Minimum Standards Out of Context

This section presents a plan tior answering the question,

"Have the goals of the Minimum Standards PLAN been achieved?" As

*We could use the past tense but we want our risults to be

useful now so we will forget historical objectives and work with

those currently in place.
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point out above, this question is important but it is only one of

our rtant questions. Trying to answer the remaining:three

questions ** requires placing the answer to the first question

within th; conte.xt'ct the Board's generic planning model.

Evaluation of the minimum Standards within that context is the

subject matter of Part II.

To determine whether the goals of the Minimum Standards PLAN

have been achieved we must first identify el! goals and then,

identify performance indicators for each goal. Following that,

we must identify appropriate measures and standards to determine

whether the performance indicators were achieved and then make

inferences about the achievement olthe goals. We can define
%

twelve tasks:

1. Identify the goals of the Minimum Standards PLAN.

2. For each goal, identify One or more perfoRmance

indicators.

3. For each performance indicator, identify one or more

appropriate measures and performance standards which will

be used to collect and analyze information about the'

achievement of the performance indicator.

4. Collect and analyze data.

5. From information about performance indicators, infer

about the achievement of each goal.

6. Identify the plan for implementation of the Minimum A

Standards.
1

7. Identify the implementation plan goals.

8. For each goal, identify one or more performance

indicators.
Or

9. For each performance indicator, identify one or more

appropriate measures and perfOrmance standards which will

be used to collect and analyze information about the

achievement of that performance indicator.

10. Collect and analyze data.

**The remaining three questions are: (1) "Have the PROGRAM

CHANGE OBJECTIVES been achieved?", (2) "Have the LONG RANGE

OBJECTIVES been achievedt', and (3) "Are the NEEDS being met?"

25 Qr)
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, 11. From information about performance indicators, infer

-about the achievement of each implementation goal.

12. ProduCe a report,on the achievement of program and
*

implementation goals.

1

Part II. Evaluating the Minimum Standards Within the Context of

the Generic Plannina Model

Here we attempt to answer the questions "Have the LONG RANGE

OBJECTIVES been achieved?" "Have the PROGRAM CHANGE OBJECTIVES

been achieved?" and "Are the NEEDS being met?" To answer these

questions we :qst/first have the answer to the question posed in

Part I "Have the goals of the minimum Standards PLAN been

achieved?" Before we can answer these thee questions we must

also fill in the missing parts of the generic planning model.

These missing parts are the State Board of Education GOALS,

identified NEEDS LONG RANGE OBJECTIVES and PROGRAM CHANGE

OBJECTIVES. We can define six tasks:

1. Identify the State Board of Education GOALS.

2. Identify the NEEDS.

3. Identify the appropriata LONG RANGE OBJECTIVES.

4 Identify the appropriate PROGRAM CHANGE OBJECTIVES.

5 Apply the data garnered from the evaluation of the

Minimum Standards PLAN (Part I, above) to:

a. determine whether the PROGRAM.CHANGE OBJECTIVES were

achieved,

b. determine whether the LONG RANGE OBJECTIVES were

achieved,

c. determine whether the NEEDS were met,

d. infer about the achievement of GOALS.

6. Produde report On the achievement of LONG RANGE

OBJECTIVES, PROGRAM CHANGE' OBJECTIVES and the meeting of NEEDS.

26



Results of the Study 'Sr

The preliminaiy portion of the evaluation study has been,-4-

conducted. The results of-an extensive survey of several

school-based populations are available. These results are

currently being used by the Superintendent and the Board in the

setting of new policy. t-1,

Summary.

1

This paper has explored a conceptual framework for the

relationship between policy and evaluation and has provided

examples of the policy/evaluation interdetion in the Oregon State

Department of Education. The author has attempted to slier that

policy makers are very much dependent on evaluation infortation

and, in fact, are reguit,to be so dependent by the pc Wies of

the State Superintendent of Ito Instruction and the Stdte

Board of Education. In addition, it has been shown that

4

evaluators and the nature of evaluation are guided by the

Department's written policy.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EVALUATION AND POLICY
IN THE VIRGINIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

By

Gerald W: Bracey, Director
Research, Evaluation and Testing
Virginia Department of Education

Some General Comments.and Definition Issues.

Judging from the literature I have read, evaluation and policy appear
to have bee* only tangentially or occasionally related ateither state or
federal or even local levels.- Where they have been related, the relation-
ship has generally been unidirectional with policy having a significant

_ bearing on evaluation, but not vice versa. txplanations for this phenomr
enon vary. Fox (1977), reviewing 10 years of evaluation of Teacher Corps
concluded that'the problem lay primarily with the methods chosen. Accord-

_ ing to Fox the "Standard Experimental Design" as defin4d by Astin and
Panos (1971) was often used and was invariably inappropriate. Fox retom-f
-mendeb to evaluators the "Model" by Parlett and Hamilton (1976) described-
as "Evaluation as Illumination". Certainly evaluators have been misled by
certain methods. However, in this case, I feel that a careful reading of

Fox' paper leads one to conclude that the policy changes affecting by
Teacher Corps would have taken place no matter what evaluation model bad
been chosen. Policy chang s were determined by other factors and the
outcomes of evaluations we simply irrelevant to such decisions. Indeed,
House (1979), has argued th the Follow Through Program in particular and

= federal programs in general h been evaluated in such a way that.the
evaluations are bound to be narrow, trimial and hence rrelevant. Many
would argue, included, that `the current Title I eval action will be
another case of a disfunctiom and disjunction between valuation findings
and policy changes.

All of this prologue is simply to document that tile relationship
between evaluation and policy has not been a happy one, at least as viewed

ti from the perspective of the evaluators. Alkin and Dai/llak (1979) recently
lamented:

There have been great hopes for evaluation,
y
not only

. among evaluators themselves, but also among many other
educators, elected officials and the public. Yet these
hopes have, dimmed. It wasboped that evaluation infor-
mation woulehelp planners, administrators and policy
makers froth by improving individual programs and by

-

Cautjonary note: While readers may experience difficulty with this_
paper for a number of reasons'solely the fault of the author,' readers
addicted to the words "implement" and "impact" will experience additional
-difficulties as these words occur nowhere in the text in either noun,

. verb, or adjective form.
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aiding in choices among programs. The reality we are,
told by almost akl observers, is that evaluation has
had little influthice on educational decision making,
and evaluation information is largely ignored.

Although most evaluators (and even policy makers) reading that state-
ment would probablygive general assent, the stl-EiMent by itself has
several problems. It does not delineate types of evaluation or define
policy. A necessaexfirst step in understanding the role between "evalu-
ation" and "policy" Op the Department of Education or anywhere else is
to define both evaluation and policy.

At One level any decision that determines policy based in part on
information that could be called evaluative. However, such information
could be (and often is) derived largely from personal experience. Pipho
(1978) reported that 80% of 11 legislation introduced with respect to
Minimum Competency Testing Pr rams resulted from the immediate experience
of a legislator with either hi own family-or that of.neighbdrs or rela-
tives. This datum alone shoul give some indicatidn of the relative force
of large evaluation roje is on licy decision's. 'While these legislators
are clearly evaluatin f on by using personal experiences as a
source of evaluative information, s ch experiences do not constitute-an
adequate definitiqn for evaluation for the purposes of this paper.*

Fqr the purposes of this paper, "evaluation" or "evaluative informa-
tion" will refer to any of the ten categories of studies classified by
Webster and Stufflebeam .(1978) as auasi evaluation or true evaluation.*
While it would be fascinating to include a discussion of what those author
refer to as pseudo-dVaivation--propagandistic studies designed to support
predetermined policies--such discussion would be difficult as, by defini-
tion, the goals are predetermined and part of the relevant information is
either not collected or deliberately c.. --led by the perpetrators of the
study. Note that one of the ten cat-.,ries itself,islabeled "policy
studies" which foreshadows'what will become clear--that the relationship
between the two concepts is someti s intricate and simultaneously elusive.

If one can obtain a frame of reference for "evaluation" by noting
a single synoptic paper, such is not the case with "Policy". Attempts
by the author to obtain concrete, short definitions of policy have failed.

*.While personal experience does not constitute "evaluation," an evalu-
ator with an interest in inflVencing policy would be well advised to see
that his information became a part of the 'personal experience" of the
policy maker. Constraints on evaluators doing this will be discussed later.

+These categories are objectives based studiesl.accountability
studies, experimental research studies, testing programs, management infor-
mation systems, accreditation/certification studies, policy studies, deci-
sion oriented studies, consumer oriented studies, client oriented studies,
and connoisseur based studies. Although Stufflebeam and Webster present
them as "types" the author does not presume-them to be mutually exclusive.

29
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The general thrust of the answers has been "I can't define policy but I

will know one when I see one". Dictionaries are no help and articles
about policy provide little guidance because the word is used in so many
contexts. It.isendowed, as philosophers of science put it, with a great
deal of "surplus meaning". Generally, people responding to the.question,
"What is Policy "? discussed an overall philosophy, ideology, or plan of
action, sometimes with clear.budgetary implications, sometimes without.

After a number of these discussions I imagined a continuum running ,

from broad-scoped statements of "policy" at one end to specific state-
ments of administrative Procedures at the other. I was, however, unable
to determine any point along that continuum where policy clearly became
procedure or vice versa. Indeed, it will be seen during this paper that
one source of difficulty in relating policy and evaluation is a confusion
among all the actors involved as to where policy ends and administration
begins. A result of this confusion is that administrative procedures,
best left as such, get elevated to the level of policy making, with a
resultant territorial intrusion by one group on the other. Similarly,
policies get enacted with no clear procedural implications. Almost any.
course of action can be restated as policy. "It is the policy of the
United States to contain communism wherever it should appear". Few would
argue that this is not a policy of the U.S. government, but its procedural
implications are by no means clear; the possible translative strategies
range from providing effective demonstration% of the superiority of a
capitalist system to providing assistance to any government promising tb
fight against communist activity in that country to physical obliteration
of all nations professing themselves to have communist governments.

In other cases to be discussed, it appears that policy statements
often make an appearance to justify administrative procedures already in
place. Unless, of course, those procedures themselves are under attack.

Finally, in some cases the policy statement is redundant with or a
gratuitous addition to a procedure. The f§78-80 Standards of Quality for
Public.Schools in Virginia, to 'be discussed'in detail below, illustrate
such a case of redundancy. One part of one standard states, "It is the
policy of the Commonwealth that the awarding of a high school diploma
shall be based upon achievement". There follows the standard that puts
into place Virginia's graduation competency testing program. The policy
statement is unnecessary, is unattached in any causal way to the testing
program. In recognition of this fact, some legislators unsuccessfully
attempted to have the policy sentence removed before the standard was
enacted into law.

It is comforting, if not illuminating to note that others have .

struggled with definitions of policy issues and it is worthwhile to
examine the struggles of othen$with policy.

Berlak (1970) pointed out that evaluators needed to know whether
they were operating-in an area of programmatic impact*or policy impact*
and act accordingly. For Berlak, a policy issue has four criterial attri-
butes:,

4These are phrases from Berlak and do not violate the promise of page 1.
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1. It directly far:indirectlyalters the power relationship between
the citizens and the state.

2. It affects, immediately or in the long run the status a person
has and the power he can exercise within the social system.

3. It increases or decreases political or sicial tensions as a
primary outcome.

4. It alters the self concept of the individual. .

While not a model of clarity, nor in several instances easily amenable
to empirical tests, these consideration's are an improvement over the
classical political definition of policy as the "application of reasdn
and evidence to choose among program alternatives". Perhaps the.best
discussion-of policy is by Mann (1975) Who chooses like Berlak not to
define policy but to describe policy issues in education again in terms
of criteria' attributes. For Mann, policy issues have five characteristics.

1. Policy problems are public. This might at first seem unnecessary
to state as we are dealing with public'education and hence all
things are in public domain, but in fact they are not. Certain
"policy" discussions revolve aroung what is the 'proper goal of
public educatiOn. Which of the desired outcomes of childhood
are the domain of the school and which are those of family and
other institutions? Certainly much heat, if npt light has been
generated over where the responsibility of schools.ends.

2. Policy problems have important consequences. They increase ten-
sions among political groups and their resolution directly affects
the lives of a large number of people or a small number of
people in large ways.

3. Policy problems are complex. They have political, economic,
moral, dimensions which of course, do not (*rate independently
but interactively.

4. Policy problems involve large amounts of uncertainty. This
almost follows from #3 above. ,If the state decides to allocate
more funds to school districts with low scoring children, in
order to hire more teachers what. will be the outcome? .Clearly
this cannot be known in advance although various "scenarios"
can be depicted-with greater or lesser sophistication.

5. Policy problemp are viewed differently by those with different
interests or ideologies. Again this appears trivial or at least
axiomatic but it is important to state. If all people agree on
what is to be done, then it is no longer a policy problem. And,
in terms of this paper, the fact that people disagree has direct
bearing on how, when or if evaluative information will be used.

Attribute five, even if axiomatic, is important to the thrust and
tone of this paper. I take it as axiomatic that readers will not be inter-
ested in the effect of evaluation on policy unless that evaluation contri-
butes to the resolution of a policy issue.4

-of
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The Structural Context.

There are, fundamentally, three policy making agencies in the area of
education:

1. The Department of Eddcation, a part of the executive branch of
the government.

2. The State Board of Education, appointed at the pleasure of the

Governor and operating through the Department, but often quite
independent of it.

3. The legislature.'

Policy matters may originate with any of the three. Generally, any
policy matter originated in the Department is brought before the Board
for approval, and the Board, seeking tb take a stance on a policy matter,.
may instruct the Department to provide the information necessary to making
decisions.

I -will show in some detail in the next section that most major policy
issues either enter the arena via the constitutionally required "Standards
of Quality for Public Schoolsg, also to be discussed below, or such policy
issues come -to rest there. In generarthe Standards of Quality (SOQ) amk
drafted each biennium by the Department staff; approved with revisions bra
the State Board and approved with further rev ions by the legislature.
The legislature enacts the SOQ into law. is thus obvious that the
legislature is the final'arbiter of educ ional policies contained in the
SOQ no matter where the policy originat d (unless the entire act is vetoed
by the Governor). Again, as I will dilcuss in both the Historical Context
'and the Case History, the legislature in recent years has been very active
in resolving new policy issues and reacting to policy matters brought to
them by the Board and the Department.

The Governor may, of course, independently formulate policy through
his office or through those of-the Secretary of Education or the Super-
intendent of Public Education. In recent years, where Governors have
acted independently, the target of their actions has been largely the -

domain of post-secondary education, not elementary or secondary public .

schooling. The Superintendent of Public Instruction and the members of
the Board are all appointed by the-GoJernor, subject to approval by the
legislature. According to the constitution the Superintendent's term is
coincident with that of the appointing Governor. .In fact, no Superinten-
denZ-lias gone out of office with the appointing Governor. It might be
noted the Virginia governors may hold two four-year terms, but not suc-
cessively. The nine members of the State Board are appointed for a four
year term and may succeed themselves once. Terms are staggered such that
no more than one vacancy occurs at a time. In the two and a half years
that I have been with the Department, five of the nine members h eve been
succeeded, although one of the five resigned due to, the press of they
duties as the mayor of a large city.
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Th- tire current Board have been appointed b Republican Governors
althou h approved by Democratically controlled legi latures,. It is some-
times alleged that the differing views taken by the oard and the legisla-
ture on matters in recent years area reflection of is differing parti-
saiiship affiliation. That the legislature fights some of its battles with
Governors through the vehicle of overriding the Board. Not only is, the

truth of this statement not verifiable,/the allegation is not readily
,apparent in public exchanges,. I was told by several people in all serious-
ness that the difggrences produced by PartiSan affiliation would e

obliterated by the communality engendered by Virginia'slongstandi g
commitment to conservative tradition.

4%

Finally, the media, especially the print ded40, have shown no re -

tance to propose or react to policy issues relating to public educati
This might be expetted by the description of policy issues in the pr ceding
section. As pertains to evaluation, the pr has been particularly ctive
in commenting on the results of state mandatirtesting programs and trends
in test results both in the state and nation. As will be seen, testing
has come to constitute the AA of evaluative information about public
schooling at the state, level.

4

Figure 1 shows the structure: of the Department of Education as of
December 1979. Only those areas outside of the Director of Research,
Evaluation and Tel/ing which are also concerned in significant ways with
evaluation are lablilled. Both the components pf the Division of Research,
Evaluation and Testing ORET) and the way in which information flows from

o other parts pf the agency merit comment..

It is an administrative regulation of the Superintendent that any
information intended for the State Board rust gd through the Superinten-
dent's office. While the prbvious # intendent delegated much autonomy
to the assistant superintendent for .flow of such information, the

incumbent personally "signs off" all.such information. .The importance
of the quality of information flow from lower to upper levels in the
hierarchy.is manifest.

Similarly, it is a- regulat ion that contacts between the Department,
officially a part, of the executive branch, and the legislature cannot $
be initiated by Department members' The Assistant Superintendent for
Administrative Field Services serves as the official liaison between the
Department and the legislature. Any information thought important to the
legislature must be funneled through him. Legisiatoi$ 'may contact mem-

bers of the department informally for; information or request them to
testify before the various oammittees and subcommittees of either house.
A,brief report of all such contacts initiated by legislators in this
way must be filed with the Assistant Superintendent for Administrative
Field Services.

Virginia's DRET con s several functions which might -riot be expected

to be found in a so-name oup and does not contain several other func-
tions which one mightt.exp. it to have. Notably it hag r responsibility,
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for the evaluations of Title I, special education, or vocational education.
While this leads to administrative akwardness and some redundancy in
efforts rchildren tested for Title I are retested under the state program,
but the magiiitude of any practice or regression effects is unknown) it has
little real impact on policy at the state level: most of the above men-
tioned programs are constrained in terms of evaluation by federal, not
state policies. Virginia has a long history of discordant relations with
Washington and one often gets the impression that where federal funds are
involved, the Department prefers the offices handling these tainted monies
to be as autonothous as possible.*

This general feeling does not hold true entirery, as witness the place-
ment of the Title IV-C office with the DRET area. While arguients could
be made for'its being elsewhere (and until 1977 it was with the Special
Assistant for Federal Programs), coupled with the Pilot Studies program ,

which is a 'state fUnded.innovative R & D effort, its placement with the
Program Development sphere and R & D unit also makes sense.

What is most noteworthy and important is that while there is a research
staff designated as such and g testing staff designated as such; there is
no evaluation staff desigdated as such. While accreditation falls into a
valid category of evaluative information, the methods used in Virginia do
not 'at the moment conform to the typical methpdS cited b',Webster and
Stufflebeam for these operations, notably sels.study and team visits.

Accreditaiion is_based.largely on self-report on a questionnaire aug-
mented by site visits. There is'a secondary school evalvtion designation,,
with one pei'son in this role who organizes those teams which make site
visits following a period of self-study by the local .agencies. There are
recommendations made from these committees but there- is no follow-up to
determine if the recommendations have been acted on and in any case no
sanctions_ are imposed if probleml are noted but recommendations are not
followed. Virginia is one of fe 'states which separates the accreditation
and evaluation process for schoo s; the evaluation process is voluntary --

, it must be requested by the jo 1 superintendent.

The structure o he D leaVes little or no opportunity for what is
usually thought of as program evaluatiOn. The research staff have skills
appropriate tO such evaluation, bbt for the most part their energies are
devoted to either the periodic surveys.that the department conducts or to
assisting the testis t 'service with the myriad of programs which have been
mandated by the legislature the past three years.0 ti

The lack of evaluation staff constrains the DRET in two ways: ft

must either rely on. the ass.istance'bf people from outside the division not
' well trained in evalUative ftchni es or more likely, it mum turn to an

outside'agency such as a universit contracted for a particular task.
While such contracts have advantag s as well ass disadvantages, the chief

*The Superintendent from 1975-78 was previouslp.a local superinten-
dent of the only division in the State that did not have a Title I program.
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disadvantages.arethat university faculties are often not aware of the
information/needs of the Department, try unsuccessfully to fit the
problem 'into the paradigm of academic research, and cannot be "on site"
often enough to render assistance at its most timely occasion.
/
The Historical Context.

As indieated in the previous section, the use of evaluation is
affected significantly by the structural context of policy making. It
would be'a mistake, however, to view tnis context as static. Indeed
the purpose of this section'is to treat that structural context as a
dynamic, fluid one _show how it has changed over the past decade.
The primary ,1 ns of focusing on the historical changes will be by
following the ,evolution of the Standards of Quality for Public Schools
in Virginia and the evolution of the position of Director of Researcn,
evaluation and Testing as reflected, in part, by changes iry the job
description for that position.

While any starting date for a "history" would be arbitrary, the
year 1971 seems appropriate to demarcate a formal change in thinking
about education. By 1971, the policy of massive resistance to school
integration had in itsel' been largely abandoned. No issue had domin-
ated public education in Virginia Owite thefway that the ramificatidns-
from Brown vs. The Board of Education had ("This will keep us in power
for at least twenty-five years", -said one legislator in the 1950s, clearly
seeing how long the issue would be in the forefront), but in 1971 the
deoate revolved not around whether, but how (i.e. through voluntary
efforts or court-ordered busing). More importantly, in 1971, the Common-
wealth of Virginia approved a new constitution for the state. A part
of that constitution reads as follows:

Standards of quality for the several school divis-ions
shall be determined and prescribed from time to time
by the Board of Educgion, subject to revision only
by the General Assembly.

The General Assembly shall determine the manner in which
funds are to be provided for the cost of maintaining an

AP educational program meeting the prescribed standards of
quality and shall -provide for the apportionment of the
cost of such program between the Commonwealth and the
local units of government comprising such school divisions.
Each unit of locil government shall provide its portion
of such costs by local' taxes or from other available
funds. ART/VIII #2.

,..

The Standards of Quality (SOQ) havi come in the last eight years to
be the final resting place of all policy issues where same state agency
is the initiator, of policy. Almost all major -)olicy matters have either
begun with changes in the S00,.,or if begun elsewhere (as, says a change
in the standards for accred-ting secondary schools), have eventually
made their way into this,document. Similarly, most of the debates over
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policy issues at thestate level can be found reflected in the chvges of
the SOQ over:time and in the manner in which they were changed by the
respective bodies who writt and rewrite them.

1 The original SOQ for 1972-74* were performance-oriented with°a number
o.", standards being expressed in quantified terms relating to outcomes for
both schools and individuals. Most of these outcomes were countable and
stated in terms of expected changes in the-future. For example:

.At least 45,000 five-year-old children in the State
will be enrolled in kindergarten (26,500 in 1969-70).

Only one standard actually dealt with learner outcomes:and that stan-
dard, meaningless on its face was to cause considerable controversy and
lead to changes in the SOQ. This standard and the controversy it produced
will be discussed as part of the illustrative Case History.

In 1973, the position of Directoof Program Evaluation (later to
'become Director of Research, Evaluation and Testing), was created and
carried, in part the following job description:

1. To provide leadership in evaluating State objectives (Purposes of
education adopted by the State Board of Education), programs
(including standards of- quality}, -and- student progress .

2. To develop a training program for the State Department of Edu-
cation staff and for school division personnel in translating-
state objectives into learner-oriented objectives, many of
which should be measurable. y

3. To develop, with the assistance of consultants and a representa-
tive committee, the criteria needed by school divisions to evalu-
ate their own programs, organization and procedures, reporting

IA

and progress--especially the progress in student lear ing.

4. To assist schools and school divisions in making realistic
evaluations and reports to the public.

5. To encourage and assist institutions of higher learning to evalu-
ate their programs for pre-service and in-service preparation .of
teachers.

This broad, wide-ranging set of duties was never realized. The Pro-
gram Evaluation staff consisted at first of only the Director and one
other professional and later a second professional staff member was added.
One reason for this lack of support was that the Stand.rds of Quality
themselves were being revised substantially for the 1974-76 version in as
way so as to downplay the need for evaluation. In this version, the per-
formance standards which had led off the list of original standards were
eliminated. The general goals of public education were stated and five
modified performance standards were listed as "objectives" with the note
that "school divisions may wish to establish additional specific objectives
to receive priority during during the biennium".

*Virginia4gperates most of its programs1,on the basis of biennial plans.
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The bulk of the standards, listed as such, were ten prescriptive

statements categorizableas "input" standards. They Specified that
schools were to'provide kindergarten, special education, gifted and
talented education, a certain number of professional ,staff for each
certain number of students, etc.

This shift away from the outcomes of schooling back to the provision_
of goods and services--inputs--did not sit well with the legislature.
According to persons_kinterviewtd who were around at this time, the
legislature felt tha the intention of the SOQ secti6n of the 1971 con-
stitution had never been properly enacted by the State Board of Eflea-
tion. In any case, the 1974 session of the legislature noting that
there had been "disctission both within and without the General Assembly
as to was is appropriate to be included in the Standards of Quality...,"
created a joint subcommittee to study the SOQ. Formed in September 1974,
the committee delivered its final report in December, 1975, just before
the General Assembly-convened for its 1976 session.

The words of the report itself reveal as well as anything can, the
scope and philosophy of the subcommittee's study:

Rather than confining its work only tb the language of
the standards, the joint subcommittee has sought to review
comprehensively all aspects of publicly financed education
in Virginia.'

The outcome of this review, again in the words' of the committee was:

To a great extent, the Joint Subcommittee's revision /6f-*
the Standards of Qaulitf has been based on the concept
that the quality of education is measured ultimately by
What students have learned (output) rather than the quant-
itypr quality of resources devoted to education (input).
Whereas some standards must be oriented towards input, the
greater emphasis should be, in the opinion of the Joint
Subcommittee, on output.

Thus very clearly and dramatically did the General Assembly, on
adopting the SOQ as revised by the Joint Subcommittee change the thrust
of educational policy away from the traditional goal of proyiding goods
and services to measuring outcomes. In fact, many people outside of
the General Assembly felt that the legislature had not revised the SOQ
so.much as they had actually rewritten them, thereby overstepping their
constitutional powers. Accoi:ding to these same observers, the Board
decided that any constitutional challenge could result, at best, in
winning a battle but certainly losing the war; accordingly, no such
challenge was made.

Two other quotes from the final report are worth, noting because they
set the stage for the introduction of two Standards which were indeed
written, not revised, by the General Assembly. Continuing with its focus
on outputs the Joint Subcommittee concluded its introduction with a set
of premises, the first two of which are as follows:
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1. The basic purpose of the Standards of Quality is
to establish minim& elementary and secondary edu-
cational goals that are to be met for each child
(to the extent practicable) throughout the Common-
wealth.

2. Standards established by the General Assembly
.should be oriented primarily towards products
(objectives, outputs and goals) rather than pro-
cesses (inputs and means), thereby creating a
structure and environment for quality education.

To the best of my knowledge this is the first use of the word mini-
mum in connection with the outcomes of public instruction in Virginia
and provides the basis for a wide ranging set of changes in the orienta-
tion of public education. With these premises in mind the General
Assembly wrote the following standards:

Standard 1A. The General Assembly concludes that one of, the funda-
mental goals of public education must be to enable each student to
achieve, to the best of his or her ability, certain basic skills.
Each school division shall, therefore, give the highest priority
in its instructional program to developing the reading, communica-
tions and mathematics'-skills of all students, with concentrated
effort in...grades one through...six. Remedial work shall begin
for low achieving students upon identification of their needs.

Standard 1B. By September 1978, the Board of Education, in cooper-
ation with the local.school.divisions, shall establish specific
Statewide minimum educational object' es in reading, communisations
and mathematics skills that should teachieved during the primary
grades and diring.the intermediate grades.

And how was the General Assembly or the public to know if concentration
was being focused on these basic learning skills and if individuals were
to be receiving appropriate remedial work? By means Oktests:-

Standard 7A. By September 1978, each school division shall primar-
ily utilize testing programs that will provide the individual
teacher with information to help in assessing the educational needs
of individual students.

Standard 7B. Beginning in September 1978, each school division shall
annually administer uniform Statewide tests developed by the Depart-
ment of Education to measure theextent to which each student in
that division has progressed during theilast yeariTachievirgthe
specific educational objectives that have been established under
Standard 1B.

Standard 1 codifies a back -to- basics movement for Virginia. Standard
7 provides perhaps the most ambitious, comprehensive program of diagnostic
testing in history. If, that is, the standards are to be taken at face
value. And while certainly these standards, conceived entirely within
the General assembly are not to be taken lightly =-theobjectives and com-
mensurate testing prograr are at present in place--there is'good reason
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to belieVe that the legislature was not fully aware of the implications
of what it was doing. The cothmittee had been advised primarily by one
legislative aide, untrained in psychology*or education. While that aide
read a great deal of background researoho and while the committee as a
whole learned a great deal about testing,,the final report of the Joint
Subcommittee is a melange of the Zeitgeist, theory, errors and naivete'
As paper after paper was delivered by the legislative aide to the comfit-
tee,."We began," in the words of one committee member; -"to conclude that
he knew what,he-was talking about when in fact what was being created
was legislation by inundation--we were simply inundated with .papers about
-objectives and criterion-referenced tests and so forth."

The aide had indeed "discovered" criterion-referenced testing and
proposed it as the only reasonable alternative to current testing prac-
tices. The following quote from the final report of the Joint Subcom-
mittee is revealing of the errors and naivete'alluded to above:

Far too much emphasis in testing has been placed on,how a group
of students (a classroom, school, division, or state; compares
relative to a "norm" group. Relative,rankings bear no direct
relationship to an absolute level of academic competency.

Particularly with basic skills, knowledge is more absolute than
relative. Thus, use of relative rankings or percentile scores
masks any change in the absolute acquisition of skills or knowl-
edge. The Educational Tesling Service, which administers the
College Entrance Examinjation has noted,a steady decline over
the last ten years in the absolute academic achievement of stu-
dents taking its examination. "Norm referenced" tests do not
show the decline that has actually taken place.

Such delightful confusion could be accepted if it did not accompany
a document proposing a program that no one had yet accomplished--getting
all or most teachers to use tests, and tests, as meaningful, not to say
diagnostic instruments!

The Department of Education's involvement in this policy change was
nearly nil.' Indeed, the Department had been operating independently on
its own initiative. The Director of Program Evaluation had convened in
1975 a State Testing Committee made-up of LEA, SEA and IHE personnel to
pr'opose.a comprehensive testing program the state. Much, though not
all of their work was rendered moot by the actions of the legislature
(the State Testing Committee did not make its final report until December
1976, some nine months after the action of the legislature), The Depart-
ment apparently had no inkling of what the legislature was about to pro-
pose; the legislature, for its part, did not acknowledge the existence
of the State Testing Committee.

The effect he new SOQ for 1976-78 was to strengthan_an equation -
that had been in the akin§ for the preceding two years. That equation
was simply evaluation = testing.

f.:12,4
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The new SOQ were passed in March of 1976, the Director of Progrim
`Evaluation resigned in August and the position remained vacant for nine
mont s. When it was advertised again, the job description had changed

.coriderably. Now.called the Directdr of Program Evaluation and Testing,
new ad specified a person to provide: ,

Leadership in developing a prograM for measuring individual
student attainment of basic skills; developing aprogram
for assessing student achievement; coordinating the work of
staff members:in developing, administering, and interpreting
the statewide testing program; and developing and administering
the testing.program budget.

ti

Evaluation = school outcomes = eq_ual test scores. A rather differ-.
tent orientation than in 1073.

It is quite possible that all testing except that.prescribed by the
new SOQ would have gone by the Boards in 1976 had not Virginia's inter-
mittent policy mak-ing body, the press, jumped into the fray. In both
articles and editorials, newspapers, particularly those in Richmond,
the State Capital, argued that the elimination of norm-referenced tests
would lead to chaos as it had in other states. California was cited as
a state which had thanged tests so often that no one knew where the
state was, what the anchor for scores was. The NRTs were kept.

A Case Study.

THE EVOLUTION OF VIRGINIA'S GRADUATION COMPETENCY TESTING PROGRAM r

If the history of the Standards of Quality provides a general framework
for the evolution of the equation testing = evaluation, the history of
Virginia's movements in the area of "minimum competency testing" provides
-a concrete examplerof that equation in action as well as how policy deci-
sions are made and how programmatic decisions get elevated to policy levels._

In a'period of two and a half years, Virginia moved from having no
competency requirements at all,r6rough a stage of having an "Oregon plan"
with localities having latitude,to having a uniform statewide graduation
competency testing program.

ir In 1976, acting to head off a legislative mandate and in reaction to
"the handwriting on the wall", the State"Department through the State
Board proposed that t set of competency requirements be added to the
standards for accrediting secondary schools. While some evaluative infor-,

-mation was-considered--test score declines as reported by iTS and NAEP
and fluctuations in the results of the State Assessment Program--there is
no evidence that the decision to add competency requirements was signifi-
cantly influenced by these results.



The requirements dealt with computation, communication, social
studies and ability to successfully pursue post-secondary experiences
either in the marketplace or in higher education. The first three were
adopted almost verbatim from a publication of 1ASSP entitled This We
Believe. The fourth area was derived from the goals of public education
as stated in the Standards of Quality.

In considering to whom this new requirement should apply first, the
Department and the Board were guided largely by an intuitive sense of
fair play. The Department and the Board felt that the children to be
affected should have ample warning before hitting the barrier. in terms`
of the course of schooling, it made sense that the requirement could
justly be imposed on those children who were about to enter the ninth
grade. They would know about the requirement ahead of any high school
years and haA the full four years to meet the requirement.

The plan adopted was referred to as the "Oregon plan" although it
differed significantly from tie Oregon program in one respect: While
Oregon allowed local divisions to establish the competency areas the
State of Virginia specified them. However, as in Oregon, the determina-
tion of how to assess competency and how much of any competency consti-
tuted enough was left up to the localities.

The localities, with little input into this requirement, gave the
action mixed reviews and treated it with mixed reactions. Some divisions
already had a similar requirement and essentially i4nored the Board's

.

action.* Other divisions took the new requirement Seriously and began to
plan in various ways to meet it. .The most common form of planning was
-to develop or purchase a test.

Almost immediately, a large number of local divisions began to lobby
the Board, the Department and various legislators to move the competency
assessment program to a statewide level. Some lobbying efforts derived
from legitimate concerns, some did not. Many divisions in Virginia are
small and lack the staff or money to develop or even purchase assessment
devices in four areas. Others, it appeared, simply did not want the
bother of the development process and some, seeing a fertile lode of
future litigation, preferred that the state and not they be hauled into
court. The pressures for statewide assessment-of the competency areas
grew during the fall of 1977 while legislative committees were meeting.

4
When the legislature met in early 1978, an addition was proposed

to the testing and measurement standard created by the legislature in
1976. As originally written, the 1978 standard would have required tests
to be used both for graduation and for promotion from grade to grade.
This standard was debated hotly Over a period of two months, but no mem-
ber of the Research, Evaluation and Testing staff was called on to provide
any kind of testimony about the wisdom of the standard. And, unlike the

-*There is some anecdotal--exide e that some people did not really
take the requirement "seriously" until after the first results of the,
later statewide tests were released in early 1979.



original testing and measurement standard which had been preceded by a
year-long, if somewhat flawed study, no such study was conducted prior
to the introduction of this new standard. °

,,-

The addition-of a standard calling for a statewide graduation test
was really no surprise as the local superintendents had gone on record
as faioring it. Calling for the use pf tests to determine promotion,

t
howeve was something of a shock. On what evaluative information was
this st ute proposed? One cannot be certain because of the lack of
contact b tween the Testing Staff and the legislature, but it is reason-
able to assume that the legislature was responding to what had become
known as the "Greensville Experiment". To understand the Greensville
Experiment and its power requires a digression, but it is an illuminative one.

The original Standards of Quality,had called for a division's
achievement level to"match its ability level,'both levels being determined
by NRTs*. While most divisions had close correspondences between the
two tests, Greensville County did not--the achievement level was well
below the "ability". Based on these results, the State Board singled out
for public censure the County of Greensville as failing to meet the
Board's Standards, Greensville's-response was to retain abodt 67 percent
of the fourth graders and high percentages in grades 1, 2, and 3. All
those who did not achieve at a certain level on the NRT were retained.
While this caused a short term furor within the county, the superinten-
dent was able to build public support for therprogram which involved more
than simple retention based on test scores. Greensville's superintendent
presented the program as offering low achieving children "more time to
learn" and was able to convince a substantial portion of the population
that it had this benign intent, thereby removing_ much of the usual stigma
associated with "flunking". The superintendent was able to convince the
majority of This constituents that it would be unfair to promote the chil-
dren who had not achieved a certain level on the tests; that it would in
fact be more humane W allow them more time to learn these skills by
repeating the grade than to go on and encounter even more difficult sub-
ject matters in higher grades. By 1977 favorable reports on Greensville
had been written in various4tate newspapers, Time magazine, and shown
in prime time on two of the three commercial television networks.
Greensvilles program is complex and difficult to evaluate partly be-
cause of inadequate baseline data and partly because the need for adminis-
trative decisions which outstrip resea'rchers' ability to gather data.
Greensville is a small division with essentially a three-person central
office. One can .scarcely fault them for not being research oriented,

, for operating with an administrative style of deciding what needs to be
done on the basis of-the collective wisdom of the office and the school
board and doing it. However, the general public and some legislators had
gotten a simplistic notion of the program that said essentially, if you
fail kids,scores go up. The fact that those children with low scores

*In fact, as phrased, the standard did not have any meaning. The
interpretation given to the standard was that the average percentile rank
fora division In achievement should be equal to or above its average
percentile ranqfor ability.

wtt
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were being retained and that this selectivity alone would make scores
appear to increase Was not a part of this simplistic, conceptfon. Part,
but only part, of what Greensville County had done was to test third
graders locally and retain those scoring below.a certain level. Thus
when the succeeding fourth graders took the state required test at that
grade, the fourth grade scores appeared to rise dramatically. Other
increases occurred in other grades.

By the School year of 1977, however, the children retained in the
lower grades for one or more years were now 14 years old. They were also
in many cases, in ungraded classes. However, for purposes of funding by
the state, the children had to be declared as either eighth graders or
special education students. By declaring them as eighth graders they
would be eligible for intermural athletics and they were so declared.
But being now eighth graders, they came under the law that required all
eighth graders to take the state NRT. The result-was that the scores
that were apparently high, took an equally apparent nose dive. A legis-
lative resolution commending the superintendent of Greensville for his
efforts was tabled and the promotion-byrtest section of the proposed new
S.tandard was deleted_ Such As the relationship between _test. data and
policy: The standard calling for a graduation test was retained, however,
and in its final form read as follows:

It is the policy of the Commonwealth that the awarding of
a high'school diploma shall be based upon achievement. In

order' to receive a high school diploma from an accredited
secondary school after January 1, 1981, students shall earn
the number of units of credit prescribed by the Board of
Education and attain minimum competencies prescribed by the
Board of Education. Attainment o'f such competencies shall
bee demOnstrated by means of a test prescribed by-the Board
of Education.

Certain characteristics of this policy statement and its concomitant
action r9qujrement stand out. The policy is, in one sense extremely pre:
scriptive in that a test is required. In another sense, the policyi is
extremely liberal in that no areas are defined for the testing. Unier
the letter of the law, the State Board is free to prescribe a testin
the basic poltures of bathe yoga. In one sense the policy is,extretely
vague in that it does not define test. And a number of people were con-
cerned that because the standard referred to "a test" the Btlerd was not
free to prescribe different test& in more than one area. 4 -

Needless to say, hatha \yoga is not a requirement for graduation and
test has been interpreted as four-choice multiple choice. The Board
decided that they could require more than one test--reading and mathe-
matics--and no legislator has complained that this violates either the
letter or the spirit of the standard. That such concerns about wording
could be raised and discussed with a semblance of seriousness is indi-
cative of the sometimes fragile relationship among policy making bodies.
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While the legislature altered the policy of how competency was. to be
demonttrated, it left the year when the statute beqame effective unchanged.
The class of 1981 was (and is),under the gun. Again, no one from the
Testing Staff of the Deprtment was asked to testify concerning the effect
of these policy and action changes. At this point, no litigation had been
resolved in Florida and McClung had only recently U978) suggested that
the length of phase-in time-for such a program could be a source of liti-
gation. The Department felt strongly, however, that the children to be
affected should be tested as early as possible. Early testing would allow
for,remediation and to prevent any feeling that the rules of,the game
for*getting a diploma had undergone a sudden andICapricious change in the
eleventh hour (or the eleventh grade). Accordingly', the Department convened
two committees of reading and mathematics experts for the purpose of review-
ing tests in these areas and recommending to the Board which should be used.'

It should be noted in passing that the calling of these committees
reflected a long standing Department policy. Whenever changes. in educa-
tional programs are likely to have 'significant impact on local school.
divisions, committees representing different regions or different levels
of organi 'zational status or both will likely be convened to "evaluate"
the change and.advise the Department and Board: In my experience, such
committees function substantively, not as window dressing.

The two committees consisted of teachers, supervisory staff, univer-
sity faculty and representatives of various special interest organizations.
Their charge was to review all tests that hacj been developed in Virginia
under the "Oregon plan" years, as well as those tests that were coming
onto the market from commercial publishers. Two tests were recommended to
the Board and accepted by it in June, 1978,

With the tests chosen, another question arose: How much4,competency
on these tests is enough? Where ts the cut-score? This issue might seem
t first to be too minor to constitute policy. On the otherhand, it
ertainly meets all of the ;,r1teria for a policy issues as described by

Mann and cited in is introduction. It is a public problem, with impor-
tant consequences, with political, economic and moral dimensions, involv-
ing a goodly aMou t of uncertainty and viewed very differently by different
interests. In an case, the amount of heat generated by the debate elevated
the decision to the policy level.

Most of us directly concerned with testing were largely in agreement
with Gene Glass (1977) that cut score decisions, could not be based solely
on'technical considerations. We were, likewise in agreement with Glass
that:

For most skills and performances,' one
to

reasonably imagine
a continuum from "absence of skill" to "conspiciuous excellence.
But it does not follow from the ability,to recognize,absence
of the skill that one can recognize the highest -level of skill
below which the person will not be able to,_succeed (in life;
at the next level, of schooling, or.in hisethosen'trade)... If

anyone would dare specify the highest level of performance
below which no person could succeed in life as 'a parent,
counter examples of persons reading below the minimal level

- yet who are regarded as successful parents could be supplied
in abundance.
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cut(In the other hand, a cut score was necessary and thus the search----
had &ber.confined to methods that would reduce arbitrariness in its
bad sense of being capriicious. Several methods were considered and,
that which seemed most congenial to us was the method proposed by
Jaeger (1978). While openly judgmental,' the procedure allows for judg-
ments by various audiences and a series of iterations before reaching'
a final decision which allows /Nes to Mange their mindbased on
new information. However, one of the cycles of the model requires
that data from item field test's be provided to judges that they may
not, how -many dhildren'utually answered a given item correctly. This
cycle seems particularly important in view of other similar models
which operate without actual data and often lead to unrealistically high
scores (e.g. procedures for validating the National Teacher's Examina-
tions).

.z,
However, with the legislation enacteein March and testing scheduled

for November, clearly,no field test data was going to be forthcoming
and the two tests chosen had limited field testing and none in Virginia.
In June of 1978, the testing staff recommended that the setting of the
cut score be delayed until actual test results were back and that the
result' from the firs dministration be used in the Jaeger model where
data wasp called for.

. No action one way 2r another was taken on this recommendation for
some.months: In late.August or early September the press became-dogni-
zant that no cu6....score would be established until results were in, and
in several cities allotled as how such a procedure would permit the scores
to be "tampered with" to make the results both polltically and econom-
icaUacceptable to the "educationist establishment". In reaction to
these allegations in the press, the State Board attempted at its Septem-
ber meeting fid set a cut score in the absence of any procedures. "Let's
set a score and letAithe chips fall where they may," said the President
of the Board. "We 1ln always change the score if we need to". I and
two other me9persof the department argued vehimently against
this approach, and after several heated exchanges, won a month's delay
to conduct some kind of study only by promigno to provide a recommended
score at the next Board meeting. During thIlMonth,-seven groups of about
15 people each were convened in various divisions of the state at the
invitation of ,the local sOperintendenttof4the division. The instructions
to the superintendentsere to pick people representing professional
educators'of all levels% and parents and other interested community mem-
bers. Each item was'examined in terms'of its importance and then a glo-
bal rating was obtained as to what would be a fair passing score. 'The ''i

range,of scores' was.35..to 85.- .When analyzed according to layleplucator
omy, toy persons wanted a score around 75, educator alund 10.

Department recommended_ 70-whtch was accepted by the Board. .

.

It is worth*noting thait feelings among the testing staff were so
in opposition to this 1 aphazard approach that others i.n the Depart-

ent administration "abs ed" us from any responsibility in the con-
duct of the modified, ess-than-rigorous cut score study. ...p retrospect;
I'feel that this cut score wapredetermined, that, it was not likely to
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have been anything other than 70 (the judgment 9f the groups actually
favored a score of 75 and had the testing staff been in charge of the
°recommendation, that Would no doubt have been the recommended score;
if thq,testing staff had conducted the study it is not clear where the
cut sdbre would have fallen).

Again, in retrospect, itas good that the cut scoreas in fact
established before the test was. given. Even though in-the actual pro-
cedure political considerations and public relations coKsiderations
weighed more heavily than conceptual soundness,a technically sound
study' conducted before the test administration might have led to more .

"cis ption and dislocation" in Glass' phrase and a cut score set after
the st administration certainly would have miximized disruption and

s ocation. This unfortunate outcome wo d have been determined by
events surrounding the test administrat that could not have been
foreseen prior to that administration.

The competency testing program had been good copy for the media.
Both print and electronic media representatives had been keeping close
tabs on events surrounding the competency program. When othe test was
actually administered, schools were deluged with reporters interviewing
'students for their'reactions. The tests, said the students without
exception, were "a piece of cake" an "an,insult Ito my intelligence",
etc. Apparently'no reporter questioned whether or not his sample might
be biased--that children who experienced difficulty would Aither steer
clear of the-cameras or be loath to admit hardship in the presence of .

.peers sneering at the ease of the test. In at least one instance we
obtained repq,rts that only the "right" students were being aimed in the
direction of the camera'§ by the school staff.

In Addition, approximAelv month after the test administration
and before any results were received, sample items of both tests were
releastd at a news conference. These items did little to convince the
press that the test had been difficult and one paper published the items
with the first of a series of vitriolic editorials attacking the test
as a farce and public education as a sham, bilking the public by permit-
ting children to graduate knowing so little.

t40ne can only itgine what would have happened in this charged atmos--
p#ere )f the cut-score'had been set after all'this publicity. It is
likely that any group charged with establishing ayassingstore would
ha0e felt obligated to set the score higher than What had teen established
prior to the administration. With the score set at 70, 9% of all white
students and 33% of all black students famed the reading test. if the
scorched been, say, 80, these figurea would have risen to 25% and 63%,
respectively.

Before leaving this particular- topic, it should be noted that while
the data preferred by the testing staff could not be gathered, some
information was gathered for use in establishing a cut-score. Some 100
people did render judgments about the appropriate cut-score. The extent
to which this data influenced the cut-score or which it "improved 'the
decision making. process" is undeterminable. that is clear is that this
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is the type of information had will often have to be used in informing
policy makers. Because of ime pressures,pplitical, economic and public
relations considerations, it is likely that the need for a decision will
usually outstrip the professionally desirable methods for4c011etting
information. If evaluators are .not. simply going to take their marbles
and go home (thereby rendering their contributions nil), they must learn
to cope with and use less than "pure" data. -The techniques for such
coping and use and the criteria for evaluating the power of such data
are by no means clear,:althoug' the exponential increase is evaluation .

methodologies--everything now s ems to be a metaphor for evaluation - -is.,:

testimony that evaluators are least aware of the Vroblems.

With a cut-score set, the tests given, the question now arose as to
how to release the data. For many years test_scores were not released,,
but in 1971, the State Board, 'reacting to both public pressures for such

scores on a division-by-division basis'and an opinion of the Attorney
General, decided to make such release a matter of course. In saite of
an attempt to defuse invidious compariSons among the divisions Ty empha-
sizing the desired match between "ability" and "achieveMent" (noted on
page 16), this practice did not sit with many legislators as noted
in the statements from the Joint Subcommittee report. Nevertheless, the
Board's decision was not (challenged and the Department planned% release
in this fashion for the Graduation Tests'. In addition, becausd of results
already reported in Florida and North Carolina showing marked racial
differences, it was decided to report the data analyzed by these two .'
categories. The results were accompanied by a brief summary-interpreta-
tion-prepared by the testing staff.

The racial differences in Passing rates made b 9/headlines around
the state. In addition, a" number of divisions that do not traditionally
do well on the norm-referenced tests did very well on the Graduation
Test, much better than neighboring divisions with similar NRT scores.
Thisled in some instances to'phone calls to -the Department questjoning
the validity.of the results for the high scoring divisions and in a few
cases -to open charges that some divisiohs had somehow cheated--had taught
to the'test, withheld certain percentages of their kids who should have
been tested, etc. 0-

such accusations place the Wartment.in a difficult position. It

lacks the resources to administer the tests and certainly cannot verify
the shallenges of impropriety. The best that the Department can do is
to prepare a narrative to defuse these kinds of attributions. However,
this course has 'Its own dangers. If the narrative is too long and makes
too many points, the media accuse the Department of managing the.data
and ignore the narrative.

If the narrative contains information which the Department feels is
important but which is complex--which cannot be dealt within a few
paragraphs or during a 60-second segment on the evening news--such a.
narrative is also likely to be ignored. For example, while the failure
rate for blacks was four times that of whites statewide, this rate did
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not prevail in'all divisiOns. Indeed, in a few divisionsblacks passed
-at a higher rate*than whites, and an examination of those dtv-is-ions

where blacks performed well Indicated that the results could not'be a

simple function of demographic variables,' SES or anything simple. In all
14eltipood they reflect subtle program and extra-school variables. But
sublety has no place in the face of deadlines and*short on-camera reports,

although the variations discussed aboVe were reported in the narrative.
4

The point of this discussion is that evaluators in possession of
"public information" often have a difficult time getting that informa-
tion to the public in usable form. The Deprtment is often forced to
do a "data dump" and hope for the best. Presentation of what the Depart-

ment considers important is often viewed with suspicion as being that
which tZie Department considers to be in its best interest.

I would note in conclusion, however, that in fact there is never
really a, "data,:dump, but only a method and format of reporting certain
information to which the press and others have become accustomed. It

has been noted.by numerlin philosophers of science that "data" should
really be called "capta"cthat,nothing is given b*Ut rather is.taken,
captured.. The problem for evaluators is to obtain acceptance for the
kinds of capta they consider relevant,'not simply those whjch may be
relevent to the press.

POSSIBLE F URES FOR EVALUATIVE INFORMATION

) In Vie preceding sections of this paper, we have seen that the
influence of evaluation on policy/ in Virginia has been a very limited
one, haOing been constrained by the structural context, as well as
historical events. The structural constraints were two -fold: an absence
of evaluation staff and strictures on the,flow of Information which
would make it :diffiCult to get relevant information to those making
,policy decisions. The Zeit eist has also constrained the influence of
evaluation in two ways. People e have not seen evaluation as particulAxly
relevant or important to policy except in a negatiVe way. Secondly,-
the spirit of times says that in fact, the evaluation data are already
in: *Test scores are declining, costs are going up, teachers cannot
teach and the whole structure needs revamping. This aspect of the
'Zeitgeist clearly includes the' general public, as carbe seen in the
annual Gallup polls on public opinjon of education, as well'as the
policy makers.as can be seen from the number of legislated educational
programs. , r .

In Virgitiia,, one senses, though it is difficult to demonstarate
with "hard" evAdence, a punitive, calvinistic attitude towards, the
schoo)s. The schogls have failed to control*the natural depravation of

a mankind and must be punithed, for their.shortcoming. ,Itis never phrased
that way, of course, but the behavior speaks louder than the words. I

have often been asked by people outside of Virginia what remedial pro-
gramS the state is thpviding for those who fail the Graduation Competency-

'Test. My answer is one, there is no money for remedial programs.



When the same enquirers have asked "Is this not a little unfair", m reply
is this: Many-who could ,provide funding believe that if the school were
doing their job there wouldn't be anyone failiing the test and so n addi
tional money will be forthcoming to assist what should be done anyw y.
Not all policy makers feel this way but enough do to prevent any sums be-
ing_appropriated for such programs or for legislation being introduced to
provide money.*

Similarly, the Standards of Quality can be assessed in tTrms of their
per-pupil cost. That is, how much money on the average:does it cost to
provide the programs required by the Standards of Quality. AEcording to
data collected at the local level and state leve1the standards have con-
sistently required more money than the legislature has appropriated for
them. This failure to.appropriate actual costs for constitutionally required
standards, largely written by the legislature fleets again a certain
attitude of punitiveness towards public educa17-6n.

As another instance of constraints on the use of evaluatiOn at the
state level in Virginia, let-us consider a situation in no way unique to

larg4Ria, but rather symptomatic of certain organizational structures.
Evaluation, to be used properly:must take place in-an atmosphere where
there is some freedom to fail.' If one is not doing pseudo-evaluations
whei=e the results are 'deter-Mined beforehand,-one 'cannot gualPantee the out='
come of an evaluation, Such freedom does Mot exist in education and such
and such freedom does not usually exist in bureaucratic structures compet-
ing with other such structures for money and power. Rich (1979) distin-
guishes two different ways of "avoiding risk" in organizations. For

scientifically oriented academic researchers,' eduction of risk consists
=, of and in the ideal requires, new information which may contradict earlier

information. The goal is truth and the new information reduces the risk
of being wrong. While I think Rich's description of dcadem4's ooen arms
acceptance of new information is self-serving and overstated', certainly
there is more freedom to'fail in academic settings.

*After the first draft of this paper was written a part of the 1980-
82 Standards of Quality was changed to permit the hiring of extra personnel
for eighth-gpatiers scoring three or more years below grade level on the
eighth-grade norm-referenced tests given annually. These children are
known to be at some risk initerms of passing the Graduation Competency Test.
The change thus has the effect of providing remedial assistance although
it is not phrased that way. This kind of indirect use of evaluation informa-
tion is becoming more common in Virginia.

/t-the case of acupuncture vs. theAmerican Medical Establishment comes
laimediately to mind. Rich's statement mi,9ht be'better phrased, to the
effect that new information is welcome inNirect proportion to its poten-
tial for getting grants and publications for the receiver of the information.
ResIstance to change in the scientific community has been beautifully and
amply documented in Thomas Kuhn's The Structure of Scientific...Revolutions.
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Rich is.more on target when he speaks of the Manager's Perspective
of Risk Avoidance. Here risk relates to competition for scarce resources.
The manager in a bureaucracy is likely to ask how new information might be
used to embarass hiMI or to place another agency in a more favorable light.
Evaluation ih this context does not have .a "truth" orientation, but a
political one. Evaluation will be well received if it helps the organiza-
tion and manager meet goals, minimize costs and maximize gain. This means
that evaluation as customarily defined has an uphill fight--it takes place
in a value-laden political context. Education is in an area of competi-
tion for scarce resources and in an era of negative opinion towards its
achievements. In such an area in such an era the cost of looking bad is
too high to permit a scientifically detached perspective.on evaluation.

Finally, the role of evaluation in Virginia is colt trained because
it has been narrowly defined, namely by test scores. It is safe to say
that until test scores cease to be an area of concern, such potentially
fruitful sources of evaluation as affective variables or process vari-
ables will be ignored. Similarly, unitl test scores per se become a non-
issue, little will be done.in the way of process or formative evaluation.

It would be easy after reading the above paragraphs to conclude that
evaluation is unlikely to ever be usefully applied in Virginia through
the Department of. Education, Easy,-but wrong. %vents dp not,...a4914C..

well, there are areas where tmaginatiVe and energetic use of data. and
lobbying by those interested in evaluation can produce results.

The preient press for accountability it education is likely to in-
crease. The problem for evaluators is to eilmihate the equation of account-
ability with test scores and write a set of equations including many
variables. While there is no guarantee that such a conceptual proadening
can occur or be used properly, there is at least one area of accountabil-
ity where it might. The focus on competency in Virginia has moved from
students to teachers'and while there is, yes, a test required for new
teachers,,all concerned "recognized that such a test will not'guarantee
anything except the screening4out of near- illiterates. There is a
recognition that knowledge and competence are different and that com-
petence is rel'ated to behavior. This is not ,a recognition well articu-
lated yet, butzit is there and, the necessity -to move towards assessing
teacher performance would seem to*at least open the door to a broader
conceptualization of evaluation.

"Similarly,_evaluations could take policy ,issues and relate them to
empirical research in such a way as.to broaden perspectives and hopefully
open the way for better utilization of information. For example, class-
size has been a pglicy issue in Virginia for some years. There has been
a mandated reduction in class-size as apart.of the SOQ for some years.
The mandqte occurred without data. Now, Glass and Smith and others have
provided-some widely accepted research findings relating class-size to
both achievement (Glass and Smith, 1979)-end affpctiye outcomes (Smith
and ,Glass; 1979). The key, it would seem would be to identify those policy
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areas that already are issues and try and provide as much evaluation
evidence as possible even if the evidence cannot be collected the
state department.

The. job description for my position has undergone considerable
revision from that given on page 14 and puts emphasis on evaluation.
as noted earlier, however, this titular emphasis has not been backed up
with a staff adequate to the job responsibilities.

Evaluation related information has come into prominence in recent
years--even if it has not always been used properly. A decade ago, no
one in Virginia was particularly concerned about assessment. Now tests
are everywhere. A thorough history of how tests use grew in kudzu-
fashion is beyond the scope of this paper, but such a history might pro-
vide some clues about how_to build interest both in other means of assess-
ing outcomes and assessing other outcomes.

-Finally, those interested in evaluation must just keep pushing evalu-
ation as an important and useful activity. In the two and one half years
that I have been with the department, workshops have been held both for

-persons in the field and in the department on techniques of evaluating
projects and proposals. .Each time a new program aqivity is prodosed,
.the,question is asked (by.me) how are you going to .valuate it The
eftent7to whlth awareness wilding activICyfhas been productive is
not fully known but there are encouraging signs that evalUation is being
considered more as an integral part of programs fro their inception.
This is particularly true in formative evaluation 4fiere the information
is used more as a guideline foe'Turthe4ction than as summative judg-
ment and hence maximizes the risk avoidance necessary in a bureaucracy.

rn conclusion, it should be noted that "evaluation "' is also chang-
ing. A deeede ago, evaluation was conceived largely in terms of the
laboratory model of research described by Fox (1977).' .The inadequacy of
this_ model has been widely recognized and there are now a plethora of
papers drawing from fields other than psychology and education to pre-
scribe techniques for educational and psychological evaluation. There
has been, similarly, a recognition by many that evaluation does occur
in an environment where pOwer, prestige, and economics often have a
higher value than "scientific rationality". The degree to which changes
in evaluation will produce models more relevant to mare audiences is not
clear. The degree to which evaluators will,be willing to participate
in "impure" research, the point at which they will, feel that their hands
are too politically dirty is also unclear. One must4hope that the
activities of evaluators will produce.a better match between policy and
results than now exists, and work to.that end.
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THE INTERACTION BETWEEW,POLICY AND EVALUATION
WITHIN THE MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

David L: Donovan
and

Stanley A. RU-maUgh
Michigan Department of Education

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The State Board of Education

The last fifteen years have been a period of transition in

Michigan education. ,Historically the governance of education was
delegated to local boards of education. The State Constitution,
statute§ and regulations tended to provide wide parameters for local
programs and policy snaking. The Department of Education initiated
little policy and was often criticized as a "do nothinragency.

The early 1960s set the stage for change. Prior to 1964 the State
Board of Education ?onSisted of three members, plus the Superintendent
of Public InstrUction. The memoers, including the Superintendent,
were elected at a biennial spring election. Since voter turnout at
the spring election was usually small, educae6r organizations found it
easy to influence tne election of persons friendly to the concept of
local control of edurcation. The constitutional authority of.tpe
Superintendent was stated as "...shall have general supervision of
public instruction in the state..." and, "...duties and compensation
shall oe prescribed by law."' The explicit authority of the Board
was, "...shall have getieral suPervision of the state normal college-
and state normal schools, and the duties shall be.Orescribed by
law."z The State Superintendent and Board gave direction to a
relatively small Department of about one hundred dirty professional
and clerical employees. The authority was weak and the resodrtes
needed to govern a state educational-system of over 700 school

.-districts providing instruction to nearly two million students were
inadequate. Thus, few policy initiatives eManated from the state to
give direction to Michigan education.

The mid-sixties brought together several changes in thought, and
several events in Michigan and the nation, to produce a different
State Board and Department. The base change was incorporated in a new
State Constitution'aaopted in 1964. It redefined the role of the
State Board of Education, and changed the election process.

The 1964 Constitution established an eight-member board with
candidates nominated at party conventions and elected at the regular
fall biennial elections. Terms of office'were made eight years. The
membership of the Board was completely changed. A more subtle change
than the election process and membership was the attitudes of the new
members. They tended to have constituencies beyond education, to have
Social concerns beyond education, and to have political ambitions
beyond the'State Board of Education.

The new Constitution expanded the role and authority of the 'state
Board of Education. The State Board duties were to be, "leadersho
and general supervision over all public education, including adult
education and instructional programs in state institutions, except as
to institutions of highex education granting baccalaureate degrees, is
vested in a state board of education. It shall serve as the general
planning and coordinating body for a4 9ublic education, including
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tigher'education, and shall advise the legislature as to the financial
requirements in connection there4th."3 The persuasion of the Board
was to develop a'program of overall supervision of education and to
initiate 'policies in keeping with their leadership mandate. The State
Board was the policy board for the Department of Education. The State
Superintendent was both the Chairperson of the Board and the Chief
AdministratiVe Officer of the Department. The Department of the past
had,to be changed to be responsive to the active role the Board wanted,
and to the new world'of education.

The Department of Education

The events of the time provided a setting. A collective bargain-
ing statute was enaFted, awl old power structures were being altered.
The_courts increasingly entered into educational matters. Educa-
tional issues were often being identified and defined outside the
educational community; there was a ne4d for strong leadership in
Michigan education.

The passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act in 1965
(ESEA) not only increased the Federal presence in education, it in-
creased the role of state agencies in education. Most of the ESE&
progKamS,,flowed program money through the state and provide' adminis-
trative funds to the state. The resources available to the State
Board and Superintendent were increasing and with it their ability to
initiate policy was increasing.

As State Board members began to address their new responsibili-
ties an obvious question was posed, how "healthy" is Michigan educe-
tiOn?-. Answering the question was more difficult than expected. Al-
though the Department collected some financial and staffing data and
issued a few statistical reports, virtually no evaluation activities
existed. No effort was made to gather and analyze a broad range of
information about the schodls and districts of the state. Certainly
there was no effort to identify inadequacies, inefficiencies and
inequities in the system. This paucity of information presented the
policy makers a dilemma, a desire to provide the leadership for educa-
tional tmilrEv_ement, but no base of information about what changes
were needed most. There were beliefs that some districts supported
education at a much higher level than others, that learning levels
were disparate,and'that the conditions for educating were vastly
different throughout the state.

Members of the State Board were anxious to perform in their
leadership roleand were not willing to wait until the Department
could develop an evaluation capability and produce the information
they needed. Rather, the State Board, with support from the Legis
lature, contracted with Dr. J. Allan,,Thomas of the University of
Chicago to do a thorough study of Michigan education. His charge was
to gather together information on the system, to describe the system,
and to offer recommendations for improvement. The study took eighteen
months and culminated with a report issued in the fall,*1967. The .

report drew several conclusions, among them:
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1. There is a great variation in the educational

opportunities available to students in the
State of Michigan,4 and

2. The Michigan State Department of Education
should expand and strengthen the Bureau of
Research, Planning and Development.'

The report was well accepted and thoroughly read by those inter-
ested in Michigan education. The report was a good base from which to
set a direction. The goals of the 1970s were to be greater equity
anf4equality in Michigan education*, and evaluation, in the broadest
sense, was to provide the leverage for the changes.

Initiating S'tate Assessment

Acting on the- commendations of the "Thomas Study," the State
Superintendent; Dr. Ira Polley reorganized and enhanced the, evaluation
capabilities of the Department by creating the Bireau of Research
within the Department. Staff for the new Bureau was hired from bright,
recent Ph.D. graduates of universities like Chicago, Columbia, Illinois,
Oregon and Michigan. These persons not only brought new and different
skills to the Department, but also the commitment to use these skills
for educational improvement. Nearly as soon as the small staff of
four or five were hired, they began to discuss the lack of reliable
information about the status and progress of educational achievement
in Michiga This small group was familiar with, and intrigued by the
research a writings of such men as Benson, Fox, Holland, Coleman,
Thomas, Levin, Bowles and gthers.8 The group generally'embraced the
input-process-output research model used by many of these investigators
and saw as important to the state agency the answer to the question:
"what are the correlates of educational success?"7 Thus, staff dis-
cussions led to the development of a paper which suggested a statewide
assessment effort to determine the status and progress of basic skills
achievement and factors related to it. The paper was shared with the
State Superintendent who was very positive and asked for alternative
strategies for implementing the idea.

As the Superintendent and staff were considering the statewide
assessment of achievement, the State Board was looking for ways to get
information on the quality of education in Michigan. They were inter-
ested in the accreditation function then being fulfilled by the Univer-
sity of Michigan.8 At its meeting of January 15, 1969 the Board dis-
cussed the accreditation process. It was obvious from information
which came to the Board that taking over accreditation could not be
easily accomplished...the University wanted to keep it. More importantly,
the lack of Any demonstrated relationship between accreditation and
achievement was a major concern. Thus, when Polley introduced the
assessment idea as an alternative, it was well accepted. Staff were
asked to provide plans for a statewide assessment for the State Board's
review. Proposals were placed before die Board in January,9 February, 10
and Aprilll and were thoroughly discussed and revised. In April the
Board passed a resolution which directed the State Superintendent to
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seek legislation that would provide the authority and funding needed
to carry out an assessment in 1969-70, and to, do long range planning
for a more comprehensive program. The Board emphasized that the
basic skills assessment should also include information-about the con
ditions under which the schools operated.

The legislature during the session ilad dhree other evaluation,
'assessment, or statewide testing bills introduced. In addition, the
Governor's "Blue Ribbon" panel was about to recommend some kind of
state assessment as part of the education reform package. While the
task of getting the authority and funding fpr the assessment was not
easy, the timing,was right for approval': The State Superintendent was
successful in gaining legislative support, and the assessment program
was added to the Department appropriation bill for 1969,12

The Governor signed the bill in August, 1969. The mandate was to
administer a statewide assessment of the basic skills prior to January
31, 1970. Staff began immediately'ato Plan for an assessment which
would yield reliable data on reading, English usage, and mathematics
skill levels for Michigan school districts...provide an indicator of
the level of basic skills achievement among the districts so that the
disparities could 6e described and policies considered to address the
problem areas. For the first time the state agency would be gathering
information about the levels of achievement in the school distticts of
the state. The State Board would have information about the systemit
was to supervise.

Implementing State Assessment

The State Board in cooperation with the Legislature and Governor,
had taken a major step by obtaining approval for a state assessment
of the basis skills. However, before the first assessment was done in
January, 1970, there was,a changing of the guard. Ira Polley resigned
as State Superintendent and was replaced by John W. Porter. In making
this choice the Board made a commitment to a proactive and highly
visable role for evaluation. Porter brought a philosophical commitment
to use of data in the management of the educational enterprise at both
the state and local levels. To Porter evaluation was critical to
managers. He was to define educational evaluation as, "process of
obtaining, for decision making purposes, information concerning educa
tional activities,"13 and emphasized his commitment by saying, "...we'
are committed to developing educational evaluation into a fruitful and
productive exercise. We, in Michigan, are notcontent.to treat evalua
tion as that useless exercise required from on high that takes time
and pain to produce but which has very little significance for action."
Porter, as State Superintendent during the 1970s, was to be the driving
force behind state efforts'in evaluation, and personally used the data
provided to him.

Porter topk office fn October, 1969. The first state assessment
was conducted the following January, 1970. The 1970 administration
included the collection of data on student achievement as previously
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noted, but also incl.-tided-gate on the socio-economic levels of the schools
and district and general pypil attitudes'. This was accomplished by
administering a "General Information" questionnaire which contained
twenty-six questions. Students responded to the questions anonymously.
The purpose of the questionnaire was to provide the information needed
to estimate the, group socio-economic status, and the,pupil_attitudes
tard self and'school for each school and district. This was seen as
necessary information to describe the conditions of education for the

'State Board, and for comparing group test results from Year to year.
q/

Some groups saw the questions in the "General Information" part
of the assessment as nnrelaced to the purpose of assessment of the
basic skills, and even worse, an invasion of personal privacy because
of the questions asked as proxies for socio- economic status. The press
picked up'the complaints of educators and parents, and then legislators
get into the debate. Department staff spent considerable time and
effort explaining the need for these data, and defending its collection.
Finally, as time passed and other issues arose, the controversy abated;
but was to rearise each year until the State Board in 1973 directed the
State Superintendent to eliminate the socio-economic status feature.'
It was recognized that these data were valuable for the proper' analysis
of the basic skills assessment data, but it was just not politically
viable to keep this instrument as part of the program. The policy
decision to eliminate' it {as made on political rather than technical
grounds. At the same time the SES feature was eliminated, the questions4
used for constructing the attitude scales sere eliminated because of
technical deficiencies. Although these were corrected a year later,
1974, they were never reintroduced to the program.

-11cnOther controversy the first year was raised by'legislators at
the reque'st of thelor constituents. They attacked one of the reading
passages in the test,because it "a blatant attempt to inculcate
anti-American and anti-free enterprise values in school children."14
The Department staff discussed these issues with the legislators and
were able to avoid serious action against the assessment program. Thes
compromise solution included changing the reading passage for the next
year.

The time between passage of the assessment legislation and its
first administration was only four months. The short timeline did not
allow therdevelopment of the long range plan for assessment. The lack
of a plan produced uncertainty and distrust among local educators over
the ultimate purposes and uses of the tests and the data they would
yield. This opposition was further stimulated because the program
was new, it was championed by a new State Sliperintendent with whom
they had little prior experience, and it was an intrusion by the state'
into local educational autonomy. The State Board,and Department were
seen as pushing out to exercise new authority and were using the
assessment program as a vehicle. The program became the focal point

' of opposition.

The results of the first assessment were sent to local school
districts without fanfare. There was some interest from the press
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in reporting "scores" of local districts, but the Department deferred
requests to local districts, or were able-to convince the media people
not to report them.

'14
. /

The Department used the results for two major purposes, 1) analysis
of the correlates of educational success, and 2) as one Of the criteria
to determine school district eligibility for state compensatory educa-
tion funds. The analyses to identify correlates of school success con-,
firmed other such studies;-the coIrelations between man achievement_
as meAsured by the test and percerit minority students were about .5013
and. achievement and mean socio-economic status of students were about
.60.16 The analyses were disappointing because all other correlattans

r)11

between composite achieveme t; and'expenditures, staff training, -

salaries; size of distric , etc. were less than ,20.17 Again the vari-
ables in control of.the school managers were disappointing. The Depart-
ment was to repeat the studies the next year with the same results,
and then dropped such analyses fret'_ program. ot

, /A

The second 'major state use of the results 'was as one of the criteria
t9,for determining.school district eligibility,for funds under the state

compensatory education program. Eligii6ility for funds had freviously
been determined an the basis of socio- ecorWmiq indicators (e.g., similar
to the ESEA Title I use of aid to dependent children, fdlaily income,
etc. as Indicators). There was a strong feeling among Department staff
'led by John Porter that eligibility should be more directly determined
by a measure of "educational deprivation," i.e., low basic skills
achievement.' A position papar which advocated the use of mean dis
scores on the state assessment as one of the criteria for eligibility
was developed) and adapted by the State Board of Education. The idea
was well received in the legislature, and the state compensatory educe-
tion program.(Chapter. 3 of the State School Aid Act) was amended for ,

1 1971. The policy makers strongly believed the direct achievement
measure was 's better critirion for directing, funds to alleviate low

achieveMent problems. 'iater, Chapter 3 was amended to make results on
the state assessment the sole criterion for district eligibility,
Chapter 3 will be more thoroughly discussed in a later section,,g4lkhis
paper.

State Assessment: Local Educator Reaction
N -

The state assessment the first year had"been authorized and funded
throup the Department budget bill. This was an expedient method, but
only a temporary one. The "Governor's. Task Force on Educational Reform"
had reported the need for a continuing measure of pupil achievement.
The Department staff developed a draft bill which provided continuing
authority for the program. 14Staff were concurrently working on re-
visions to the state compensatory education-legislation to include
educational aprivation in the criteria. It was natural that the
draft bill to authorize state assessment as a permanent program would
tie-in compensatory programs. The draft bill with some minor changes
was enacted as Act 38 of the P.A. of, 197.0, and remains as the legal'
base for the program today.. The legislation broadly states: "A state-
wide program of assessment of educational prqgress and remedial
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assistance in the basic skills of students in reading, mathematics,
language arts and/or other gener41 subject areas'is estab lished in

the department of education....
O

The provisions then go on to give various elements of the program.
Included are: -establish achfevement goals, provide information use-
ful for allocation of state funds to equalize education' opportunity,
provide incentives to introduce programs to improve basic skills or 4

attainments, and provide the public information on the schaol system.

With this legislation, the state assessment had a definite mandate:

The assessment tests from 1970 were revised for use in the 1971

assessment. The tests were lengthened so that each fourth and seventh
g;ade pupil would take a full test battery for reading, mechanics of ,
written English 'and mathematics.. The tests would now yield scores
reliable enough for repotting individual pupil socres, as well as

.aggregate scores at the school building and district levels, and a

. state report. The tests were administered throughout the state in
-January, 1971, along with the still controversial 'socio-economic status
and attitude scales.

4
4

Before the test administration period was over,.a group of local
superintendents met to review this "new" state program of assessment.
These discussions led to action by some thirty-eight of them. They

ordered that the test angeler sheets be held in the district and not
sent to the scoring service.- The press picked up the story and the
state assessment became a big.story...the program had visibility'

After two weeks of unsuccessful discussions where state officials
tried to convince the superintendents to send in the/answer sheets for

'scoring, the State Superintendent and the President of the State Board. ',

of Education sent a joint letter to local superintendents and boar,
;%,

f

presidents.19 The letter cited "

4
Act 38",authority f r the asses=sments, ..u.

directed the submission of answer sheets, threatene 'court action Ad 110_

offered to discuss the superintendents' concerns. &superintendents,
though reluctant to comply, chose not to challenge the state authority
further. . 1

q _----,
..,

__...,

In the ensuing discussion's local superintendents *raise& several

issues. The major issue was,'of course, the intrusion Of the state into

local sc 'iool affairs. Each of the' seven or eight meltings between De-

. --partmeht staff and superintendents began with this issue -and required a,
rejustification of state assessment and the state authority. Other

.charge6 were made, such as, 1) e tests were invalid and did not

correspond to the "Michigan CUr ulum," much less the "unique'' curricula

.cif the many local districts;2) e tests were ill constructed and urb-

Oe
reliable; 3) the test information was no different than thatlready
known from local testing; 4) local educators had ao opportunity to
participate in the,planning of the state assessment program; and 5)
reports of results would be made to the public.. The criticisms were
in part acknowledged by the staff and promises were made to be more
responsive to the involvement and data needs of local educators. The

technical issues, i.e., reliability and validity of the tests; were

0
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defended and final disposition of the charges were left to the publica-

tion of the technical reports.

-After nearly, seven months of monthly meetings, the superintendents,
though still kt satisfied, decided further discussions were unnecessary.
They would Cooperate'in the future, and the Department would form in
advisory council to'help form the future of state assessment.

Public Releaseof Results

The promise had been made by Department officialt in the first
year of the program that the state would not release the "scores" of
individual school districts. With this promise, local school officials
felt secure with the new program and cooperated in the administration
with a minimum of'objection. Scores were reported directly to local
school superintendents and to state officials.

In the second year, the press, and eventually legislators, made
inquiry about the "scores" and were told they could not be released.
This led to a confrontation. An influential legislator threatened to
introduce legislation which would mandate the release of the state
assessment data for schools and districts and would provide guide-
lines for the release. After discussions with the legislator, the
Deaprtment policy on release of these data was changed and the basic
skills assessment data were provided to the press and legislators.
Even today, ten years later, the promise which couldn't be delivered,
i.e., no public release of school or district results,.is remembered
by some superintendents.

The first release of results was made in response to individual
requests. However, the interest was great and the State Superintendent
decided to publish the results for all districts. The first to be pub-

lished were the 1971 results. A'compilatip of data (assessment test
results, staffing, financial, dropout, etc.) was made. A book was put 4.,

together and released abort a_year after the test administration;
irotTically the book had a red cover and the press conference for its
release was on Valentine's Day, 1972.2Q Superintendents had no love
of the assessment, and saw no humor in thit4 The 1972 results were
published in like form...the book being brot4 and the release was at
Thanksgiving, 1972.21 Thei"thanki" of local school people was that
this was he last book of all district results published by the state.
The "heat" was too much and the Superintendent decided results from 1---N

1973 were to be released on-request, but mO compilation of all dis-
tricts was released.

After 1973, rank ordering of school districts was not done. The

tests were 'changed from norm referenced, which could be reported succinctly
in standard' scores and percentiles, to objective referenced, which.
were reported in proportion of pupils mastering each objective._ Since
there were over sixty objectives, the publication of even district

data for all districts was too burdensome. Assessment results ,

e available on request, and oftenj.were listed in the news-
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The Llic release of results was made even more necessary in
1977 when the Stateof Michigan enacted the Freedom of Inforiation
Act which required .public agencies to make information available upon
request.

The policies on release of assessment scores have been influenced
by educators, legislators, public advocacy groups, and assessment
technicians. The "pull and tug" to derive a policy involved the desire
for widespread public disclosure on the one hand, and the fear of mis-
interpretation and misuse on the other. School Oeople fgared invidious
comparisons of schools, and judgements of school effectiveness based
on a narrow set of Aeasures. advocacy groups pressured for
f::11 disclose and specialized reporting for subpopulations, e.g., racial-
,ethnic groups. Assessment technicians counseled caution in generalizing
from the data and sought ways to provide bei;ser interpretive reports.
Legislators, at f .irst, wanted _full disclosure, tut nave more recently
pressed for recognition of the.limitations on the)data. In fact the
LegislatIre inserted a statement into the Department budget bill which
prohibits the use of assessment as an evaluation of schools. The current
policy of disclosure is to make results for a school or district avail-
,able upon request, but to provide explanatory and interpretive matderials
along with it. The State Board in 1979 sponsored several workshops
for local educators and therpress. The Board's purpose was to assist
local educators to work with the press to achieve full disclose with
responsible reporting. Also; the State Board adopted a policy which

" stated that assessment resultswere not appropr.iate to use in the evalua-
tion of an individualteacher.

Evaluation, of Schools

Tied closely as an.issue to the public 'reporting issue are the
issues of use of assessment results in making decisions. How good is
my school or district has always been the prime question of interest
to citizens. Before state assessment the judgments undoubtedly yere
made on criteria ranging from hearsay, to athlefic teams, to tIle:number
of graduates,getting scholarships, to.any of numerous other actors.
State assessment was of interest as a cl)iterion for judgitethe worth

11 of a school or district because it was reporting on how well pupils
were learning. After all, schools existed to teach the basic skills

0 should be rated on how well this was accomplished. Ne,ispapers

orted scores and pointed to high scoring districts (mean of pupil
sc es in the district was used, and ),,ater tie proportion of pupils.

f
w' mastered more than 75% of. the objAtives Nested) as "good," and
th low scoring as- "poor." Real estate agents, too, tried to uge the
s ores, if it suited their purpose, Co Steer customers to buy,fn "good" '

istrictS.
e.

. .

, The comparison of school and districts on assessment scores alone *
.

. ,was a concern for school administrators. They carried their dissatisfaction(
o some key legislators as well as State Board members. Under pressure

from the legislators, the Department initiated a large campaign to assist
local educators in the proper and full reporting of results. Advocated
were early reporting, and reporting in the context of other information



about education, i.e., the financial, staffing and other conditions
of education. The idea was to put the assessment scores in a larger
context to provide for a fuller understanding and a better "evaluation"
of the schools than a simple judgment made on one set of test scores.

Maximize Policy Use or Instructional Use

Initially (i.e., 1970-73) the state assessment program used norm
referenced tests developed, by a testing company from existing items to .

the Department specifications. The primary purpose of the program was
to measure the status and progress of basic skills achievement in the
state and its districts. These tests in reading, mathematics and
mechanics of written English provided dlta for these purposes with a
minimum o? expense and testing time. An aggregate achievement "score"
for the state in each area was computed, s was a "score" for each
district in the state. Districts were e ily .ranjced by percentiles,

and districts in need of assistance were silt' State
policy purposes were well served by the use of no referenced tests.

Politically though there was discontent with,the program. The

discontent involved: 1) the use of the results to compare school
districts, 2) the tests did not provide information useful to schools
in instruction, and 3) the tests were not "Michigan tests" and Michigan
educators had not been involved in creating them.

After the furor created by the superintendents in 1971, the State
Superintendent decided to both be responsive to the issues raised about
he norm tests, and to exercise state leadership in basic skills curricula
6r the state. It was decided to change from norm referenced to objec-
tive referenced tests for the state assessments.' The decision would
switch the emphasis to maxin14%the instructional and curriculum uses
of the results, at the local level, rather-than the policy use at the
state level.

The State Superintendent met with each of,the statewide curricu-
lum organizations (i.e., mathematics, reading, science, social studies,

'health education, physical education, art, music) and challenged them
r.o specify the basic expectations for their area. The basic expecta-
tions were, in general, defined as what every pupil should be able to
do and should know at the end of grade 3,. grade 6 and grade 9. These

were to be "minimal expectations" for all pupils in Michigan schools
and would be strongly advocated as the minimum curricula for all
schools in the State. The curriculum organizations, after much dis-

, .ouision, all chose to respond and work with Department curriculum
specialists to specify the "minimal. expectations."

During late 1971 and early 1972 the curriculum specialists drafted'
the expectations. These were reviewed and, in some caves, revised by
committees of generalists (i.e., teachers, principals, school board
members, school administrators and parnts). Finally, in 1972 the

State Board adopted the first two sets of expectations, or objectives.
These were the reading and mathematics objectives which were to be
used in the new'state assessments.

qe.
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The tests were constructed from the objectives. The Department
engaged some local school districts to provide: 1) teachers to write
test items, and 2) classrooms for test tryuputs. The tests were to be
written primarily by Michigan teachers based on Michigan produced
objectives...these were to be "Michigan tests." The Department also
contracted with a testing company for support services to insure that
the new tests would meet high technical standards.

The tests were completed and ready for use in the fall, 1973.
The test administration time was-ch ed from January to September-
October with the initiation of the o jective referenced program. This
was done because of the emphasis on i.structional uses. The early
administration,allowed the return of results early so that individual
pupil needs could be identified and teachers would have time during
the school year to provide remediation, if needed. The reports wou
identify the objectives mastered, and those not mastered. Mastery
defined is answering correctly at least four of the five test items
;,or each of the forty, mathematics and twenty -tree of the reading
objectives. The reports contained detailed information compared to
the general information contained in the norm test reports. The detail
of many scores made it more difficult to compare schools and districts
on the basis of state.assessment, but made the information/lore valuable
to principals and teachers.

The State,Board had used the state assessment program to exercise
eadership in Michigan education. For the first time a common curriculum

ha des specified, albeit it was Only a minimal level and was suggested
rather than mandated. The minimum expectations though were to become
useful in promoting equal educational opportunity initiatives in schools
of the state.

State Level Wises

The change to objective referenced tests and the more detaile
reports was responsive to local education criticisms. Hc$wever, when
the first reports were released, the press, and state officials were
confused.by the many figures.. They wanted to'be able to tell whether
or not schools were, doing better than. last year, and,eich were "good"
and which were "ptor" achieving schools. There was a demand for,a
simple summary. type' report. The State Superintendent asked foF a
single score.

The politicalressure from State officials led to the development
of a summary type report. The report was added in 1974 and was called
the "pi=oportions report." The report gave the percent of 2upils
mastering objectives in each of four categories (i.e., 0-24, 2'5-49,
50-74, 75-100 percent). The reports were in reading and mathematics
and were produced for schools, districts and the state. The fewer
figures were more understandable and useful to laypersons and for
state purposes.

I/
'The proportions reports were used to set criteria for identifying

-levels of needs in Michigan schools (e.g., schools with fewer. than
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50 percent of the pupils mastering 75 percent or more of the objec-
tives were defined as high needs Schools). The State Superintendent
and staff directed special assistance to these schools in an effort
to assist them to improve.

The assessment program reflected an action policy of the Depart-
ment of Education to seek and use information to develop a concerted
program for educational improvement. However, it was too general to
provide 'information to assist in determining the success or effective-
ness of specific program efforts. Thus, concurrent with the develop-
ment of the'assessment program, the evaluation program was also being
developed.

Initiating Program Evaluation

As noted in an earlier section, the advent of extensive federal
.involvement in education, in particular, the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965 (ESEA), provided 4 new impetus for State Educa-
tion Agencies across the nation. I:1 addition to creating an expanded
role for State Education Agenes in educational program development
and administration, ESEA demanded a more active role for State Educa-
tion Agencies in evaluating those programs.

ESEA caught most state and local education agencies unprepared
to undertake sophisticated and technically sound program evaluation.
Federal officials were vague in providing direction and frequently
suggested summative questions which needed response. These questions
were usually descriptive as well as summilkive in nature. Beyond
these basic descriptive questions, State Education Agencies were
encouraged to develop evaluation capabilities and design *valuations.
to best meet the needs of state and local constitu? ts.

In Michigan, as in most states, early eval ion efforts were
aimed at meeting the summative evaluation requirements. The prevailing
philosophy was that evaluation was a federal reporting requirement
which had to be done in order to maintain eligibility for funds. These
"reporting" activities were decentralized in the State agency apart
of the ball responsibility of. the persons who administered the
programs. The evaluation results were seldom used (nor thought to_be
useful) in program administration=or policy development.

The decentralized approach and the "required reporting" philosophy
toward evaluation began to change in Michigan in 1969 with the creation
of a Bureau of Research. With the establishment of a new Bureau, came
the direction for the neW 'staff to begin conducting evaluation of the
new Weral programs, and to use some of the federal money to support
these evaluations: This new commitment was further strengthened by
the appointment of a new Superintendent who, as noted earlier, believed
that information provided by technically sound evaluations would lead
to improved decisions r garding.educational programk

(6
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The early and active support of the State Superintendent resulted
in a decision to begin recruitment and employment of a small number of
specialized staff and to begin centralizing the function of evaluation.
Evaluation staff were to be administratively independent of the person-
inel who wererespOnsible for management of the programs to be evaluated.
The new staff were asked to develop and implement a systematic approach
to program evaluation.

A
In 1974, the:State Superintendent emphasized his support of

evaluatipn and put the full weight of his office behind the centrali-
zation of the evaluation functions in the.evaluatidn program, was issued.
Portions of the policy statement follow.

It is my intent that all evaluation activities f.
sponsored by the Department of Educatioh be co-
ordinated by staff with expertise in evaluation
so as to maintain consistency in the evaluation
efforts,

0 )

After citing several negative aspects associated with decentralized
evaluation efforts, the Superintendent's statement continued:

If evaluation is worth doing, it is worth doing
well. Furthermore, program administrators shou24
never evaluate their ow-n programs. Therefore,

effective immediately, I an asking each of you to
ensure that the evaluations of/your programs are
coordinated through (the 5pluatisn Program which_

is...responsible for evaluation.-

The statement c o uded by indicating actions which should be

taken to receive'a oval for evaluation activities.

In 1977, the State Superintendent repeated Ms statement verbatim
and added that he expected any items which included plans for evaluation,
such as programmatic stateans, to include a statement of support -

from the evaluation 'eV' before being subblxx441 to the State Board of

Education for approval.

The Evaluation Process

The goal of evaluation was to provide inforimation to educational
decision-makers so program improvements could be made. Staff were

committed to the task of demonitrating that well-designed, carefully
implemented and properly supported evaluation "prgvides objective
information for planning, administering and improving educational
services at all levels of educatiOnal governance, from federal and "25
state to school district, to school building and to classroom levels.

In an enterprise so large and encompassing as education with so
many factors beyond the control of:the evaluation specialist, it is

,impossibleimpossible to employ the same experimental rigor which might be found
in *scientific laboratory. 'In the social sciences and education it
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is often impossible to control conditions and set up experimental
designs as in the natural sciences. Therefore, the evaluation model
employed by the Department had three stages: (1) descriptive evalua-
tion, (2) evaluation to determine success, and (3) evaluation to
determine effectiveness. Descriptive evaluation refers principally to
the quantitative description of resources (human, financial and material)
and purposes associated with educational services. Evaluation of
success refers to quantitative and qualitative judgments regarding
whether or not objectives of an educational delivery system have been
met. Evaluation of effectiyeness,refers primarily to identification af
factors associated with success and the relative costs of assuring that
those factors exist.

'While these stages are sequential in nature, they are also fluid
and overlapping. For example, it will take some evaluations a or

pare to pass through the descriptive evaluation stage while others will
ss through this stage much sore quickly. Also, work may be occurring

in more than one stage simultaneously, for example, evaluation of success
may begin before the descriptive evaluation is complete. Furthermore,
the implementation of each successive stage does not mean that the prior
stages are terminated. Rather, each successive stage builds upon the
information provided by the preceding stages.

In tae last half of the 1970s several evaluations were able to
identify factors which are related to success. 3ased, in large part,.

'on these evaluations the Department is now exploring means by which,
through a state-local partnership, strategies can be developed which
will lead to more predictable program improvement.

As part of the State Superintendent's policy statament, 26, 27
he

asked program administrators to enter into "Agreements for Services"
with the evaluation staff for the conduct of evaluations. The "Agree-
ments.for Services" reached between program administration staff and
evaluation staff specify services and responsibilities of both staff
and formalize expectations of both parties. The agreement commits the
Administrative unit to,proVide a mutual!y agreed amount of _`ands to
conduct the evaluation. The agreement commits the evaluation unit
to provide information to answer specii.ied program and policy questions.
Staff employed,tor the evaluation areadminfstratively and programmati-
cally .independent of the program administration staff.

While administrative independence is desirable, daily substantive
interaction among the evaluation and program administration staff is
essential. Evaluators must be aware of, and sensitive to, the subtleties
of the program they are evaluating. Also, informal substantive contact
decreases the threat often associated with evaluation.

Much emphasis is placed on communication among staff and the
approptiate use of evaluation results. In addition to the day to day
contact among staff, more formal mechanisms are used for presenting
findings and riwommendations. Formal "exit conferences" are attended
by evaluation staff, progr'am administration staff, and, frequently,
one or more high level officials of the-Department. At these "exit
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conferences," findings of the evaluation and action-oriented recom-
mendations are formally presented by evaluation staff. Program admini-
stration staff respond, either at the "exit conference," or soon after,
regarding actions-they plan to take on each recommendation, The "exit
conference" reduces the likelihood that evaluation findings and recom-
mendations will be ignored. The administrator is charge of both the
program and evaluation-responsibilities is present, supportive and can
direct actions and policy responsive to the evaluation findings.

The State Board of Edutation has, historically, Seen very interested
in the work of the evaluation staff. Great care is taken to prepare and
present evaluation reports to the State Board which will be meaningful
as a tool co guide in establishing policy. Frequently, major segments
of time are set aside by the State Board of Educationat Committee of
the kihole meeting's to discuss evaluation reports, recommendations and
implications for administrative and State Board action.

6

In addition to formal and informalcouaunicatton efforts with
Department star d the State Board of. Education, evaluation staff
are actively in ed in a program oi :ethnical assistance and dissemi-
nation to loca ucation agencies. These activities cross a broad
range from dis ibution of executive su7maries of evaluation reports
to formal inservice or technical training sessions.

The Conflict Between Expectations and Methods

There has been a strong policy and progrAmnatic commitment to
evaluation in the-Michigan Department. An environment has been
created to promote the development of a strong organization for con-
ducting-evaluation. The,commitment to use evaluation findings and act
on evaluation recommendations has been high on the part of tie staff
of the Department and the State Board of Education. But even in an
organization with this high level of commitment conflicts between
expectations and methods can and do occur.

One of the most common areas of conflic7t is a conflict among
program priorities. These conflicts are primarily of two types. One
type of conflict is a result of a lack of clear enunitation of the
purposesand priorities of a given program. Evaluation staff, during
the "desTriptive stage" of evaluation, work with program administi-ative
staff to cl4rify the purposes and objectives of the program to be evalu-
ated. This process can be a particularly frustrating one, if there
are external pressures to provide information quickly. The lack of
clear enunciation of purposes and priorities becomes acute when the
evaluation effort begins a lengthy period of time after the program
begins.

C

The examination of program purposes and priorities frequently
leads to a second type of conflict among program priorities. This
occursi when the programs have a mixture of social action and educa-
tion priorities. For many reasons, categorically funded programs
often have a multiplicity of apparent purposes; some establish

primarily education priorities while others establish primarily action



priorities. For example, lesislation may contain language which seems

to equate civil rights and basc,--skills education.

It is not uncommon for these social action and education priorities

to be so closely intertwined that it becomes virtually impossible to

distinguish among them. The "descriptive" stage of evaluation is used.

to deal with this problem (as a part of enunciation of purposes and

priorities). However, even if the social action and education priori-.
ties can be identified and separated, these programs are especially
difficult to evaluate. In some cases, program administrative staff 9

have preconceived expectations regarding the outcomes of an evaluation.

Additionally, they often do not fully understand that social action \

objectives annot be measured by educational Performance measures.

This combi ion of weconceptions and misunderstandings can lead to

great disappointment upon the completion of the evaluation.

Evaluation must be especially careful to develop mutual under-
standing about purposes, priorities and expectations of the program

to be evaluated. Of equal importance, is the development of mutual
understanding regarding expectations for the evaluation effort. Eval-

uation staff of the Michigan Department of Education use the "descrip-

tive" stage of evaluation to develop these understandings. However,.

:he affirmation of these understandings must be continuous.

A second area of common conflict between expectations and methods

is t-he,conflict in requirements. This type of conflict is the conflict
between program funding mechanisms and expected results, and most

often occurs when r s are funded on one 4et of criteria and the

ig6program success is ju ed on a different set of criteria. For example,

the funds are provide for reimbursement of program staff salaries,

but tfie'evaluation focus is on how much the participants achieve.

This particular type of conflict may create hoWlity among local educa-
tion agency staff who feel that it is'unfair to conduct a state-level
evaluation of those parts of the program funded locally.

,

This type of conflict often establishes a negative political environ-
ment within which it is very difficult to conduct an evaluation. Evalu-
atiOns fraught with this type of donflict usually will not advance past
the "evaluation of success stage." The evaluators can use the earlier
stages of the evaluation to establish reasonable measurement criteria'
and data collection procedures. However, there are likely to.be so
many negative factors beyond the control, of the evaluators, that some
such evaluations will never leave the "descriptive evaluation" stage.

Another area of conflict occurs between federal constraints and
state-local policy and program needs. Historically, the requirements
of federal programs have focused on summary reporting and are of little
use in state or local program or instructional decision making. This

is not aprobleM so long as state and local education agepcies are &].e I.

to exceed these requirements. In fact, if 'fie burden of federal xe-
porting is minimal and federal funds can legitimately be used to expand

,

the evaluation of'that program to yield results meaningful to state
and local educators, a positive state of affiars exists. The conflict
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occurs when federal requirements, even though summative in nature,
are so burdensome that all of the resources available must be used
in meeting. the federal requirements. A review of the history of evalua-
tion of ESEA Title I in Midhigan suggests that this pattern has occurred.
ESEA Title-I will be discussed in more detail in a later section of
this paper.

Recently, a second type of conflict between federal program re-
quirements and state-local policy and program needs for evaluation
has become common. Federal programs are becoming more and more pre-
scriptive with legard to mandating specific information which must be
gathered and the specific evaluation procedures which must be used by
state and local evaluation staffs. These procedures are frequently
insensitive to state erg local policy and program needs. Further, the
Constraints are such that states can do little to design evaluations
to meet both federal requirements and state and local needs. An
example of this "federal prescription service" are the rules and regu-
lations dealing with data collection and eval tion of programs funded
under ?L 94-482 (Vocational Education Amen ments of 1976).

94-482 and its ass6ciated Tules and regulations require both
evaluation and reporting of management data (the Vocational Education
Data System--VEDS) on every vocational program. The evaluation require-
ments, by themselves, are manageable and considered by many to be useful.
However, the reporting requirements of VEDS are so prescriptive and
burdensome that the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) has
officially opposed them and threatened,to refuse to comply. This
enormous data collection burden imposed by the federal government has
made it very difficult for evaluators to collect and analyze new data
needed for more meaningful evaluations.

A third general area of conflict is a conflict in commitment.
Frequently, top level policy makers do not provide adequate support
for evaluation activi't'ies because they have an incorrect impression
of what evaluators do. This is especially true if tile only visible
product of the evaluation effort is an annual summary report which has
little perceived asefviness. Evaluators need to do a much better job
of helping policy makers understand what evaluators do. Formal and
informal communications must not stop with program administrators.-

Another problem is that commitment from top level policy makers,
as evidenced by resource availability, is inconsistent. Ironically,
in .periods of economic difficulty, resourcesiOor evaluation may
actually increase as decision makers seek data to help with the manager
ment of decline. In economically good times, evaluation may not seem
as necessary and resources for evaluation may become less plentiful.
This inconsistency, even in a, state with a generally high level of
commitment, makes long range, planning for evaluation somewhat more
difficult than desirable.
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A Case of the Influence of Evaluation on Policy

Michigan has had a state compensatory education program since 1967.
The first years of the program funds were distributed to school dis-
tricts as formula grants. The formula used economic, cultural and
social factors for defining educational need. However, beginning in
1970 Michigan began to define educational need in terms of pupil
achievement, i.e., a direct measure of educational need rather than a
proxy measure. The state compensatory education program makesvuse of
the state. educational assessment results for this purpose. The pro-
cedure for determining school district eligibility, beginning in 1971,
for the compensatory funds was:

1. Pupils scoring below the 15th percentile on the 4th
and 7th grade state assessment test were defined as
pupils to be counted as "eligible."

2. The proportion of all 4th grade pupils deemed "eligible"
was computed; likewise the proportion of the 7th grade
pupils.

3. Applying the proportion of eligibles in grades 4 to grades.
K-3, an estimate of "eligibles" in those grades was com-
puted; likewise the grade 7 proportion was used to estimate
grade 5-6 "eligibles."

4. The school districts were ranked (high first) according
to the proportion of "eligibles" in the district.

5. The district allocation was computed by multiplying
the number pf "eligibles" in grades K-6 (the State
program was limited to these grades) times S200 (the
funding level). Districts were funded in rank order
until the total State appropriation was used.

It was determined' that the State could.afford S22.5 million for
the program before the formula for the ,program was written into legis-

.1ation. Legislators used several computer simulations, each with
different eligibility and/or fund level criteria, in the process of
setting criteria. Basically the data were used in making political-
policy decisioni. Legislators wanted to know which districts would
be funded, or not funded, and at what level, before agreeing on the
formula. The final formula was a compromise made by members of the
appropriations and education committees of the legislature. '

The use of an achievement test indicator for determining the level
of educational need was but one of several different features of the
Michigan program. Others were.:

1.- Assurance of three years of funding once a district
was'deemed,eligible.

7
2. Provision for funding adjustments- based on program success.
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3. Provision for annual evaluation of each pupil's, progress
to`determine level of,ettainment.

4. Provision of considerable local discretion vested in
local districts in the use of funds.

Department staff worked together with local educatorso design
the program. ,IThe local educators were interested in three things in
the new compensatory education program: 1) more money, 2) more dis-
cretion in the use of the money, and 3) greater assurance that the money
would be available foi more than one year. Each of these was attained
in the new legislation.28

The State in this program was interested in two important proposi,
tions: 1) could schools be-held .accountable for educating the lowest
achieving pupils in the schools, and 2) coll,ld additional money for
basic skills instruction result in higher pupil achievement?

The program has changed over the year since 1971. When the State
assessment changed to objective referenced tests in 1g73, the criterion
for eligibility was changed from students below the 5th percentile to.
students achieving fewer than 40% of the objectives st d. Again the
legilsature used)several simulations of data to set the formula so that
the funded districts and the funding level remained comparable to the
previous years.

The three years funding feature was later changed to an al
redetermination of district eligibility andfunding level. Non-funded
districts lobbied for the change so they would have a chance for funds
before the three year cycle was completed.

A philosophical belief was tharall pupils regardless of race, geo-
graphical location, economic status, etc. could attain basic reading
and mathematics skills. Thus, a feature to reduce funding if pupils
didn't achieve was included. The adjustments were to be made annually
on the basis of pupil achievement. Pupils'who achieved at least 7.5
months gain, as measured in grade equivalen units on a standardized
test, received a full $200 allocation for t e next year. However, if
achievement was lower than 7.5 months, the istrict received a lesser
amount (the proportion being the gain in mo the to 7.5 times,200).
Local districts accepted this feature initially to get the money.
After the first year they lobbied to retain the money which was going
to be "lost" because "the kids still need the help." The money was
reallocated to the district providedthey filed'a plan'to meet the
needs of the students whoyere still low achievers. After two years,
and threats of losing more money, the districts succeeded in getting
the legislature to delete this "accountability" feature from the program.

The evaluation of the compensatory education program was linked
very closely with the "accountability" feature. Since the funding was
determined on a per pupil basis and that was tied to level of attain-
ment, it was necessary to evaluate on an individual pupil basis. State
guidelines called for'a pre and post test (either spring to spring, or 411.
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fall to spring administration)=using approyed staffdardized tests.
Scores for each pupil were submitted teglhe State and were used both

for program evaluation and for the determination ofundingto The veri-

fication and processing of over 112,000 pupil records was Mite a ,

challenge for State evaluators.

The evaluations of the program showed the program to be a success,.
The districts committed themselves to developing qvality basic skills
programs based on specific perfoImance objectives. Strategies were

clevelopped to provide services to low achieving children regardless of

$ the school attended, t1us moving away from the "target" school concept.
Most important_of all, the program resulted in improved achievement for 4
pupils in the program.

The State evaluators not only analyzed data from the scifool dis-
tricts to determine prJ3gram success, made recommendations foeprogram
improvement and provided funding allocations, they also used the prb-
gram to improve evaluation techniques across the'State. The evaluation

of individuallchievement, program evaluation, presented
many local sc1W1 educators a challenge beyond ths.14....knowledge and
skill level. Slate staff were able to seize this pportunity to provide

inservice training to improve evaluatiovmeth'odology and,data use in .

many school districts. Particular emphasis was placed on working with
local district staffs to'develop objective-referenced tests for evalu-
ation purposes.

Unfortunately, the elimination of the funding adjustments based
on the success feature made some people believe there was little need
to continue program evaluation; Thus, funding to maintain the State,

evaluation staff was deleted from the Department budget, even.though
for another three years-the mandate to provide the legislature with an
evaluation report remained fn the act. Local schools, in most cases,

continued ttre-program-eV-aluatibn an-d-usst the results- locally-,--however,- 4 01,

State activities stoppee with the withdrawal of funding.

At ,the time evaluation, funds were deleted, it Was suggested that

c....entate assessment reiults be used to evaluate the program. The belief

was, since State'assessment was used to determine eligibility for com-
. pensatory education 4unds, the same test, over the same objectives,

.should be used for evaluation. Very simply, it was thought the fourth
grade results 'would ,Show success through the first four years, and

seventh the last three years of the program. There was 'a certain logic.

to the proposal, however, there were many falacies: 1) State assess-

ment results were reported for the total pupil population, not com-
pensatory pupils as a subpopulation; 2 pupils moved in and out of

compensatory programs and treatments vgried; 3) one measure was not

'sdfficient to evaluate program SuPciss and would tell nothing about
' why some programssucceeded more than others.

r cape proposal was hotly debated.i 'the epartment, and an attempt

was made td implement th "evaluation" y identifying individual pupil

assessment data with the compensatory services.the pupil received.
bocal school administrator6 and evaluators strongly opposed such'evalua-

i .tien." . .
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The local staffs refused to cooperate in the coding and the .%

attempt failed. After negotiatiogs it w s decified to use state asses-
menu as a vehicle for coliedting some data about the compensatory pro-'
gram.- Local evaluators agreed -to code pupils on the fall assessment as
enrolled in the various compensatory programs, i.e., ,ESEA Title I,'State,
'Bilingual. This allowed the.Statelto address some questions withmpolicy
.implications: 1) were the lowest achievers in compensatory,programs,
and 2.) were pupils enrolled in more than one compensatory kogram.
Incase the lowest achievers were not in the program, more stringent
guidelines for pupil selectiolicould be imposed. Data for the second
question would be used to address whether or not the greater benefit
was to continue multiple funding or spread money to new pupils. like

,e5ding project is now in its firstlyear 'and data are being analyzed.
As for the more in depth questions of evaluation, local districts and
the Department are cooperating in special case-studi-es. These studies
will,address the reasons some programs are successful and.others are not.

The State Compensatory Program is a good example of using data to
carry outla philosophical belkef, i.e., low achievers should be benefited
by f s.., Also, it was a good example of evaluation being used in the
man ment of the program and its improvement. Unfortunately, the
ev uation efforts were not appreciated and resources were withdrawn.

for to the potential benefits being attained.' The program continues,
there is no way of systematically judging its.effectiveness.1'

Title I Evalua on - A Case of Categorical Constraints

The prece ng discussion of Article 3 evaluation has presented a
case staly of evaluation's impact on policy. The evaluation of ESEA
Title I is a'caae study of the categorical constraints on the usefulness
.ofevaluatton in policy development.

d

Title I evaluati,pn development paralleled, in many 7espects, the
evaluation of Article 3. In fact, this federal program, more than any
-other single program, provided impetus for evaluation intne Michigan
Department of Education.

;

In the late 1960's and early 19q0's, the federal reporting re-
quirements for ESEA Title I were quite minimal. Summative information, .

of a descriptiVe nature was expected 'and achievement data.were desired
by.4ederal officials. However, it was recognized that Many rate and 41,

local'education agencies did not h-alie the capability to conduct more
sophisticarhd evaluations,-`.Federal officials encouraied"State.and
local officials to develop capability to do evaluatfogssthat exceeded
the minimal expectations.

rY

Thus, dur'ing, the lath 1960's and early 1970'sthe evaluations of
Title I conducted by the Michigan Department of Education were almost
entirely descr ptive, consisting initiallyof baseline informatio such
`as'-number of. students, number of teachers, and amount of money sp nt.
Beginning in 1972, the evaluation started to yield accurate and useful
information regarding success (in terms of achievement of students) of
the program across the State. This inforthation was based on district
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level information. Through the 197A-75 school year he design remained
relatively constant ao as, to verify findinp of.succeas.29

S'tate and federal officials were able to say wiEh considerable con- r

fidence that Title I in MiChigan was successful. However, the "success
evaluation" did not provide sufficient information to enable state and
local officials to identify or select specific strategies associated
miEh-success. These.might be used for improving local projects which
were not successful. Consequently, since 1975-76, the evaluation of
ESEA Title I in Michigan has focused on the building aa,..te level for
data collection and analysis. .

In the evaluation of Title I, the Department of Education evalua-
tion staff, have been successful in identifying enumber of variables
related to uccess. Further, these variables have been verified.by
other Stud es. Thus, evaluation of ESEA Title I in Michigan has
advanced to the " evaluation of effectiveness" stage discussed earlier
in thi paper'.

In addition to the progress in increasing the sophistication of the
state level evaluation, elTaluatiOn'staff have worked with local educa-
tion agencies .to make local evalliation efforts more useful. For many
of the same reasons the assessment,progr switched to objective re-
ferenced tests, local districts Are en ouraged to develop objective's
arm -objentive-referenced tests for evalu tion purposes. 'Together,
State and local officials worked to make objective-referenced tests
Ugleful both for instruction and evaluation. --In order to assure high
standards of quality for locally developed objective-referenced tests,
Department staf, produced a quality-control system for objective-re-
ferenced tests iv which was generally followed by local districts.
Locally'developed tests had to meet the standards of this quality
control system before they were approved by the Departmen for use in

--evSluation-o-f-ESIX; True 1. N- .
4.

a'
The 4evelopment,and planned use of objective-referenced tests for

Titlp I evaluation peakein 1974-75 and 1975-76 at about the Sam4 time
that the State.level evaluation was reaching the "evaluation of effectiVe-
ness" stage. Thus, the Michigan Department of Education was able to
take advantage of the impetus provided by Title I to develop, sound
evaluation procedures which yielded:meaningful results for policy de-
velopment and program improvement at both the state and local levels.
Additionally, the data provided to the U.S OffiCe of Education about
Title I in Michigan was.of high quality." However, not all states had
developed a high degree of sophisticationand.....thope which had done so
had used.different methods and procedures. In sort, the federal
policy of f-encouragini development of evaluations which were useful
at State and-focal levels had resulted in data at the national level
which were not, comparable and of varying degrees oiivality. ,10°,`

In testimony during the debate leading to reauthorization of ESEA.
Title I in 1974, CongreSs expressed considerable dissatisfaction with
the lack of comparable data to guide its deliberations. This dissatis-
faction wars specifically exhibited in the Education Amendments 15f 1974

and the Education Amendments of 1978. ,

Re
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The legigati4on required the U.S. Office of Education to develop
and provide to state education agencies "models for evaluation q all,
programs u31 funded under Title I "...to be utilized by local educa-
tional agencies as well as by the state aga4cy in the evaluation of
such prograths."2 The law further stipulated that the models shoul
yield datawhidh are comparable on a state and national basis.

\ip
1

At the time that t.S. Office of Education began initial develop-
ment of these, evaluation models, Michigan Department of Education
staff were struggling to develop procedures for aggregating data from4
locally developed objective-referenced tests, It was hoped that the
new models would recognize the.value of objective-referenced tests and
that a soundmodel for their use would be developed- It was soon
learned, however, that silch was not to be the case.

It became obvious that the> models being developed would be of
limited usefulness to the Michigan Department of Education. Cc;ve-
quelitly, while supporting the need for nationally comparable data, the
evaluation staff of the Department actively advocated the development
of more flexible models aimed at identifying variables associated
with.achieVement and greater utility at the state anAilocal levels

in October, 1979, the find rules andregulations35 were passed
ma dating.the use ofthree evaluation models. The models are much
more restrictive and less useful at the state and local levels- than

- hoped for by evaluation staff.o!'the Michigan Department of Education.

The immediate effect has been a retrenchment. Resources are not
'eing spent -todevelop procedures to comAy with the mandated federal
eporting requirements. "Evaluation of effectiveness" has been side-
tracked and extensive 'new development of objective-referenced tests#

. has :ccme to a virtual halt in the_ evaleation of Ti1.14 i, ..i.akMichigaa.____________
It remains to be seen1Whether new stateand'local uses of the mandated
evaluation models can be developed, thereby reducing the conflict
betljeen federal'constraints and state -local policy and ,program needs.
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Summary

The role of the State.Board of Educat on in Michigan changed
dramatically/in tile last ten yellrs. The transition was from a rather
passive presence in Michigan eduCation tolan assertive leadership role.
The leverage for-the-change was in large !part because better data

a

about .the educational system became avai4able to them.
, ,

.
t

,
-.4'-,

t
i

The statewide educational program was initiated in 1970.
'Th'e data fromAthe assessments were used 0 indicators of the weaknesses'
and ttrengths in basic skills education, and to monitor progress of the
.schools and districts of the stare. ThelState Board based policy initia-
tives ih compensatory education, atbuntlabiliy, eqb,..t1 education oppor-
tunities,

.
tunities, and Qepartment-services to districts on in.ortatioq produced

- by the stale assessments. The program *came the."center piece" of
elementary and secondary education in the state.

;

The assessment.data were good indi atots of needs, but were of
.=ery limited use in providing directionlin dealing With the needs.
;A more indepth evaluation of programa s needed to identify "what works"
Ito produce a better educational system and Nigher achievement for
children, youth,and adults. The State "uperintendent, in recognition

b..., 'of this, centraliled the evaluation flU ction in the Department Of Educe-.
7 ciOn, and over the years was most supp rtive of their work. The evalua-

'?.:ions went through three -phases; descr ntive, success and effectiveness.

Especi4ly inAspensatory education, tne-evalUation data were important r
s

14. in 4actAiona, Of resource ii.location, rogram management, and policy
deve.1014dtnt: Wheteas,thOralsesSment data 'fir ided an indicator of
probleme, th evalu Atri da'a provide the dtat for addressing the ilh

,

e .problems. \I

_._ _ ___ ___ _ Michigan education has re to
decision makihg. TheState oard an
ihe.power of data and use itlin fo
able to justify policy initifitives,j nd;have beeni9ore assetive in
taking initiatives to:changeand ii,4 the educational system. In-
formation from evaluations * the. dhigan educ4onal system has been
used to form policieS, and'in-turn, the Policies haveinfluenced the

\ direction of.the evaluation/. .1 ,

I

The proactive,State.Bdard,andIState Superintendent in Michigan
used evaluation activitiestand' dat4 to establish state presence in,
education during the 197013. 1The!genor of the mas was 'an "outcomes" .

orientation ay a promotiott of eAdAty and equality' for all children (
in education. The state ateepted 1 responsibility,for setting standards,
for measuring impacti and for assisting schools toWard improv ent.

' This was a middle road be.tieen the olicies in other states o setting
statewide graduation stand4fd se 8r1 competency tests, and ea ng
.standard setting completely} to InitiatiNie.

i .
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State Sucierintennent appreciate

,They have been better
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THE INTERACTION BETWEEN POLICY AND EVALUATION

IN STATE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION

It

James H. Gold

GOLD Resources, Inc.

Madison, Wisconsin

INTRODUCTION

Although educational policy,and evaluation have been a part

of the American education sgstem from its inception, the content,
o

form and relationship between them have changed throyhout the
years. Early school policy was govetned by concentration on the

3 R's and educaxiohal evaluation was based on_the effectiveness

of the individual teacher. In contrast, schools today have

expanded programs far beyond the 3,R's 14-,n all effort to provide a

more comprehensive education to greater numbers of students. The

public'has charged schools with the responsibil,,ity'of addressing,

and ameliocating, thisproblems. Accompanying this expansion

of responsibility is an increase in public'dollara front local,

tarter and fe es eur ems. A'ts -c-os-t-s- have ri-s-em-,endresu:6es

become less available, funding agencies such as private

foundations, stale educaion agencies, local education agenciesi

and the federal,government'have placed increased importance on

promoting, and funding educational activities that encourage

'desirable'student behavior. Thus, program evaluation has become

an increasingly important Part.of general school operations.

Specifically, the passage of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act, of 1963 piopelled the evaluation Moveftent by

requirinrevaluat-ion of State Eddational Agency (SEA) and Local

Educational Agency (LEA) programs supported by federalfunds.

This concept, has grown horizontally to, other federal programs and

vertically to state.and lotal programs: Subsequently, evaluation
. t
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and policymaking have become an integral part uf management

concepts such as P.PB.S management by objectives, and the more

generic concept of accountability. Although variations exist in

evaluation philosophy and application, a common theme is that

feedback about behavioral changes resulting from program

evalUations should be the basisfor both policy, and operation

decision making at the program level.

The binding of program evaluation to policymaking is based on

the notion that the scientific process which encompasses the

evaluatitn process would solve the problems of educating American

youth just as the same 'processes were able-to put an American on

the moon in the -0's. Thus, the expectations were rarSedthat a

one-mg-one relationsh4b could be developed between evlaluttion and

Today, over a decade later, evaluators, educators,

educational decision makers and other interested parties Ire

faced
t
with the reality that the one-to-one anticipated '%

relationship hassimply tlotevolved between pollcy.and.

evaluation. Too often evaluation results areignored in lighu.of

political expediency. Consequently, we arefaced with the

problem of improving utilization of evaluation informatipn, in_

policy development. This-paper will detail some of the issues ..

and present.how one state, Wisconsin, is structured to relate

evaluation to policymaking.
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CONTEXT AND MODEL FOAEVALUATION Al\VPOLICY

1. Contextual Factors

Prior to,discussing the relationship between educa-

tional policy-making arfd evaluation, it is essential to".

understand,some,of the important contextual factors within

which policy- making and evalLation operate in education.

- These factors are not new but are a-, reminder that the

edutational enterprise is.dynamic, conducted by humans

wlio possess the strengths and frailties which deterMine 4

the outcome of all human endeavors. Systems are made upq

of people who should be accountable for results rather

'than for the failure of the "system" itself. Thus, the

following contextual factors are presented as a framework

within which -mast policy-making and ?Ivaluation ta:C'e place.

Contextual Factor 1 ,

)

Decisions in education made by influencing

Lc' ho have the t' nal decision-making author-

ity invest nem by state constitutions, and

laws.

.textual Factor 2

Ecation is a political protess which is strlingly

Influenced by individuals and groups who are af-

fected by the deci.sions. Their vested interest

may conflict with the welfare of. otheri.

Contextual Factor 3

Education is an enterprise in which peOple with

diverse values must agree to live with a single

set of policies and operations within an eduta-

tional system.

ContextualFactor 4
4

Education is not an exacting science in which

success or failure can to precisely 'predicted

for any particular policy or program. Thus, a

single 'est policy or program may fail to emerge..

Contextual Factor 5

Translation of p;Argrams and operations from policy

A
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may beAr little resemblence to the intent of

the oricfnal policy.

Contextual Factor 6.

Both individuals and groups are often vying

for limited resources, which often leads to
r

conflict and, competition rather than coopera-

tion.

Contextual Factor 7

Evaluation conclusiOns are often contradicped

and refuted by those desiring other outcomes:

They may reinterpret data o'r Present contradic-
.

tory data whichsupports-their viewpoi"nt.

Because of these contextual ;:actors we must begin ,hk.h

the assumption that educational decision-making regarding

policy) programs and evaluation is not always ration

but is often based 2n influence and compromise. This poli-

tical decision-making process is inefficient but successful

in a multi-cultural democratic society in which public edu-

cation is laid open., dissected, studied and gradually re-

constituted in an evolutionary, process.

Within this context we can begin to fit together the

- dynamics of policy and evaluation, realizing each state

--is somewhat di-fferent-in terms,of the power structure,

values, and traditions which influence the_poiicy/evalua-,

r tion relationship. The importance of this paper is for

the reader to gain insight into.the dynamics of other states

sb that he may better utilize evaluation results in his

policy development process.

"2. A General' Model

- Educational polities are broad statements of intent- 0 9

which provide organiiations with a basis for program de-

;- sin..and implementation within a given State Education

Agency (SEA). They provide
V
a description of agency direc-

tion to those outside the organization. Characteristically,

poliies-lack quantification, specific behavioral descrip-
..

0 tions and Program specifications. However, they usually do

oyi



reflect a desired standard: For instance, a policy may

be to."proMote equal educational opportunities for all

children in the state." This statement refleCts a stan-

dard
.

dard 1.1t doesenot indicate how it will be achieved or

how one knows when it is achieved. These specifics.are

accomplished through the developtrant of goals, objectives,
. ..

programs tnd program evaluation.

The process Qf generating policies in an SEA is com-

plex, and varies between SEA's. However, it does appear

possibld to deVelbp_a general model that reflects the

dynamics of'decision-making in mbst SEA's. -

Figure 1 (page 6) is sucil,a model and is signed to,

flexible inorder to accomdae the variations which

occ,..ar in SEA's. The general,f1ow of the model show4epat,

"data" raises policy issues, resulting in c51i;.o adoption,

related programs and evaluation. The evaluation s

are then used in revising policy, 'programs and even
.

evaluation itself. ,
. .

The model begins with the disclosure.of "data", Which

strongly suggests, that either current policies be revised

or new poJlicies be developed. At the very minimum, the

* "data" raises serious uestions'As to certain unmet needs

which must-teazNdre s se h this model has two

forms. First., people express- their concerns based on their

own experienca_ag' parent8, educato4P, students, employers

and taxpayers. Although this data is neither systemati-

cally'collected nor scientifically analysed it can have

a powerful effect on educational policy, if a consensus

of opinion is ga.ined'and the opinionj are heard in a loud

and clear.fashibn. This type of dada can be more powerful

in bringing about change than even the best evaluation

studies.

The second type of "data" is the more systematic,

consisting of test scores, surveys and research. Sortie`

times these studies are carried out to reinforce or cha

Policy,'while at other times their influence onlMicy is

accidental.
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It is important to note that in most cases the two

forms of "data" are,used to. complement each other. For

instance, many people expressed concern over students not

learning the basis skills% This.notionswas then reinfor-

ced by reports of declining test scores and either "hard"

data. Thus, most state* departments have developed a

stronger and more visible policy concerning basic skills.

It is interesting to note that data has several

points of entry into the policy development process. The

chief State School Officer (CSSO), governor, legislature,

state board of education and SEA staff are all viable

candidates for influencing policy. Depending on the per-

sonal policies of each and their relationship to each

other the entry points used'are based on receptivety to

change and the power to change. If policy change is de-

sired it is most-important to'analyze the actors and sel-

ect those who are receptive and willing to work for the

desired change.

Once the ditais revealed policy issues are deter-

mined by a number of different people. 'Professional .groilps,

legislators, the governor, CSSO, and SEA staff offer var-

ious policy alternatives. Each cf the groups may prepare

issue papers, appear at public hearings or attempt to

persuade others on an individual basis through rational

analysis; emotional appeal or political compromise. The

'end result is either nopolicy, or a policy which is agreed

upon by either the SEA, legislature, governor, or any com-

bination of the three.

Policies are then translated into programs through

the development of goal., objectives, activities and bud-

gets. The legislature often goes beyond policy.by deter-

minipg some program speCifications.. Sudh activity can

create conflict bet wee "SEA and legislators. It is at
1

this point that lobby ,groupsial-sio work to insure that the

funds are allocated and Actiki.tis are designed to meet

the needs of their constituency. Thus, these groups exert

strong influence on both SEA!s and legislatures during this

phase of the procesS.

. ()If I
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State programs are given varying degrees'of autonomy in

determining evaluation procedures. For some states pro-

gram evaluations are required but the design'is left up

to the SEA. Other rograms have the evaluation specifi-

cations spelled'ou ither with general guidelines or

specific activities. -Regardless.of the fdrm, it appears

that states are increasingly required to evaluate educa-
:-tional programs.

Evaluation results can influence virtually evety ,,

phase of the model. Peoples' perceptions could be changed

through the new informatiOn, thus the "data" base(changes.

The evaluation could cause a re- evaluation of policy or

raise new policy issue's. Certainly the management, or-

ganization, goals, objectiveS, activities- and budget of

a program could be affected. Whether any of these take

place depends on the processes developed for handling data

and the desires of those who control the data.



FEDERAL, INFLUENCES ON EVALUATION POLICY

Since the passage of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act of 1963, the federal government has had

greater influence on the policies sand evaluations of state

and local education agencies. 'The federal government of

the 1960's began to intervene directly.to overcome some

of the large scale social problems of the decade. Educa-

tion was among the many social programs affected. The

major mechanism was the injection of massive funds to state

and local education agencies for the purpose of designing

and implementing programs that met the needs 'of society.

In handing out money for specific programs the fed-

eral government began to influenc6 state and local dis-'

.trict policies. For instance, acceptance of Title I funds

increased state and local district's committment to im-

prove the education of the disadvantaged. Although most

states had some committment to this policy, the Title I

funds increased that committment and made it very visible.

LikeWise, the original Title III greatly influenced lip-

cies for innovative programs and expanded the policy of

publically documenting educational needs at a statewide

level, Still other programs were responsible for''imple-
,

menting.new management concepts and placeing.an emphasis

on educational planning on a statewide level. At the SEA

level many; if not most, of the urrent central planning

units had their origins established' from ESEA funding.

Thus, the federal government, through massive funding

attached to specific programs, has had.a great impact on

educational policies it the state and local levels.

One of the key areas of influence is in evaluation

of programs. A prime example is Title I, in which evalua-
.

tions halle gone from being loc lly designed'to following

more rigorous federally thanda d requirements. At the

outset, local districts were permitted great leeway in

how their progr.km evaluations were designed and implemented.

The g:bals and objectives were strongly encourages and the

90



evaluation instruments were eft up to the local district.

As a result, evaluiorra ged-fromexcellent to totally

inadequate. As the. nconsistancy in quality became mof

evident, the federal guidelines for Title I evasluativOns

were restricted to make them more consistant with good

evaluation practice. .

In addition, congress began to seriously auestioi

the effectiveness of Title I funds This questioning F

to chages.in evaluation requirements and subsequently to

evaluation practices. When -faced with measuring the'im-

pact of Title I, educatots were unab1J4to aggregate'Title

I evaluation data from across the nation and gauge their
#

effectivenes.s. Instead, case studies and anecdotal data

were used to defend or attack the massive expenditure of

funds. Subsequently, congress mandated that a method be

developed tt-report on the impact of Title f to Congress.

As a consequence Title I developed four models for

evaluation which generated data
ft

that collId be.aggregated

at the state and federal levels. This. strategy limited

the evaluation 'instruments that were reqiired JLEA's

could supplement), the sequence O'lf evaluation ev4nts, and,
.

to a certain degree, the content rO.uiredito be evaluated.

SiIn eSs *ice, the Title I requirements limit the required

evaluati n strategies, curricular content, and test in-

struments to those that Title I determine.

4
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LOCAL INFLUENCE ON POLICY DEVELOPMENT

4

Local individuals and groups can influence policy

decision-making through several mechanisms. Lacing de-

finitive data on how effectively these mechanisms influence

.policy, the reader must draw upon hiS own experiences to
/

judge 'the value of each.

1. Individuate Personal Contact

In this case the individuals may call, write or meet

with SEA management, legi ators, or governor and express

their'opinions. For people viewed by government as opin-

ion leaders, this type of contact is valuable. Otherwise,

a large quantity of responses is needed to in-fluence policy

decisions.

2. Specific Issue Groups

There are ad hoc groups which pool energy, and re-

sources to change specific policie's or procedures. Their

interest is' in a single topic and they ase personalJcon-

tacts, letter campaigns and media as their major mpdes of

operation.

3. Task Forces and Advisory Groups

Historically, the'governor, legislature and SEA have

established task forces to review specific problems and

make recommendations for policy and programs. These task

rces are ysually appointed by the governor and/or agency

head, with the basis'oof.selection not always clear. In

most,cases, the local.constituency is represented. How-

ever, the individuals selected -often hold views similar,

or at least not incompatable with, the appointing auth6r-

ity. Thus many, but not all, task forces have a built-in

bias.

4. Organizations

The -local constituency is usually well represented

by variouts professionaL organizations who have been in-

creaSingfy involved in political lobbying "efforts to

serve the needs of their members. Teachers, administra-

tors and business officials all have their representatives

'92



who' monitor and influence'educational policy and programs

at the State level. In Wisconsin, some of these groups

have formed an umbrella group with DPI for the purpose of

discussing major policy and program considerations. Al-

.11clugh the group has no foxmal authority, an overwhelming

'consensus on an 'issue, policy or program would have a

great influence on those who make decisions.

3.'n Wiscons±p local influence has hat a general effet

of Mantaining local control where the federal or state

laws have not compromised it. In evaluation, most ad-

visory groups opt for leaving tie design.and i*plementa-
4

tion up to LEA;s and requiring as little extra work as

1(
possible to accomplish evaluation require ents. This

position is partly due to the issue of con rol, but may

very well reflect a feeling-on tie part of LEA'S that
.._

evaluation data eitAer is not, or cannot, be utilized

enough to justify increased demands on the time, energy

and money of 'the loqal district staff,

O
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EFFECT OF STATE POLICIES ON EVALUATION

State educational policies effect evaluation.in three

ways. First, the policies' may determine that noevalua-

tion take place. This is usually accomplished by leaving
. .

the requirement for evaluation out'of Legislation and the

budget, Thus, the programskcare implemented and a general

fiscal accounting is done, but no performance evaluation

takes place.

Second, legislation and/or budget documentation may

be very prescriptive in determining the evaluation policy

and procedures. In sudh.cases the evaluation requirements

are often spelled out in detail regarding; ly process, 2)

instruments, 3) time-lines, tnd 4) reporting reauirements.

This situation pla7gISevere limitations on the SEA, but

.increases the probability that the legislature will have-

its evaluation policy carried out.

Third, the legislature/budget requires, that the SEA

evaluate specific programs th.At are being supported by

state funds.. The directiVe tO .evalUate is often vague,

sometimes ambiguous and always open to interpretation as

to legislative intent. Procedurally, the'C$S0 assigns

the program to an individual to administer. -The'nature

of the program and evaluation will then be aetrmined by

the personality, politics, .professional persuasion, and,

program priorities of the program director and hit/her

superiors who have veto powers. ,

Like individualS, organizational units.have their own
4

personalities, politics and program" priorities. Thus ",

central evaluation units tend to be interested more in

perforManc based evaliiations,.UsingSurveyS and objec--,

tive tests,\while instructional people often emphasize

process evaluation, using interview techniques or other

methods which place less dependence on student perfor-,

mance, The nature of the evaluation, thn, will be estab-

lished by organizational'assignments,since an'overall

agency evaluation policy is often absent.
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INFLUENCE OF EVALUATION ON POLICY

Educational evaluation the potential for inflUenc-

ingfour aspects of the educational enterprise.. First is

the establishment of programs based on evaluation of need.

Once concerns are expressed as shown in the earlier deci-

sion model, the collection of systematic evaluation data

may indicate the degree to.which the concern is real. This

use of evaluation could set the course for the content,

process, and extensiveness of SEA programs. The results

of thbse evaluations can directly effect the amount of

fiscal and human resources made available to address the

concerns.

Second, the management and operations of ongoing pro-

grams may be modified as a result of formative evaluation.

These changes usually effect tl* activities of staff and

students, but avoid any major changes in overall policy,

missions, goalssor objectivies. These changes are intended

to promote more effective and efficient attainment of the

original goals and objectivies.

A third aspect of evaluitian is program monitoring,'

which, is related to management arid operations, but has the

intent of insuring that'the proposed program is the program

being carried out. Program changes must be documented,

verified and justified.

The'forth area involves policy changes which deter-
,

mine the continuation of the program. Programs may be

discarded because' the evaluation shows them to be ineffdc-

tive,(inefficient or politically unnecessary. Evaluations

may indicate that the goals and objectivies are both rea-.

! sonable and based on desired standards. However, the end

results simply may shot meet the standards sufficiently to'

rant continuation of the project. It is also possible

, even if the'goals and objectives are being met, the

cost in dollars and human commitment,is too great foir the

outcome. Finally, when the evaluation results are placed

in the larger context of, total organization programming,

111



other priorities may supexcede the project as a result of

changing needs and perceptions on the part ofadminiitra-

tors and the publie. Thus, the evaluatidh may contribute

to the expansion, maintenance or.termination of existing

prog

The final policy decision-involves the choosing of

one prOgrath approach over another, and the general signi-

ficance of'the evaluation results. As a result of a

program evaluation an organization may choose to drop,one

program and adopt and/or expand. a program that the evalua-
,

01P4

tion has shown to be more effective, efficient, and/or

politically acceptable.

In.reality, evaluation studies have grelatively small

'impact on policies in comparison to their impact on pro-

gram operations. This situation exists because of the

nature 9f educational policy; the politics of the educa-

tional enterprise, and the current state of the science

of evaluation.

As indicated earlier, educational policy is usually

stated in broad and abstract terms which foster multiple

interpretations of goals, objectives, programs and evalua-

tion. Since most evaluations are designed to measure

program objectives and activities, it is little wonder

that policy is barely touched. In addition, most policies

are robust enough to withstand significant program changes

without requiring policy changes:"

Statewid4 educational policy is usually, very appeal-.

ing to the public and appears to be in the same. unasgaid-.

able category as "chevrolet, apple pie, and the American

flag." Within this context much public policy is tradi-

tional and insulated from rapid and extensive change.

-This stability is due to the balance'of power between

traditionalists, moderates and liberals who influence'and

make'policy decisions.

This' balance of power also explains, in part, the

impbsing role that the. federal, government and courts have.

played in bringing about both policy and program changes

C
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at the state and local level. During'the last 25 years

the government and courts have been liberal-regarding

social policy and programs, and have. created policy and

program changes at the state and local level by legal

mandates and the infusion of large grants for educatival

programs. For example 'statewidepoliciesconcerning

equal educational opportunity, school desegregation,

school finarrce, and library building programs, were all

changed dramatically beSiuse of federal intervention.

Even curriculum policies and programs have been influenced

dramatically by the creation of.the National Defense Edu-

cation Act (NDEA), Title III, and Title IV. It is impor-

tant to note that the federal activity came about as a

result of public concern and a national"teelin4 that the

policies and programs were necessary for the'public good,

not because a comprehensive evaluation concluded the

changes were imperative. Society expressed concerns and

the federal government and courts responded by establish-

ing programs, and policies that addressed them. .

Evaluation has had a less than desirable effect on

poliicy'becausethe results are often inconclusive or con-

trary to previous studies. The technology of evaluation

is not perfect and contains the bias of both the evaluator

and the program staff which focuses on specific aspects

of the program while minimizing aid /or ignoring others.

_Even comprehensive evaluations have errors of bOth content

and designhich allow 'opponents to criticize the evalua-'

tion and discredit the results on techical grounds.

Similarly,' education evaluation has not produced

insightful, permanent, and significant discoveries which
1 would - revolutionize the enterprise as is true in other

fields. Evaluation discoveries have no analogies.to X 4

rays, penicillin, or the electric light bulb. Instead,

."111ucatipn has a series of fads such as MBO's, programmed t

instruction, and the open school, which loose their lus-

ter after a relatively short period of time or are re-

fdted-by contrary research within a decade: As a result,

9?
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edudators and evaluators have failed to create the public,.

trust which other fields ,have developed through finding .

permanent and effective ways to address public concerns.

Finally, theftraditional view of organizations having

specific,missiotls towards which all their human and fiscil

resources are devoted is no longer appropriate. Factors

such as limited resources,-controversial policy issues,

influence of special interest groups, public politics,

organization politics and the openess of the demotratic

process have led to decisions'that are less than 4timal

in regard to the organization's mission, but more practi-

cal in that'they try to satisfy all the variables listed

above so that programs and policies can be implemented.

Thus, one should be little surprised when parents and

others express,dismay over their perception that the

children seem to have been lost in the decision-making

process while the survival of individuals and'organila-
*

tions appear to have been optimized. Although evalua-

tors should be concerned about'students, in reality evalua-

tion results may be neither necessary nor effective when

dne or more of the above factors is given higher or'even

exclusive priority in decision-making.

4.
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STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS OF POLICY AND EVALUATION

WITHIN THE WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

1. Department Organization

The Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction is_

unique in that the state superintendent is both.the major

policy maker and administrator for education in the,state.

The CSSO is a constitutional officer erected in.a popular

non-par;:isan election every fOur years. There'is.no

state board of education or any other state structure

which supercedes the policy-making authority of the office.

Thus, the CSSO is.accountable only to the public every

four years.

Implementation of policies and operations are accom-

plished in two ways. First, Visconsin is under a biennial

budget system with a budget review occuring on the.off.

year. The budget is a mix of fiscal and program elements.

However, the budget has beenkused,increasingly by state

agencies, legislature and governor for developing or

changing policy.

The DPI creatds.a budget which is submitted to the

,Department of Administration for review after which the

governor makes his.r..6Z=mendations to the legislature.

'Both budgets are reviewed and modified by committees and

finally adopted as a tatal state budget. The governor

does have .line veto power`-'which can be overturned by a

2/3 vote of the, legislature`. This proces generally fol-

lows the model described in the'previous sectionand is

greatly iliflbented by various special interest groups.

Organization of DPI, shown in figure 2'(page 19) con-
.

' sists of the.state_superintendent, an appointed deputy .

and five appointed assistant superintendents who serve at

the pleasure of the CSSO. The department is divided into

five major diviSions including Financial Aides, Handicariped

Children Instruction, Library, and Management, Planning.

ancLFederal Services.
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DIVISIONAL STRUCTURE OF WISCONSIN STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

Figuie 2
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C
An Administ ative Council made up of the CSSO, deputy

CSSO, and five a sigItant superintendents revlew-major

policy changes. In addition,' the CSSO confers with,indi-

vidual'assistant rintendentz, program staff, and

numerous task forces, and advisory groups for direction

concerning policy,and operations. However, final decisions

regarding policy and.implientation are. the sole respon-

sitalitY,of.the CSSO.

2. Evaluation Structure and Functions

Houird within theDivigion for Management, Informa-

-tion and Federal Services is the Bureau for Evaluation,

Planning,. Information and Research. This is considered

the central evaluation unit of DPI and is divided into

three units, two-of whiCh are involved directed is prq-

gram evaluation. The.unit entitled Educational Planning,

Evaluation and Research consists of six persons who have

varied responsibilities. Some design and implement eval-

gations for other pIDI programs such as special education

and nutritional education.. Others review and monitor

local evaluations for Title I7'.7C projects, Some have been

involved in a statewide needs assessment which had poten-'

ti 1 for statewide policy development. For the most part,

th group is "on loan" to provide service5'to others who

lack 4teff to fulfill their evaluation needs. This group

alsoadvises local districts ,on the design and implemen-

tation 4 local evaluation programs.

The second unit is the State Assessment, Program which

conducts an annual statewide assessment of pupil perfor-

mance. This unit has a staff of six. In addition to state-

s..ride testing, this unit has been instrumental in developing

a local optiontesting prOgram And is in the beginning

-stages of developing an item bank to be used by LEA's.

3. Evaluation Methodologies

The basic methodology used in evaluation is that of

establishing outcome objectives-and measuring the,attain-

-ment of those objectives for each program evaluation. In

addition, some process evaluation may take place to insure

t p
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that the program proposed was in fact the program evalua-

ted. Achievement tests, interviews and questionnaires

Iaye all been employed as data-gathering tools,

4. Problems and Constraints

Lack of clarity concerning

what clients want from evaluation

Many clients come to evaluation withoutlfriuch

knowledge of what questions they want the

evaluation to address. Subsequently, a gret

deal of time must be spent on clarifying goals

and objectives. To some clients this is both

a tedious and often threatening task.

Attitude

Some clients are'afraid of evaluators because

they are intimidated by them and/or feel they

are being personally evaluated. Such feelings

-hinder the evaltration process in that people

either become resistant to the process or'agree

to things they later reject under the pretense-

that they did not understand them.

Minimal Effort
0
Clients are often being forced into evaluation

to hold on to their funding source, and, there-

fore, desire to do the minimum to meet the re-

quirement's. They are just going through the

motions.

Communications

1.

Evaluator and clients often fail to communicate

ideas and assumptions, thus a common understand-

ing does not exist. Such communication gaps are

caused by both language differences and varying
15
degrees of receptivity to ideas and viewpoints

on the part of both the evaluator and client.

Use of Evaluation Results

After the ,time and money are invested, after

fulfilling an obligation to evaluate, client4

do not utilize results adequately. There is

2 02'
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resistance to pre-pinnin he use of results

and a propensity for a "wait and .see" attitude.

However, most evaluatoL do believe that results

are used in a less systematic and less visible

fashion.

bifference in Philosophy

Differende; in evaluation philosophy exist among
/,educators, espeCially in terms of the "hardness"

or "softness" of data required for adequate.eval-

uation. In the Wisconsin DPI, as in most agen-

cies-, there are those who place greater emphasis

on 15roetss rather than outcomes. Thus, conflict

arises as to how much reliance should be placed

on studen't performance data vs. other types of

information. If In evaluator who is a strong

believer in performance data is "loaned" to a

program whose personnel tends to believe more

in process or other data, the evaluator is con-

strained_in applying his profession as he/she

believes is appropriate.

( )ti
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In addition, the CSSO directed tha't public involvement be

significantly increased in all phases of the assessment.

This change resulted in the assessment of practical skills

and knowledge in addition to the purely academic objectives

the assessment had previously focused on.

The changes in policy and procedure were consistant

with the general policy of the CSSO regarding local con-

trol. The assessment was to be developed for, and byt, the

public with technical assistance provided to local di-S-

tricts on a'volunteer basis" The assessment design was

a-nsafe""cOmprOmise which showed DPI was concerned about

accountability and yet was not demanding enough to-pose

adirecti.threat to any particular special interest group.

In summary, the assessment was a reactive program designed,
u

to quell concerns over student performance. Its purpose

was to provide publio_inforlifation and hot to comprehen- )
sively evaluate specific educational programs in Wiscon-

sin.

Although the yearly results made interesting news -
,

paper coverage, it is difficult to identify if the assess-

ment has been instrumental in changing policy. No new

programs have been initiated and no new funds have been

generated by the assessment results. There'is scant evi-

dence that the educatKn of Wisconsin children has improved,

or that any improvement, which may hay? occurred, would be

due to the assessment. On the positive side, th6e is

evidence that local districts using the local OptiOn pro-
-$

gram, have,used it for progtem improvement. This effort

0 encouraging, since districts are attempting.to find

ways to

me.king

,
valuation figure more prominently in Policy-
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V.

PUPIL ASSESSMENT: A CASE.,HISTORYJ

t

In 1971 the Witconsin legislature with.the support

of the DPI enacted S.115.28(10), which mandatett'he*de-

partment establish a pupil assessment program within very

broad guidelines: t

Develop an educational program to measure ob-
jectively the adequacy and efficiency of edu-
cational programs offered by public schoolg in
this state . . . Assessment shall be undertaken
at several grade levels on a uniform statewide
basis. (S.115.28(10)

Unlike other states, this legislatio n passe with a
4 4minimum of debate and little organized oppositioli. It

received neither wide .press.coverage nor speciai.linterest

group attention. Most importantly, the legislature did

rola provide any state funds for initiating the program,

which may account for the lack of interest among law-m ak-

ers and educators regarding the passage of the bill.

Thus, the DPI was mandated to provide'a.program of pupil

assessment, but was given little legislative guidance,

interest or fInding.

Fortunately, the'sstate superihtendent was committed

to concept of accountability,and therefore allocated

discretionary-federal funds for stagting:the program with

the intent that the state would eventually take over its

support. This became a reality in the following biennium,

when the state took'full support.of the program. The state

increased allocation for the program each biennium since.

From 1971-75 the assessment program developed a set

of\goals,for education, and implemented assessments in

reading, Math, science and social studies. The Eleven

Goals for Education vire intended to be the basis of the

assessment and were to provide direction for education in

Wisconsin Public S'OhoOls. The test instruments were all

objectiyply referenced, and-put together by Wisconsin

educators, or selected from National Assessment of Educa-

tion Progress (NAEP). They were administered to a random

sample of public school students based on aftwo-stage ran-.

dom sample design.



-`

During the first four years, several events did and

did nottakeplace. No definitive purpose for the assess-

ment was established or docuMented. 'There was little con'-

sideration given to the nature and type of data to be

collected. There was little consideration of:persons

responsible for content and technical quality pf the in-

struments. No one was designated responsible for the con-

tent of the reports-. Thus, an internal tug-of-war began

between assessment personnel, the specialist, and manage-

ment of other divisions. As a result, until 1976, products

were died unadequate by the Assessment Director. Many

policy-makers, outside of the DPI, questioned the value

of assessment data.

At the end'of the 1975 Assessment, an internal evalua-

tion of the assessment program was done blva'the assessment

staff and a Tethnical Advisory Committee. The evaluation

concluded; the sampling procedures were excellent, the

logistical systems for administering the program were ex-
.

cellent, the test instruments needed some refinement, and

et the peed for student in--the prdgram did not seem to
, .

for mation. Thus, an assessmentprogram had been created

that operated well, }gut did riot satisfy needs of educators,

law-makers, or the general titizenry of Wisconsin.

As a consequence, the CSSO directed the assessment

staff to accomplished the following:

1. 'Prievide the 'citizenry of Wisconsin with a statewide

profile of the 'quality of education'as reflected in

students',ability to demonstrate expected knowledge,

A skills, and attitudes.

2. ,Provide state officials with student performance in-,

formation for Use in educational policy development

and/or,,communicating with:consttituents;

3. Provide state officials and the general'citizenry

with a profille of Wisconsin pupils' performance as
t

compared to a national average.

4. Provide school districts with the opportunity for

`self-evaluation, Using the methodology and products

Of theyisconsin Pupil Assessment Program.
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HEURISTICS FOR INTEGRATING POLICY AND EVA ATION

For theaprupose of clarity it is necessary to draw

a distinction between local project evaluations with lim- "

itedlocal implications, and statewide evaluations which

hae potential implications for the entire state education

system. Policy questions are more easily addressed in

projects. The appropriateness of a decision can be judged

against the concerns and needs' of a"relatively small- group

of people instead of judging whether a paticular policy

or program is appropriate for 436 LEA's whO have both com-

mon and unique needs. Consequently, policy may be more

controversial at the statewide level than in asingle LEA.

The sheer size of a statewide eva3uation and deci-

sion - makng process opens Complicated political channels'

which-aceoften difficult to control. The power structure

may shift mith the policy issue in statewide processes,

whereas, at the local level the power structure appears

to be more stable.

Statewide evaluations are usually carried out by,...SEA

staff, while local project evaluations May involve SEA' ,

staff, local staff or outside consultants. Since state-

wide evaluations require.an internalieval4ator, his/

role may be different than an outsider's. The internal

evaluator begins with a particular status in the organ-
,

izationand is, in all likelihood, less prone to,deviate
A

0 from the organization ea norms of communication, agttitudes,

and innovation. This individualkis already part of the

organiAatron4 stru&ture and, in all probabi'ity, has

been pigeon-holed into specific political and philos hi-
,

cal Categories, making it- less likely that the organ

-tIOnal staff pill view the evaluator as unbiased. T

SEA evaluAor must then make a conscious decigion to

either facilitate the evaluation process by providing

technical expetise, or take an active role in the poli-

tics of the situation, thereby influencing the design,

implementation and utilization of the evaluation.

107
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1. project Evaluation 0.

A. 'Makesure-y.our credibility with the organization

is established by providing documentation df work his-
.

tbry and references from other evaluation projects

yod have Conducted. Submission of.an evaluation re-

port which-you have completed would also be valuable.

B. Determine at an early state both the formal and

informal structure for decision-making in the organi-

zation, and deaL with the appropriate decision-makers

regarding the evaluation design and implementation.

C. All communic4,Erons should be done at a language
7

and technical level appropriate for the audience.

Do not use the average level but the lowest level in

the audience,so that you wi111 communicate effectively

with all people Lrivolved in the process.

D. Be prepared to deal with4peop14")Q9.0 simplistic

level. Assume responsibtlity'for increasing the

audience's.knowledge of evaluation techniques and of

how results can be utilized.

E. Clarify the roles and responlbilities of the

evaluator, staff and administrAtion.

F. Do not go into an evaluation situat4.on with pre-

conceived notions of what the'evaluation should do or

how the evaluation will be conducted. Be sensitive

to local needs vs.stextbook models: 'In-the final

analysis, the best evaluation design will be.useless

unless it, meets local needs.

G. Do not take Sides on local political issues, but

act as a conciliator in bring about Compromise. Make

suggestions an relae relevant research, but do not

impose your viewpoint.
1

H. Identify the purpose of the pvalu4ion and. the

-specific question`s,that need to-b.answeredJ This

is essential since most clients do not understand

what an evaluation. can. do or what they want. Be

honest about what questions Can and cannot be ade-

quately addressed, ar)d explain why. State hOW Much
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staff time and what resources are required for answer -

in questions. Do not let the client-expect more than

the evaluation or evaluator can deliver. Document the

purpose of the evaluation and the specific questions

to be addressed and have both the client and evaluator

sign it, ;

I. Develop the evaluation process plan. Include acti-
.

vities, responsibilities and timelines. This may be

accomplished through developing options which the client

decides from, based on your analysis. This decision

should be a team process so that the client will feel

ownership and try to tailor the evaluation.to the

local situation.

J. Develop an analysis;plan that specifies how the

data will be translated into answers to the evaluation

questions. Avoid statistical jargon. Present the

plan so that everyone involved will understand the

,proCess and the final outcome.

K., Develop an interpretation and utilization plan

that delineates who, how, and when the results will

be interpreted. Thin step is critical in utilization,

since most clients are inclined to let the. results

determine the utilization of 'data. By defining how
fAfr

specific desirable and undesirable outcomes will df-
.

4:-
4Afect policy and operations, the cliekk wi.,11 probably

be more committed to following through with specific

.actions.

L. Develop a dissemination plan which targets evalua-

tion results andirecommendgtions to audiences in a.form

that:they will read and follow through on. Produce--

technical and summary reports which convey the same

infoImation'in different forms; In some cases dis74

semination ray utilize alternative media such as trans-

parencies, television or slide/tape presentations.

M. 1eep key decision-makers informed as to thempro-

,gresS f the evaluations and any unusual findings.

Do not drop surprises on the client to which he/she

is not ready to respond.
4 MI
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N. Make sure the role and tesponsibility,of the evalua-

tor is clear in terms of information release.' Do not

release informatipn without the clients approval. Re-

quests for information should be directed to the client.

2. Statewide Evaluation and Policy Interaction

Most statewide evaftations are conducted by the SEA

staff, thus,,,,,there is little client /evaluator conflict.

However, the evaluator must interact with other government

and public entities, finding-the most resistance in intra-
.

agency dealings. Thus, the heuristics presented below

assume evaluation and policy interaction are internal agency

activities that may involve extra-agency politics.

'A. It is essential that the evaluator have the full

confidence of the agency1.s top management. 'Since

statewide decisions are made by the CSSO and/or state

board, it is imperative that the evaluator build a

strong track record with them. He/she must PI-Oduce

evaluations that fit their expectations a)nd are

politically astute, flekible and technically corn-
.

petent.

B. The evaluator must build a positive relationship

with ,those staff members who maybe affected by eval-

uation outcomes. Agencies are generally resistant

to change. Individuals may be directly threatened

by.evaluation, and may do everything in their power

to Overtly and covertly impede the evaluation effort.

Q. Evaluators should build relations with inffuen-

cial groups outside the agency and educate them as

to how evaluation results can be used in making de-

cisions,' These influencial peopleinclude budget

analysts, legislativegstaff, professional organiza-

tional staff and media people. Evaluators can edu-

cate such people by holding conferences and work-
.

shops for them, pr by meeting with them individually

to inform them of evaluation'grogreqs. Under no

circumstances should such meetings take place if

they conflict wilth an agency policy or rule. Like-
.
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wise, the evaluator should not promote ideas which

are contrary to agency policies, rules or-regulations.

The intent is to educate and build confidence in4he
1

evaluation process.

D. The purpose and objectives of any statewide eval-

uation should be clearly delineated and approved by

the CSSO and the evaluatpr. The evaluator should

offer alternatives and recommendations4as-to what

questions the evaluation may address, as well as, an

analysis Of the policy and Operation implication of

each.

E. An evaluation plan should be developed that in-

cludes activities, responsibilities, and timelines.

This plan is then signed-off bythe CSSO and manage-

ment staff who 'are involved. The signing of the plan'

represents a commitment to implement it Manage -'

ment must insure that staff members carry out the

plan even.if it means reduction- in other staff acti-

vities.

F.

ho

An analysis plan should be developed to specify

the data will be translated into a format that

will answer the questions addressed in the evaluation.,

This'.plan provides a mechanism for.communicating what

will and will not be done with the data.

G. A utilization plan should be developed to indi-

cate how the evaluation results will be used. Posi-

tive and negative results should be analyzed and

potential actions described. Such a plan represents

a public commitment to use data in specific ways.'

It may prevent the collection of extraneous inforMa-

tion that is costly and inconvenient.

1. Provide a dissemination plan that directs eval-1

uation results and recommendations to target audien-

ces in a form that they will read and'follow through

on. Produce technical and summary reports which

convey the same information in different forms. In

some cases, dissemination may utilize-alternative
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media such -as transparencies, television or slide/tape

presentations.

I. Have evaluation results reviewed, by professionaj

and lay people who have different points of view.

Provide mechanisms for each interaction with the two

objectivSs of, 1) having people with diverse view-

points gain a better understanding of each other and

the issues, and, 2) obtaining new perspectives on

the issues. Such an open dialogue promotes common

understanding and increased support for subsequest

actions. - /

Although the heuristics described above may aid util-4

izing evaluation results in policy-making,-the dey to

success is in the persOalities and politics of indivi-

dual decision- makers. It is obvidus that some decision-

makers(haye the confidence and ability to attempt revolu-

'tionary changes while others are satisfied to let the

"system" evolve at its own pace. Regardless of any par

ticular situation, the evaluator must understand that

evaluation results will always be used in,,a political

context. Unless attitutes change, most systems Will de-

cide to provide sufficient, not optimal resources to an

organization in helping it attain its goals. Credible

evaluation, then, is essential for verifying needs and

effectiVeness of programs within the broader context of

decision - making,.

p
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EVALUATION AND DECISION MAKING IN WASHINGTON STATE

Alfred Rasp, Jr.

Washington State Department of.Education

BACKGROUND

.<

3.

On January 11, 1973, a program evaluation' section was officially

established i the office of the Washington State Superintendent

of "Public Instruction; and for the first time, at least in modern

history,,.an emphasis was placed on the measurement of program

impact. This does not,mean that previous superintendents lacked

interest in the success of programs, but it did express a new

concern for generating evaluatiVe data as a basis for policy

making. This paper will att9mpt to describe both the

organization changes that have taken place and the interface

between evaluation and decision making in Washington state.

To make sure there are no misunderstandings about intent,

names or geography,-three ground rules will be' established.

First, this description of events will be neither an-expose' of -

agency practicesrdor a positiire se3.f- serving statement lauding

the efiortspf tpe evaluation section. In the words of Howard

Cosell, the,goal is to "tell it like it is." Second, in addition,

to the use of the standard educational acronymes such as LEA-,

SEA, and USO4, the Washington State Superintendent of Public

Instruction will simply be abbreviated to SPI in the name of

economy. Third, to avoid misunderstanding whenever the word

113 00
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Washington appears singularly, it will.mean "State of" not

"D.C." People in WiShington state just-piefer it that way.

Dr. frank B. Brouillet was elected SPI in the fall of 1972

and officially launched his administration January 11, 1973. is

professional'career represents an interesting blend of ucation

and politics. He has professional experience from both the

school and college levels. He is a former teacher, counselor,

coach at administrator., He has degrees in economics and educa-

tion and an earned doctorate. Perhaps most unique in this

background blend--he served 16 consecutive years in the

Washington House of Representativesand consistently provided

legislative leadership in educational affairs.

This combination'of experiences hasIled Superintendent

Brouillet to a three-part educational philosophy. He professes a

firm belief in the importance a local control, a commitment to

providing the, resources necessary for a quality education and'a

dedication tne-basic tenents of educational accountability.

It is the third element that is of special significance to

this discussion of evaluation and decision making. Being an

insider to the working of the legi'lature, Brouillet knew long

before being sworn in as SPI that perhaps the only way to expand

the amount of state resources for education, and at the same time

protect and strengthen local control, required close attention to

accountability. He knew that maintaining or increasing the

financial` support for program in. existence and initiating new

programs depended in large part on, providing the legislature

assurance of the following: first, that the program is

necessary.--that the need really exists; and second, that the

impact of the program can be measured, aad, of course, that the tt

results are positive._ The methodology of evaluation plays a
1p

central role. The-key uestion, however,*is not whether one

alternative or treatment is More efficient or effective than

another., but in a more basic sense, does the alternative selected ..

rice a difference? Is there an impact? Assuring need add

effectiveness become prime concerns tor evaluatioil in the

political acc untability system. The influence of an elected

e
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superintendent with an educational and legislative perspective

clearly makes an impact on evaluation practices.

ESTABLISHING AN EVALUATION SECTION

The rhetoric of the Campaign trail; increasing programs, and

protecting local conerb41,by establishing need and measuring

iact became criteria for establishing a new section within the

office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. This program

evaluation section gave concrete, visual proof that the new

superintendent meant what he said--there was clearly a plce to

point to on the organizational chart. (An organizational chart

appears at the end of this chapter.)

It should be raced that in many respects the cirelopment of

the evaluation section was a process of putting "new wine in tilt

bottles." Because at the same time the superintendent took

office, the legislature in the name of efficiency placed a limit

on the staff size of state agencies, and no trained evaluators

were hired. The evaluation section was formed'with personnel on

hand, only the responsibilities were new.

As time pasted, the deputy superintendent was instrumental in

shaping the section into an effective work unit and ekpanding the

emphasis on program evaluation. He recognized early that in the

name of objectivity program managers should not evaluate their

own programs and.that outside contractors could not interact

favorably with the legislature. With his leadership, several

programs were designated as pri,Crities and small amounts of their

administrative funds used to establish project employment

positions in the evaluation section and to hire staff to carry on

'the evaluation activities. This move gained both objectivity and

credibility, as well as the required evaluation data.

The title of the section has changed during the years to

ieffect new emphases and to better reassure the irgislature and

the public that the accountability charge is being carried out.

In the beginning, the name Program EValuation seemed to be the

4
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answer. It soon became apparent that not having a "research"

descriptor appear in the organizatiOrtal roster was causing the

agency to miss important contacts. Thus the section title was

expanded to Program Evaluation and Research.

By the mid - seventies, however, evaluation in the SEA setting

had generally subsumed research activities.and, with the advent,

of "golden fleece" awards and other indicators of the public's

low esteem for educatiopal research, the title was changed to

Testing and Evaluation. This. choice dropped "research" and added

emphasis to the more popular notion of ."testing." At a time when

legislative debate'on questions of testing was long and lOud, the

reference to testing in the.section title reflected the SPI's

intent to meet issues head-on.

A broadening of the accountability concept took place in the

mid-seveilties when the Seattle School District successfully sued

the state for not meeting the constitutionally mandated duties,

to make ample prOvision for the education of all childrenrand

provide for a general and uniform system of public schools."

his legal battle led directly to the passing of the.Basic-

Education Act (BEA) in 1977 and to the Reed for "evaluating" LEA
I

'Compliance with the provisions of the law. At
.

the
$k

same time, .the

-State Board of Education renewed its interest in expanding the

concept of school.accreditation to locus on faculty,

self-evaluation, that is, on improvement through evaluation. How

better could ttib SPI meet these. accountability challenges than by

adding 4 responsibilities to the Testing and Evaluation section

and changing the title to Testing, Evaluation and

Accountability? In 1980 the ioutine compliance checking activity

of the Basic Education Act will move out of the evaluation sphere

to a more appropriate.long-range setting. Perhaps the sec

title will stabilize 4s Testing and Evaluation.

This discussion of names may sound superficial, but it is

important to note'ihat the activities of;the section have always

received the necessary financial support. Hopefully, the major

reason for this fortunate circumstance is that the section staff

has discharged its assigned responsibilities With professional
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competence. The changing of .titles, however, does reflect an

attempt to'match the "mood of the times," certainly that of the

legislature, and to build confidence in the SPI's intent to

establish program need and to measure impbct
-
as e'decision making

base.

CURRENT RESPONSIBILITIES IN TESTING, EVALUATION

AND ACCOUNTABILITY

4

Testing

Currently, the major testiaszesns.kflity is.to carry out-

the mandates of the state testing law passed in 1976. This law,

titled Student Achievement Surveys and Tests, requires state

testing and reporting at three grade levels. The SPI must

annually aaminister a standardized achievement test in the basic

skills of reading, language arts and mathematics to all fourth

grade students. The results of the testing, along with the

relationship of achievement to appropriate input variables, are

to be reported to the legislature, LEAs, and subsequently to the

parents of-children tested so that parents can compare the

achievement levels of their children with others in the district,

state and nation. In.grades eight and eleveh, samples of

studetts'sdffio*ntly large for generalizing to the entire state,

approximately 2,000 at each grade level, must be tested in,
)1,

reading, language arts and mathematicsrand the results reported

to the legislature at least once every four years.- The law also

encourages local school districts to conduct diagnostic testing

in grade two but does not assign that responsibilty to the. SPI.

The main intentions of the legislature in passing the laW are

clear. There vas first an interest in ascertaining,the impact of

basic skills Instruction. This was typified by the guestiOns:

What are the achievement' levels of Washington students? How does

_Wsphington_per-formance-compare wig ", -t44-rratiorratetDo-aLeae-of--

. weakness requiring special attention exist? A second purpose. led

to the display of district summaries of fourth grade test -
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results. The interest being twofold--to spotlight high

achieving districts in order to learn from their- success and to

isolate low achieving districts for special assistance. A third

purpose was to provide parents and the public information about

the impact of schooling, that is, to encourage educators to more

fully share information re'ated to program outcome.

*The law is implemented through heavy reliance on contractec

services. To accomplish major tasks such as the printing and

scoring of tests, logistical services and analysis, requests for

proposals are prepared and sent to interested bidders. The

technical proposals submitted are reviewed by outside panels of

experts working independently. The recommencations of the

technical review panels are supplemented by the SPI staff

analysis of bid amounts; the superintendent makes the final

decisions, and contracts are written with successful bidders. In

Washington, contracts for $2,500 or more require that a

competitive bidding process
AP

be used. Single source contracts for

larger amounts must be justified ond defended,.. In the case of

contracting with other state agencies,'for example, universities,

educational service districts and LEAs, waiving the competitive

bidding propess is not difficult; however, when agencies other_

than those of the state are involved, great care as taken to

explicitly follow the rulds.

Since the total professional staff responsible for the

4
testing activity is'less than one fulltime equivalent,

contracted services are necessary and play a ceucialrole. The

typical pattern istoge in which large contracts for specialized

services are awarded .On the basis of technical merit and

competitive bid. The assistance of additional persdnnel is

gained through contracts with the other state agencies or school

districts. Specific tasks are completed occasionally through the

use of single source personnel service contracts under the $2,500

amount. Developing work plans and time Aphedules, preparing

requests for proposals, reviewing bids, writing and managing

contracts are necessary skills for administering the Washington

testing program.
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The testing results are reported in several forms and through

several cnannels. In the case of grade four individuals,

classraom,school, and district level reports, including summary

data and`item analyses are delivered to the LEAs as soon as

possible after the October testing. In December, the state's

performance is publicly released to the LEAs and media. By the

end of\February the State General Report and District Level

Summaries is-disseminated to the legislature, -LEAs and media.

With the sample studies at grades eight and eleven, there is less

information to report. Since a sample is used, no classroom,

school or district reports exisk. When possible, individual

student results are returned to the schools, but the reporting

consists primarily of a news release of the state's results

fo4owed by a general report sent to the legislature,*district

superintendents, principals of schools with the grades tested and

the media.

An additional thrust of the testing program aims at helping

personnel in local districts to improve their skills in

selecting, administering, interpreting and reporting test

'results. This effort usually takes the form of workshops

conducted throughout the state. The ffrst'series, timed before

the October testing of fourth grade students, focuses primarily

on test administration. A second series, conducted after tie

state's fourth grade test results have been returned to the

districts, emphasizes interpreEati9n, reporting, ird use of test

results for instructional improvement.

Evaluation

Major evaluation efforts revolve around the evaluation of

selected, priority program. These are the programs in which the

SPI has a special interest because they involve large sums of

money and/or are compensatory or categorical in nature and/or are

pokit-ically 'sensitive.

For the past two years, evaluation priority has been placed

on six programs: Title I, Title I-Migrant, federal programs for
k

-4.-
1
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the handicapped, the Washington Urban, Rural, Racial Disadvantaged

program, educational clinicNor'dropouts, and the Title IV, Part

B learning resources program. Although these are all designated

as important, the evaluation responsibilities Vary from program

to program, with greatest efforts in Title I and Migrant, and

least in the areas of Title IV, Part B.

In both Title I and Migrant, full annual evaluation reports

are prepared for USOE. These reports are based on the

computerized aggregation of data from application's, monitoring

forms, interim reports, and, year-end reports, as'well as fiscal

files and program officir files. The annual evaluation reports

describe how the program resources were used, what outcomes

resulted, what trends developed, and what special problem areas

/ existed. The annual reports also show the extent to which the

slate plan goals and objectives were met.

In addition to the preparation of the evaluation report, the

computer,slata files are summarized and printed to provide

periodical management info nation for the program staffs. During

the course of the year, the evaluators also assist in training

LEA personnel to use prIpgram forms and procedures.

There are two points of emphasis related to the evaluation of

federally sponsored activities for handicappea students. For

several years, the main responsibility was for evaluating the

special state projects provided by federal discretionary funds.

This was accomplished through year-end report data and on-site

reviews. More recently, with the impact of P.L. 94-142 and the

mandated individualized educational programs for handicapped

students, the evaluation staff has been workip, primarily to
.

assist in the develdpment of a computer Plocessing system for

management information, including an emphasis on organizing

monitoring and evaluating data.

The Washington Urban, Rural, Racial, Disadvantaged program

was expanded in 1979 to include Remediation Assistance (RAP).

Whereas the regular URRD program has provided money for a wide

range of crisis oriented projects for the past decade, the RAP

addition is strictly a compensatory program modeled sufficiently
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afte' Title I to qualify Washington for the Title I incentive

grants when the federal funding becomes available. The

evaluation section involvement with URRD takes many forms,

includinv_ the review of the evaluation plans specified in the

granapp/icqions, onsite pt*oject evaluations,, the computer

aggregation of compliance monitoring data, the follow-up study of
, .

students served, and a computer summary of application data. In

the case of the new RAP component, assistance has been given in

the.development of program guidelines for LEAs and in the

preparation of the reporting documents. The year-end evaluation

activity will include the preparation of a statement on

achievement gain in the style of Title I. A

Evaluation assistance to the manager of the Title IV, 'Part B

learning resources program typically has taken three forms. The .

application and financial data are stored, aggregated and

_= tabulated by computer for both interim management information and

year-end reporting purposes. The results of LEA compliance

monitoring by learning resources program staff are entered into

the computer and aggrpgated. Three to five case studies

involving onsite reviews of LEA activity were prepared by the

evaluation staff during each of the past three years. At the end

of the year, computer printouts of updated program information

and monitoring reports, along with draft copies of the case

studies', are deliVered to the program manager, who is responsible

for preparing the annual report for USOE.

For the past two years, the State Board of Education has been'

required by legislation to certify education clinics organized to

provide programs-for school dropouts, and the SPI has been

required manage the funding process and evaluate the programs.

Because of the specie). legislative interest, the activities are

politically sensitive beyond the small amount of money involved.

The law Itself ca4S for the'evaluation of superior performance

based on educational gain as related to the difficulty of

educating the students and efficiency in terms of per pupil

expenditures.' The demands for evaluative precision outstrip the

current state of the art. An achievement and superior
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11.

performanot report is prepared annually based on data aggregated

from individual student record forms that are submitted by the

clinics for each student entering and exiting the program. From

this infor ation, a description of each clinic is prepared'

showing a difficylty to educate factor, an achievement factor,

and an efficiency factor.

Accountability and Other Responsibilities

Since the Basic Education Act went into effect in September

of 1978, sdhool districts must be judged in compliance, or have

certain regulations waived, by the State Board of Education

before the SPI can distribute the funds provided by the

legislature to eeem. With 100 percent of the funds for thle.ip4ic

program moving to districts through these channels, the

determination of district compliance is oficrlial importance.

For the past two years, this responsibility has been fulfilled by

the Testing,4Evaluation and Accountability section. Fgrms are

developed and distributed; reports reviewed. Recommendations

based on the district input are presented to the=StatedBoard of

Education for action. As the board judges districts to be in

compliance, the SPI's Division of Financial Services manages the

apportionment of funds. Approximately one billion dollars flow

to Washington's 300 school districts through this process each

year.

The school accreditation programs are also administered by

the Testing, Evaluation and Accountab ity section. In

Washington, two accrediting programs interface. The.State Board 1

of Education by law must provide an accreditation process to any

school that applies. The program is voluntary, not a basis for

-funding available to all schools. Although the State Board has

accredited secondary schools for years, in 1979 the law was

amended to add elementary schools. The adc'redAation4.program is

currently in the developmental, field test stage, and the,goal is

to have a process operational by September, 1980. The second

accreditation program is that of the Northwest Association of
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Schools and Colleges.' This program is managed by the section

director who serves as the chairman for the Washington Committee

of the Commission on Schools and as a Trustee of the

Association. The'Northwest secondary school accreditation

Pio

process has opprated in Washington since 1917 and currently

involves approximately 180 member schools. Management has been a

responsibility of- the director since he joined the SPI staff din

1970 and a responsibility of testing and evaluation since the

section was formed. Educational improvement is the goal of both

programs. The central elements of each revolve around

determining that the resources required for a quality educational

program are present and conducting an indepth self-study with

external verification. The state board activity as part of the

SEA activities may move to another section in 1980.

Section personnel are responsible for a number of other

activities--some of which are closely related to testing and

evaluation and others only by a great stretch of the

imagination. For example, liaison is provided with a number of

Organizations, including: American Educational Research

Association, Washington Educational Research Association,

Northwest Evaluation Association, National Assessment o f

Educational Progres9, Northwest Directors of Assessment,

Committee on Evaluation and Information Systems, Region X-Title I

Technical Assistance Center, Northwest Association of Schools and

College t, Nationil Study of School Evaluation, Association of

Washington School Principals, lementary School Principals

Association of Washington, ington Junior High/Middle School

Principals Association, Washington Association of Secondary

School tiincipalz, High School-College Relations CoMmittee,

Washington Pre-College Testing Program,- and the Washington

Alternat:iye-Leariing Association.

Questions dealing with correspondence schools and high school

,gradUatfon requifements are also answered by section personnel.

In addition, the section is the clearinghouse for many research

activities in areas related to testing and evaluation.- A current

examplerjs the "Iigh School and.Beyond" study being conducted by
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the National Opinion Research Center For the N tional Center for

Educational Statistics. A project just celitia provides/

another example. From July 1977, to the fall of 1979, the

Northwest Reading Consortium, a fou'r-state Research and

Development Ubilizatlon Program establiShed by the National

Institute of Education( was coOrdipated by the section. Section

staff also provide ,technical'assistance in planning, testing,

evaluation and research as requested within the state agency and

outside.

STAFFING

During fiscal year 1980, several staffing patterns will be

used to provide the human resources necessary to complete the

assigned responsibilities. At this time there are eleven people

regularly on the section's payroll. Seven of these are

professional educators and four are secretaries.

The seven professional staff members have all been teachers,
tr

but their backgrounds vary greatly. Five'have earned doctorates,

and. they bring great diversity to the section because each

studied a different specialty. For example, one received the

degree in curriculum and instruction, another in educational

psychology , a third in counseling and guidance, a fourth in

reading, and the last in the administration of higher education.

Of the seven, two are former principals, one a school counselor,

one a school psychologist, one a reading specialist, and one a

former state education association president.

As
a result of experience and graduate study, all have

backgrounds in educational research, but none have extensive,

formal training in evaluation. This is not to say that there is

a lack of expertness. Since the section was launched in 1973,

steps have been taken to develop the required skills. Through

individual initiative, section. staff development activities and

on-the-job training, the staff has gai-ned a high professional

level of competence. In the areas of large scale assessment,

"
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P'program evaluation and the use of the computer to facilitate the

aggregation of evaluation data, the professional strength of the

section is noteworthy. It should also be noted that the section

has earned a good reputation--a high level of credibility even

though it frequently deals with tough topics that are not always

viewed favorably by LEAs or by others in the SEA.

The seven professional staff members represent two hiring

)patterns and three funding sources. Six of the seven are regular

civil servants. The seventh is hired on the basis of special

project neeo, and the employment must be renewed and approved at

the beginning of each project year, depending on the availability

of funding. The section budget is based on three sources of

funds: state money provided by the legislature for the testing

progam and for general SPI activities, such as administering the

Basic Education Act and State Board of Education's accreditation

program, federal dollars for state leadership in education and

small amounts from the administrative money of Title I, federal

handicapped, state compensatory and federal learning resources.

The regular secretarial staff consists'ol four people. There

are two full-time secretaries, one part-time secretary working on

program evaluation4reports, and one part-time secretary assisting

in the computer processing of data. As overload situations
IN

arise, temporary help is added as required with a minimum of

bureaucratic strain.

Eleven people cannot attain all of the objectives flowing

from the many assigned responsibilities, but with the size

limitations imposed by the legislature, there ate not staff years

.available for hiring additional permanent personnel. Steps are

taken to augment the staff through the use of personal service

.contracts. In some instances, the contracts call for another

agency to%provide pegsonnel who will work under the direction of

the section. In oaer cases, the accomplishment of speCItic

forms the prime objective of the contract. Occasionally

when the need for assistance is short in duration or the specific

task is small in scope, a persgal service contract may be

negotiated directly with an individual.
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Using contract has both advantages andrdisadvadtagea.

Certainly control over the size pf the permanent staff is

maintained, and there is an efficiient flexibility for peak load

staffing. However, the negotiating, writing, defending, and

managing of contracts is time-consuming and frequently calls for

efforts over and above the time normally spent on the

superivision of personnel. There is also a potential probleM in

the lack of staff continuity and commitment to long -range gOals.

Because of the different types of contractual arrangements used,

it is difficul.t, to estimate the number of full -time, equivalent

staff members that serve the section during any given year.

RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE AGENCY

There are a number of relationships with the SEA that help to

define the roles, the responsibilities, and, in a-sense, the

location of the evaluatin unit.

Success in fulfilling the evaluation responsibilities depends
o

on close and positive working relationships with SPI program

managers. The evaluation staff and program staff negotiate a

work plan specifying the activities, timelines and staff

responsi0114-ties that will guide the evaluation effort throughout

the year. the cycle of involvement typically begins with a

review of a progrard's state plan. Placing emphasis in two areas,

the objecUeles are analyzed to ensure that they reflect the major

intended outcomes of the program, and the evaluation plan itself

is elaborated and brought up-to-date. Application and reporting

forms are 'examined to make sure that they will provide the

informgtion required and provide it in a condition compatible

with computer data processing. With the assistance.of the

computer, information is aggregated and reported to managers on

the predetermined schedule. The outline for the final report is

,discussed with the program staff, and draft copies reviewed

before final prOting. This review is conducted to provide

program staff an opportunity to point out possible data errors
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and to provide a first-hand knowledge of the contents before the

report is disseminated.

In order to promote objectivity, the evaluation and program

activities are clearly separated by housing each in different

divisions of the LEA. None of the programs for which an annual

evaluation repOxt is prepared are located in the Division of
p

Instructional and Professional Services--the home of the

evaluation unit. This separation solves two problems. Since the

program staff ismcot evaluating itself, there is an appearance of

greater objectivity. At the same time, since the evaluation is

being conducted within the agency, there are evaluators who do

know program strengths and weakness--needs and outcomes- -and who

an provide credible data and testimony to legislative bodies and

funding sources. This is an attribute or advantage that outside

contractors typically do not have in Washington.

The relationship between evaluating and agency policy making!

Its less clear than that at the program level. The assistant

superintendent heading that division which operates the programs

approves the evaluation work plan, and the director of testing

and evaluation briefly discusses the planned activities with the

deputy superintendent and the SPI. These interactions, however,

are frequently routine, resulting in statements,like, "Sounds/

good, let's do it." The attitude is no4 negative or

disinterested, rather it reflects confidence in the negotiated

i:
evaluation p an and the evaluation procedures being used. Simply

.

stated,the position of the SPI policymakers seems to be: the

job is getting done, there have been no great problems, funding_

sources are happy enzgh- -why make changes? Why disrupt the

process?

There are additional relationships. A computer playing a

central role in the processing of evaluation data generates

another set of interactions; and good working relationships

between "man" and machine are crucial to the smooth

implementation of the evaluation process. In 1976 a

mini-computet was acquired to help solve the problems brou4ht

about by an abundance of work and a shortage of staff. Althopgh
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the machi

the amoun

programming a become more sophisticated and

processe ),has grown, the basic human tasks

111V have remained the same. Efforts go into the streamlining-of

application and repbrting forms to make them more efficient for

the entry of data into the computer and the aggregation of 7

essential decision making information. The itemsoon the forMs

are coded, if necessary, and entered into the machine The

reports of LEAs are printed Emit and returned to them for

-correction. The data are aggregated to miit with the requests

of progoram mdbagement, and the final updated computer files acre

used as the basis for preparing the annual evaluation report.

IP

Learning to work with the computer has been difficult for some 44011

program managers, but the system is expanding and providing a

broader range of evaluatiqn Services each year.

'USING EVALUATir

Definition and Purpose

In a recent roundtable discussion, members of the evaluation
a

staff were.asked to define "evaluation," and in every ins

the responses represented a variation on two themes. -Fir

'evaluation was described as an objective.process of collecting

and.organizing data, of judging impact and ascertaining value.

Second, everyone agreed that the definition was nOt'complete

without a statement of Purpose; for example, recognizing that

evaluation is conducted to assist managers in making decisions.

Although thip definition is broad enough to encompass the

generally used strategies, two additional elemens were described

as necessaryin a Accessful evaluation. These resolve `first

around. the clear delineation of what data are required; that is,

Oat questions are to.be answered and, second, around the

effective displaying and reporting of evaluates- information.

Following this definition, the SPI evaqua effort

e includes; deciding what data are needed tdioan the key

evaluation questions, collecting.and organi2ing e data,'

.1 -1') j
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providing the necessary comparisons and judgments, and reporting

,the information in a- wayuseful for decision making.

Ideally, the purpose of evaluation is to provide sufficient

information about program alternatives so that managers can

easily see the comprative value and make decisions that promote_

effectiveness and efficiency. The ideal situation generates

information, which reinforces the need for the program treatment

and shows its impact. The evaluation activities ideally would

follow a linear sequence in which needs were determined,

objectives set, programs implemented, outcomes measured and

information required to guide the next program cycle. In real

life, however, the process is often abridged and seldom on the

time schedule implied by the planning model. In most cases, the

data generated are more important/as formative information for

program managers than as summary data for highleVel

policymakers, and certainly the data-are more descriptive than

judgmental.

Data collection is the easiest'phase of evaluation, but it.

must be clearly established what decisions are'going to be made,

what data ape needed, and when the analysis and report must be

ready. In general, data are collected about the program targets,

about the, actual "performance" or outcomes and about the

resources used. More specifically, several questions must be

answered to guide data collection in the Washington evaluation
.

process. What needs are addressed by the program? What

objectives are included in the state plani What implementation

strategies are suggested? What outcomes are expected? What
f

resources are provided? What groups are involved? Who is ,

served? What are the treatments? Ho}(are the resources used?

What are the program outcomes? What compa isons are apprdpriata?

Two additional questions influence the effort. Who is

interested in the outcomes of the evaluation?' Who ought-to be

interested? ,The answers are important for reporting purposes,

but they also help to solve delineation problems in the'kuture.-

4
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Five Uses of Data

1. Annual reports are prepared to meet the requirements of

state and federal funding sources. These reports generally
-.-

attempt to provide the answers to the previously mentioned-

questions guiding the'data collection.

2. The data are also Used to assist program managers in

becoming more effective and efficient. Management_ memos are

prepared as, part of the annual reporting process, but the

audience is SPI's program managers and policymakers, not the

funding sources. The goal is to help the state to better meet

its obligations, through improved practices and quality control.

The content of a memo may vary from the 'comments related to the

need for improved office practices (for example, better written

documentation of program changes), to the highlighting of

objectives not met, or questionable fiscal practices. Although.

the_progr am managers are_nat always pleased -with .the_cobtenty--

this use of evaluation data is viewed as a constructive practice.

3. The deputy and the superintendent%rely on the evaluation

section to keep them informed of any special circumstance that_

could ultimately require their attention. A third major use of

the evaluation data is to make sure that policy makers are not

suddenly confronted with an unpleasant surprise. They want,.. to

know in advance, for example, about the unpredicted concerns of

special interest groups, anticipated major management problems,

and possible audit exceptions.

4. An abundance of descriptive data is available in the

computer files,to 'provide information for decision making--a

fourth major use. The files include, for example, numbers

served, money spent', time in programs, delivery modes,.staffing'

patterns, Parent advisory committee activities, and program

outcomes=. The data are arranged by districts, by programs, and

cf
by funding.s urce. The informtion is especially useful to

program managers becauie it provides an up-to-date reflection on

how resc4rces are being used, that is, who is being served, in

what ways, and at what costs. Through the aggregation of project
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monitoring input, the managers can also review which projects are

out of compliance and which rules or regulations are causing

problems in the field.

5. Policy makers working at a different level of decision

making abstraction use the data in two special ways. First, by

reviewing the information available, they can keep the impact

measures promised to funding sources aS pa'rt of the

accountability process more reasonable and within the range of

possibility. This sensitivity is critical if credibility is to

be established and maintained. ,Second, the data are used to

support decisions previously made. Since often the timing of

1100 licy making and the collection and analysis of evaluation data

cannot happen in the preferred sequence, the required data are

estimated on the basis of past experience and.upd;ted whem the

actual data become'available, hopefully to confirm the decision.

Evaluation and Policy Making

The term "policy maker" refers to the actions of the

SPI managers as they develop the budget, the

iegislatiVe thrust, and provide direction for the agency and the

I' overall operation of the Washington common school system. This

Management level consists of, tbe superintendent and his

ni4trativesstaff, the, deputy, and the five assistant

superintendents who head the-five agency divisions. 'The SPI is

an elected official, and the members of this policy group serve

at his pleasure and are exempt from the state civil service rules.

As specific policy questions arise, section directors, who-

are tenured state employees and provide prOfessionalapontinuity,

are frequently invited to join in the policymaking Proceedings.

For example, the director of testing and evaluation provides
-

-iignificailt input into_poliCy decisions regarding the state level

activitie "s in that area. Describing this interaction as

-..N:providing'iripUi," however, does not reflect the fu4 range of

he dynamics. Although the process is not formalized in SPI
r

operating,procedures, tyre is an active twoway exchange. , The



director does participate in policy making related to testing and

evaluation, but perhaps more importantly SPI policy makers rely

on the section director to keep abreast of educational,

legislative, and executde activities; both state and federal,

and to take the initiative id providing them necessary

information. The director, in a sense, is asked to be an

advocate,of sound professional practice and to also be able to

discust the impact that alternative decisionswould'have on

various components of the educational_coamaffity, with interests

in testing and evaluation. In addition, it should'be noted that

I'. just as open discussion And full input are expected before a

decision is made, once it is made, everyone is-expected to fully

support its implementation.

The development of the state budget provides two examples of

evaluation's involvement in policy_making. Along with the amount

--df-funds ,pequesqd, each item in the budget must be defendei with

statements demonstrating the existence of need and describing the

measures that will be used'to show impact. The state testing

program is a specific budget entry, so there is a direct policy

making interaction regarding the activities planned for the

biennium covered by the budget, the amount of money that will be

required for 'implementation, and how the need and impact will be

described in relation to the mandates of the state testing law.

Since there is a tendency in organizations supported by budget

allocations for sections or programs to'attempt to show their

value in terms of the amount of resources they command, the

budgeting process frequently leads to a compromise. The demand

for resources is greater than the supply, and a compromise

between what is desirable and what is necessary by law and

required for state leadership results. The series of '

negotiations is active and positive, and reflects both the

superintendent's and legislature's priorities.

The testing and evaluation section is additionally involved

in the budget making process through a technical assistance

role. To maintain a solid reputation with the Governor's Office
0

of Fiscal Management and the legislature, the heeds, impact
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measures; and'outcome data specified in the budget must.be

deliverable. Program managers'and even the SPI executive staff

are tempted occasionally to promise data that cannot be

obtained. They are especially tempted tp promise the measurement

and repo;ting of achievement gain as an indicator of impact

because this is tne "hard" data that funding sources prefer. Phe

problem is that in most instances it is not possible to deliver."

Over the short run, the use of high sounding impact measures may

bring fundidg; in the longrun, the loss of credibility outweighs

the temporary advantage and causes major problems. The section

is called on to help guard against this happening.

The development of the Washington Remediation Assistance

Program provides anothe'r example of participation in policy ,

making. In an effort to gain more resourcesfor the support of

the schools, the superintendent, with the advice of his

administrative staff, decided to seek legislation and funding to

promote the remediation of basic skills deficiencies in the

intermediate graces. It was decided that results of the fourth

grade testing program as the most "believable" aata available

would serve as the entitlement system for the allocation of the

program's funds. The three years of background data were used to

establish the need and the distribution mechanism, and the

experience with Title I evaluation and the USOE models became a

key element in the evaluation design. This latter connection was

important, since the state remediation program was being

organized to qualify for the federal incentive grants under

Title I.

As mentioned in the discussion of the URRD program, the

section also assistedin the development of RAP administrative

guidelines and in the preparation of reporting forms. 'Me

achievement or impact section of the annual report will be

prepared by testing and evaluation personnel.
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AREAS OF FEWSTRATION

Like all evaluation units, the SPIrs unit has faced many

frustrations. Some situations have been solved, others

circumvented,'but a number, however, remain consistently

unresolved and irritating. The following 12 situations provide

brief examples of problems, both philosophicaX and practical,

which continue to frustrate members of the Washington evaluation

staff.

1. A clear role differentiation between evaluation and °

,4esearch had not been established. As a result, there is a range

of instructional activities which have never been verified as

efficient or effective, and there are probably a number of

teachers who work very hard to do things which may not promote

learning. Typically, the evaluator's prime role is to collect

and organize data which describe program inputs and outcomes. In

most instances, the researcher is interested in developing

generalizations which explain or predict events. Neither

researchers nor evaluators generally develop instructional

materials or procedures, nor do they spend time checking to see

if instructional methods are faulty or-misused. There is a

depressingly large twilight zone resulting from the unchecked

assumption that the instructional methods used in a project

accurately reflect the research findingi and arei7being used

appropriately. In fact, there is almost no research or

evaluation energy applied to the analysis of alternative

intervention strategies in Washington.

2. The role of "describing" in evaluation also requires

clarification. The growing use of case study and ethnographical

approaches suggest several-questions: Where does the description

stop and evaluation begin? How can the comparative stateMents so

frequently demanded of evaluation be made? The potential of

using these data ccipection techniques to assist in the program

evaluation has not yet been fully realized, and the frustration

'of trying to harness the rich data into an evaluation statement

with utility for an'audience no on site persists.
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-I. Another frustration on the order of a "pet peeve" is the

inability or unwillingness of program managers to separate

monitoring from evaluation. Evaluation is clearly distinguished

by an emphasis on program'impact or outcomes. The on-site

reviewing of projects to ascertain compliance with rules,

regulations, stated objectives, ana negotiated budgets is an

important management function, but it is not evaluation. To

consider that the worth of a project can be determined by the'

degree to which it is in compliance is misleading. The

responsibility for monitoring as a management function is moving

more and more to the program staff, and the energy and resources

of the evaluation section are focUsing on the evaluation.

questions of impact and efficiency. The movement is not,

complete; and to the extent that it is not, the frustration

remains.

4. A fourth disappointment stems from the fact that too many

educators are willing to use evaluation as an end in itself and

to limit program emphases and alternatives to those amenable to

'good' evaluation designs. Frequently, evaluators ace blamed for4

causing this practice when they probably speak most loudly

against allowing the evaluation to determine the program

parameters. The situation has developed, or degenerated, in some

instances, to the point where greater pride is taken in

evdluat*n results than in the actual program outcomes, and this

"Catch 22* scene appears to be growing.

5. A great frustration also results from aggregating impact

and related data from 300 Washington school districts and

watching important distinctions "wash out" in the averaging.

There are successful projects and significant differences.

However, implementing laws, for example, which call for the

correlation of "appropriate input variables" with the achievement

of grade four students tends to often obscure the situation

rather than clarify it.

6. Using evaluation data inappropriately to respond to

outside inquiry, or generalizing beyond the power of the data, is

a persistent frustration. An example, onceagain from the fourth
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grade testing, illustrates the problem. Frequently, 'letters come

to the agency from people moving to Washington asking for help`in,

deciding where to locate. The usual response is to send a copy
. -

of the fourth grade assessment report with district-by-district

achievement results. This report shows fourth grade achievement -

scores, district level per pupil expenditures (a .08 correlation
,.

* wtth achievalent in 1976) and an average family income figure

oased on 1974 estimates-(a .47 correlation with achievement in

1976). The sending of--the report by, implication suggests that it

contains reasonable data for deciding where to live. One might

say that this information is better than nothing, but the

frustration is--it is not sufficient information for *Sudging the

quality of a school district.

7. Computer processing of evaluation data causes a

frustration of major proportion, or perhaps more clearly, four

frustrations. First, the battle is still being waged against the

Mentality that views the computer as something magic, with the

ility to aggregate errors into precision. Second, the

time- consiing problems of moving data from report forms into the

machine are not fully appreciited by program managers, and the

problems have not been solved completely. Third, working with a

single, "one-owner" machine as compared to a service center,

gives control, but a minor machine breakdown causes a major

disruption of service. Fourth, the greatest frustration results

when, even after lengthy plahning and negotiations, program

managers demand answers to questions that are not compatible with

the data collected, stored, and programmed.

8. The problem of gaining'sufficient support service in the

preparati6n or evaluation reports has not been solved. The

desireg.editing, graphics, lay out, and printing skills are not

readily available in the agency, and going outside for assistance

is difficult because of the rules regarding the role of the state

printer.

9. The lack of congruence between the ev uator's "logic"

and political decision making "logic" is also a keen source of

.frustration. The old and accepted political process of basing
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decisions on power relationships is effective in lining up

support and getting certain 'ohs done The fact that power

politics works, ht>wever, s not detract from the:frustration of

p esenting objective and overwhelmingly persuasive testimony

based on.accmrate and logical evaluation data to a legislative

4lommittee and experiencing a contrary decision.

10. Another large source of frustration arises from the

inability to gain a clear delineation from the policy makers

regarding the decisions they will have to make, the i'hformation

they will need; and when it will be needed. A major reason

the difficulty is that frequently evaluation data only play a

marginal role in policy making. In the name of accountability
.

programs must be evaluated, and the evaluation repdrt must

indicate what needs are being addressed and what outcomes are

being obtained. (Too often this information is treated-as an end

product, the report is mace and filed, but the information is not

used for planning purposes. Evaluators by default often carry on

the delineation activities vicariously and hope for am accurate

match with policy making needs. It is a difficult problem to

solve, but repeatedly, clarification is lacking and the

evaluation data are not,on target and not useful for policy

making. :

- 11. An ultimate set of frustrations revolves around time.

One problem is,tfie nearly complete acceptance of the logical

planning sequence which tends to mislead people into thinking

that if they go through the steps they will automatically,

accomplish something. Evuators move back and forth through the

sequence in manY'diffeient orders, and in most instances probably

start by trying to establish what people with a stake in the

program:would be:willing.to accept as svidence that it is working.

A second time consideration that is frustrating could be

labeled a continuity problem, and one specific example will

elaborate the point. During a recent school year,

representatives of the evaluation section joined with the

university and educational service district staff to worksclosely

with 12 small school districts on the Olympia.Peninsula to help
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in planning and conddcting assessments and, evaluations aimed at

clarifying priorities and isblating problem areas in the

curriculum. The effort was productive, and by the end of the

.scWool year all involved had gained professional satisfaction for

a job well done. The teams were eager to start the next year's

*round of activities. In September, however the excitement

faded--half of ,the districts had new superintendents and one

district no longer existed.

. A third time element is the. recognition that time, or more

specifically, timeliness itself, is a critical variable in

evaluation. Perhaps the supreme frustration is to conduct a

sound evaluation, generate useful information, and deliver a well

documented report--just after the crucial decision has been

made. In the spring of'1974, the legislature mandated that SPI

conduct an evaluation consisting of pilot studies in LEA account-

ability and a statewide assessment of basic skills achievement.

The law passed in April 1974, the funds became available July 1,

and plans were developed in detail. Accountability projects were

initiated involving a university, an educational service district,

and several LEAs in_the-right geographic mix An achievement

test was developed using items from the National Assessment of

Educational Progress, a scientific sample of students was drawn,

and the testing scheduled for April 1975. All e,fforts were aimed

at making best use of time and dollars and having the study's

report completed by June 1975. Of course, the legislature met in

January 1975, asked for the information, wondered what was taking

so long, and nearly passed bad legislation.

12. A final frustration results frOm the fact that SPI staff

and staff assignments are constantly changing. For example, over

the gas.t six years the Title I program staff has changed in some

way every year, the management pattern for the migrant program

has changed each of the past three years, and the asst nmen'ts and

personnel in the program for handicapped children have aaso

changed dramatically. Federal legislation and reporting

requirements in all of these areas have also undergone major

.transforMation. In addition, reorganization within the agency

"tillftew
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has become a way of life, and it seems as if the evaluation

process alWNys involves new people in one phase or another.

Petronius Arbiter captured the idea when he reported his

frustration in 60 AD:

We trained hard, but it seem d that every time we were
beginning to form up into to s we would be reorganized.
I was to learn later in life t at we tend to meet any new
situati6n by reorganizing; a a wonderful method it can
be for creating the illusion of progress while producing.-
confusion, inefficiency, and demoralization.

Of course, Washington evaluators do not have a corner on this

frustration.

IN CONCLUSION

so"

During the 1970s, the emphasis on program evaluation gained

widespread public popularity, as well as the strong:support of

executive policy makers and law making bodies. In fact, few

developments have made so thorough an intrusion into the

operating practices of education. There has always been an

emphasis on the precision measuring and accounting for resources,

such as the number.of books in the library, pupil-teacher ratios,

and the number of hot lunches served; but the stress placed on

the evaluation of program results has dome as an intricate part

of the accountability movement. Other professions hare concerned

themselves with various forms of input-output analysis for many

years; the decade-of the 70s, however, marks the general

. introduction of accountability and program evaluation into the

educational setting. The concern for the analysis of resources

used and results gained is real and growing. -However, the fact

that there is a lot of "program evaluating" going on should not

beinterpreted as an indication of educational progress or

confused with claims of program improvement.

A
Evaluation has come ender criticism in recent times,

especially from evaluators themselves. There has been a

tendency, perhaps, to address too many of the tough problems
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related to the conduct of evaluation intellectually rather than

practically--some of the most reputable evaluators are spending

more time verbalizing about evaluation than practicing

evaluation. One of the results is that new models, approaches,

and strategies

spots plaguing

among these is

information on

intent of tqis

thinking about

are developed and discussed, but the basic trouble

"applied evaluation" remain unresolved. Crucial

the overestimation of the influende of evaluative

management decisions and policy making. The

paper was to provide background examples to use in

evaluation issues and ways of improving practices.

As stated earlier, few ideas have spread more rapidly to

permeate the field of education than the concepts of

accountability and program evaluation.

off with imprIbved practices and, better

is still the challenge.
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THE INTERACTION BENEEN'POLICY AND EVALUATION
,

WITHIN THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Paul D. Sandifer, Director
Office of Research

South Carolina Department of Education

INTRODUCTION

Purpose

The purpose of this paper, as commissioned by the Research on
Evaluation.Program_of the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
is to describe the interaction between policy and evaluation in the
South Carolina'Department of Education (SCDE).. More specifically,
how does policy influence evaluation and how, if at 01, does
evaluation affect policy within the agency?

A literal interpretation of the purpose leads.ond to attempt to
view the SCDE in isolation from other state and federal agencies, as
well as special interest groups. Although such an approach would
have the advantage of resulting in a much briefer paper, it Would
ignore the considerable influence of other agencies and groups in
shaping the policies-of the SCDE and in establishing external
policies under which the agency must operate. Consequently, the
focus of the paper is not limited to the policy/evaluation

interaction within the SCDE but also examines some of the ways in
which various agencies and special interest 'groups affect policy and
evaluation at the state and, consequently, at the local school-
district level's.

Although the paper focuses primarily on the SCDE and the ,

interactions between it and other agencies,-my perceptions of those
Interactions are no dodbt colorednot only by.my particular
responsibilAties in the agency, but also as a result of se;/en years
as an administrator iri the Wyoming Department of Education and nine
years as a acher in public schools, imMississippi and Wyoming. An

external oegtryer, or other staff of the SCDE, might have
perception's of the policy/evaluation interaction' that are quite
different from my own. Since such differing perceptions are the
rule rather than the exception, the writer re6ognizes that the
thoughts expressed herein are but one version of the "truth".
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Although the terms "poricy%and "evaluation" are widely used,
and:perhaps just as widelyunderstood, it seems advisable to define

- the te;msdes they are'used in the remainder of the paper. 'Policy,
'as used/herein, is defined as'.including all legriSlation,
regulations, position statements and policy statements, e.g.., "the ,
expressed pol icy of .the State Board' of Education is ---", the
intende4LpurpOse of which,is to determine a course of action,

..estabrilh a program,, or provide framework within which decisions
are to be made.

Evialuation, asused herein, 's defink as the utilization of
inforthaeion", obtained 'through a systematic process of data
collection, for any of the following purposes: assessing the impact
of established policies or ,programs; comparing the effectiveness of
two or more.pr grams; assessing the degree of compliance with
established policy; or influencing the establ.ishment of new or
revised policy s or programs.kThis definition, of evaluation
deliberately av ids any attempt to draw the traditional academic
distinctions b tween policy stead i es,- research, evaluation, and
assessment. his is done for two reasons. first, the common
distinctions n hese terms focus more-on questi ns asked and A
procedures llowcid than on the use(s) made of t information
collecte i.e., the distirictions Are more sema ic,and academic
than they are real and second, the results of research, evylluation
(in the traditional sense), assessment and policy studies are all
used, -to varying degrees, in efforts to formulate or modify policies
and programs. Whether a particular data collection effort should
legitimately be labeled an evaluation, seems'to be more
appropriately deterMined by the use(s) made of the data than oy the
particular study design or the procedures used in collecting the
data. RegaHless of the ccmplexity and/or degree of sophistication
of an "evaluation" detign,, the act of'collecting data does not
constitute evaluation. Evaluation occurs only after the data are
collected and then, only if the data are used as:a basis for making
judgements about worth, value or effectiveness., Although they may
not be acted upon by those in policy _setting positipns, the first
place such judgements are normally identifiable is in the evaluation
repo

. rt. t
Although they are consistent with the definition.given here,

many of the -eRaMpl es of evaluatiohused in this ,paper will not be
regarded by academicians as "true" evaluation. However, the broad
definition of..evaluatilon, previously given is:necessary in order to
undAtand the' policy/evaluation interaction.

Organization of Paperts

The remainder of the paper is comprised of four major sections.
The first, "Smith Carolina Public Education: State Organization and
Administration", provides a description of the context within which,
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the writs perceptions of the poLicy/evaluatio
been 55-Aulated. The second, "Policy? Influence on Evaluation",

411

concerns the ways in which policy determines what is to be evaluate*
and the impact' that policy has on'evaluation methodology. The
third, "Evaluation: Influence on Policy", represents the writer's
perception of the conditions under which evaluation does,and does
not, influence policy. The final section, "Other Factors
Influencing Policy and Evaluation", examines_the impact which
special interest groups have on the formulatiof policy, the
design of evaluation, and the uses to which evaluitton findinys are
put.

SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC EDUCATLON:
STATE ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

146

State Superintendent of Education

The Office of Statl Superintendent of Education was estaplisned
by the Constitution of 1868. The Superintendent is elected on a
partisan ballot fp' a four year term and them is no limit on the
number of consecutive terms whiCh the Superintendent May serve.
During the period from reconstruction until 1979, twelve
superintendents were elect4d to office. The current Superintendent,
Dr. Charlie G. Williams, began his first term in January, 1979.

The general duties of the State Superintendent, as prescribed in
the School Lai of South Carolina (1975), include:

1) serving as secretary and administrative officer
to the State Board of Education;

2) supervising and,managiny all public school funds
provided by the State and Federal, Governments;

3) organizing,-staffiiig, and administering a State
Department of Education; and

4) administering, through the State Department of
Education, all policies and procedures adop:Led by the
State Board of Education.

State Board of Education

Tife State Board of Education is comprised of seventeen member,
one from each of the sixteen judicial circuits and one menber at
large. The members from judicial circuits are elected by the
legislative delegations representing the counties of each circuit.
The "at large" member is appointed by tte Governor. The terms of,
the menbers are four years and no member may serve consecutive terms
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except by the unanimous consent of all members of the county.
legislatide delegations from his/her judicial ciruit. The statute
pertaining to the cOmposition of the State Board contains no

provisions excluding professional educators from service on the
Board. The preseht chairman, and five other members are
professional educators. Although the members are elected by their
legislative delegations, the practice of electing educators has
received criticism from some lMembers of the General Assembly.
During the past several years, legislation has been introduced, but

not enacted, to restrict State Board membership to the lay public.

The general powers of the Board include:

1) adopting policies, rules and regulations not
inconsistent with the laws of the-State for its own
government and for the'government of the public schools;

2) annually approving budget requests for the
institutions, agencies and services under the control of
the Board;

3) adopting, minimum standards, for any phase of
education, as are considered necessary toad in
providing adequate educational opportuniiies and
facilities;

4) prescribing and enforcing rules for the examination and
certification of teachers; and

5) prescribing and enforcing courses of study for
the public schools.

4

1 State Department'of Education 4

The administrative structure ofthe State Department of
Education includes three divisions which are under the supervision
of Deputy Superintendents who are directly responsible to the State
Superintendent of,Education, Each of the three divisions,
Administration and Planning, Instruction, and Finance and
Operations, includes Several offices which, collectively, administer'
the programs for which the agency is-responsible.' Although'most of
the offices include two or more sections, the organizational Chart
(Figure 1).does not include detail below the office level. The

organizational pattern of the Department has remained relatively
stable during the five years in whi,ph the writer has been an
employee... The only significant changes, the creation of the j

positions for associate superintendents and special assistant for
legislative affairs, as well as placing the Office of Personnel
under the direct supervision Of .the State Superintendent, have
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occurred since January, 1979.1

The Department employs 1079 individuals of whoa approximately
one-half are involved in the maintenance and operation of the state
supported pupil transportation system. With the exception of the
employees of the Office of Transportation, most of the staff are
based in the agency offices in Columbia.

Evaluation functions within the agency are decentrarized.
Althoughtoo office title within the agency includes the word,
evaluation, several offices carry out activities which fall within
the.broad definition of evaluation which was presented earlier.
There is, however, no State Board or agency-wide policy concerning
evaluation responsibilities. Ot4

Each office which funds programs operated by school districts
has, or assumes, the responsibility for evaluating, or monitoring
the evaluation of all programs which it administers. The
determination of whicb programs are actually evaluated is, more
often than not, a fundtion of federal mandates. The offices most
heavily impacted by federal mandates for evaluation are Federal
Programs, Adult Education, Vocational Education, and Programs for
the Handicapped.

Two offices which do not administer funds for locally operated
programs but which are involved in evaluation activities are
Technical Assistance and Surveys, and Research. The Office of .

Technical Assistance and Surveys conducts, at the request of local
school boards, studies to determine needs in the areas of
_administration, curriallum, personnel, and facilities. The resultsk
of these studies frequently provide the basis for district planning
to meet the identified needs. Although in the traditional sense
these studies might not be considered evaluations, they do provide
information on which pOlicy is based and actions are taken.

The office of Research is involved in evaluation activities in
three ways. The ,first, -and most time consuming, is through the

administration of the Statewide Tatting and Basic Skills Assessment

1The State Superintendent recently initiated a management
review of the agency for the purpose of determining whether some
organizational changes may be desirable in order to more effectively
and efficiently fulfill the responsibilities of leadership, service,
and regulation. As a result of the study, the organizational chatt
(Figure 1) may be inaccurate by the time this article appears in
print. With that possibility in mind, I have attempted to keep my
observations specific to the agency (as requested) while at the same
time keeping the interpretations general.
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Programs. ine second involves data collection to assess the
financial impact of proposed or existing policies, e.g.', "What is

ye projected cost for facilities required to implement a
egislattve mandate- to reduce pupil/teather ratios in grades one

through three?". Finally, evaluations are occassionally conducted
at the request of other offices within the agency or as a result of
a decisieln of the State Superintendent.

P,OLICY: 'INFLUENCE ON EVALUATION'

Organizational Influence

Whether the decentralization of eval uation res ponsibi 1 i ties in
the 'SUE i s more a frInction of default than conscious decision
making is not-known. However, evaluation as a recognized
responsibility of State Education Agencies is still in its
childhood, or at best early adolescence, and some agencies have not
chosen to organize in a manner that concentrates that responsibility
in one unit. Experience gained by serving in two state education
agencies, one in which the evaluation function is central ized and
one in which it is decentralized, indicates that both organizational
patterns have their unique disadvantages.

.The influence of lgency structure on evaluation is evidenced in
several ways. When the responsibilities for evaluation are
decentralized there may be no common criteria which are uniformly
applied,either in the employment of staff or in the design of
evaluations. This %frequently results in:

1) cqnsicierable variation in the level of expertise,
of evaluation staff assigned to various offices within
the agency;

2) a greater than acceptable degree of variation
in the quality of evaluations; and

3) a lack of consistency in the kinds of evaluation
requirements which the various offices impose on local
school

When evaluation- responsibilities are decentralized, evaluators
are frequently directly responsible to, the administrators of the *

programs for which they have evaluative responsibility. Even if
objectivity can be maintained in such situations, evaluation
findings may lack credibility because of an apparent conflict of
interest: This situation, however, is not automatically overcome by
centralizing the ,evAl uation function within the agency. Individual s
or groups external to the agency may still consider findings with
which they disagree to be merely a.reflection of the agency' s bias.
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With centralization of the evaluation function, the
disadvantages cited above are eliminated or at least alleviated. On

the other hand, if evaluators are assigned to 'a unit that has no
programmatic responsibility, they may well be viewed with suspicion
and distrust by the administrators of those programs which are to be
evaluated. Additionally, Communications across ar through
administrative channels in,a bureaucracy can be both slow and
frustrating.

Whether responsibilities for evaluation are centralized or
decentralized is probably 'less important than having an agency

commitment to "good" evaluation for the purpose of addressing policy
relevant issues. In the absence of such a commitment, it is
unlikely that agencies will anticipate informatiop needs and
consequently will frequently be placed in a reactive rather than
proactive role in the policy making process.

Federal Influence

Policy, regardless of the governmental level at which it is
createggvapparently'influences evaluation in two major ways: first
by deeerimining what is to be evaluated, and second, by shaping or
dictating the evaluation methodology..

Determining-what is to be evaluated is, in many instances, not a
matter of choice for any State Department of Education since State
and Federal statutes and regulations, e.g., ESEA Title I, may be
very epicit in this regard. &major portion of the evaluation
efforts of the SCOE are directed toward complying with federal
mandates although federal funds account for only approximatley 14%
of the annual expenditures for -public elementary and secondary
education in South Carolina. This is not to say that too many
resources are expended in evaluating the effectiveness at federally
funded program5. It does suggest, however, that in the past we have

probably spent-1Sr too little time and money in evaluating state
funded programs.

The impact that policy has on shaping or-determining evaluation
methodology is nowhere more easily identifiable than in the
evaluation requirements for ESEA Title I. -The federal regulations
stipulate the only evaluation methodologies that may be used by .

states and local school districts. Any exceptions to the prescribed
methodologies must be approved by the U.S. Commissioner of
Education. The expressed rationale for these models is that they
will yield comparable data on pupil achievement that can be
aggregated to the national level, i.e., across school districts and
states. Various critics have raised questions about the validity of
this assertion because of some Unresolved technical issues
surrounding the models. Assuming, however, that the models can and
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do yield reliable and valid data, another basic question is still
unanswered. How can aggregated pupil achievement data be used in
addressing a policy issue which, on the face of it, is more social
and political than educational in nature? Would it not be
sufficient, and perhaps more appropriate, to determine: 1) whether
the target population as defined in legislation is actually being
served; and 2) what type of instructional programs or what
organizational patterns are most effective in meeting the needs of
the educationally disadvantaged?

As a member of the Evaludiion Sub-Committee of the Committee on
Evaluation and Information Systems (CEIS) of the Council of Chief
StateSchool Officers, the writer has been priviledged to hear much
of the debate concerning the Title IModels. Apagt from the
questions which have been raised about the-techn,ftal quality of the
models and the policy relevance of the data, concerns have also been
voiced about the "test only approach to evaluation. local district
personnel are concerned that the use of Title I funds for evaluation
will be restricted to the collection of data required' by feaeral

regulations and consequently, their efforts to examine the
effectiveness of other program components will be severely hampered.

In addition to the Title I evaluation modes iribich are already
being used, the U.S.O,.E. is developing models for the evaluation of
programs for migrants and for children in institutions for the
neglected and delin ent (N and 0). Ay the first draft stage, the',
models for program for N and D are'rso.pupil achievement based.
The methodology to be used is certainly being determibed by policy
which will probabl e. promulgated inthe form of regulations.

Beyond the impact that specific program policy, e.g., Title I,

may have on evaluation methodology as applied to that program, the
effects often carry over into other programs. For examR)e, the 4

comparability and non-supplanting requirements of Title I, coupled
with the Office of Civil Rights regulations which prohibit grouping
that results in the formation of racially identifiable classes,
virtually prohibits the use of experimental or quasi-experimenttl
design ln evalUating programs that' may have little, if any,
relationship to the federal programs which have placed constraints
on evaluation in general.

State Influe)ce

Three recently enacted South Carolina statutes pertaining to
education include explicit evaluation requirements. These are the
"South Carolina Education Finance Act of 1977"; the "Basic Skills
Assessment Act of 1978"; and the "Teacher Training, Evaluation and
Certification Act of 1979".
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The Education Finance Act includes an- "accountability" section
which requires:

1) the establishment of school advisory councils;

2) school and district based needs assessments;

3) tige development of annual plans to meet Identified
needs;

4) district participation in the statewide
testing program as prescribed by the State Board
of Education; and

5) annual reporting of program effectiveness to the general
public -and the State Board.

The Basic Skills Assessment Act, although not as expliet--in its
requirements as Are the federal regulations concerning Title I,
contains requirements which-effectively shape methodology and
instrumentation. The law requires:

1) the administration of a readiness test at the
beginning of grade one,,

2) tests of reading and mathematics at the end of
gtades one, two, and three;

3) tests of reading, mathematics, and writing at
the end of grades 6 and 8; and ,

4) a test of "Adult Functional Competency!' at the
end of Grade 11.

The law includes a time-table for the development and i6plementation
of the program and stiWates that the tests shall be
criterion-referenced.-further, the tests shall be used for the
purpose of diagnosing student deficiencies and as a basis for
remediation. The tests are not to be used as a basis for promotion
or non-promotion. None of these stipulations are necessarily
undesirable, butthey do have considerable impact in shaping the
assessment program.

The Teacher Training, Evaluation, and Certification Act mandates
major changes in teacher-training and certification procedures. The
requirements of the legislation include:

1) all applicants for admission to teacher education
programs in State supported'institutions must

successfully complete a basic skitls examination in
reading, writing, and mathematics;
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2)-the development of an instrument to be used by
colleges and universities in evaluating all student
teachers;

3) development of an instrument to be used by local
school' districts; evaluating teachers during their
provisional year of certification;

4) successful canptetion of a teaching area
examination as,pne requirement for provi onal
certification; and

5) discontinuing the use, after July 1, 1981, of
the Commons-,Examination Of the National Teacher
Examinations.for the purpose of teacher certifica-
tion.

The legislation includes a number of other provisions but those
cited appear to be the ones which impact most significantly on
evaluation procedures and methodology,

Not only does policy influence evaluation by determining what is
to be evaluated 'and what methodology may be used, it also has impact
on local acceptance of programs. Local district personnel
frequently perceive evaluation requirements as being somewhat
arbitrary and infringing upon their rights to make decisions locally
regarding curriculum and instruction. Questions_that are of
.interest to funding agencies (stay.e,and.federal) may,babf
if any, interest to local district administrators. Forexample, few
district administrators are interested in or cafterned with the
external validity of a project or program_ Which is operating within
their school district. Whether the project or program works in

particular district is of more concern than whether it may be
exportable to some other district similarly situated. Evaluation
design A4,-, however, determined by the questions of interest to the
funding agency and external validity is of interest if the agency is
coniidering replication of the project. Although the funding
agencies Ian ask legitimate questions, lack of sensitivity to local
needs doeilittle to gain the support and cooperation of local
district personnel, who are implementilfg the program.

All evaluations are not initiated as a'direct result of
statutes, rules, regulations, or other written 'policy statements
which may require that evaluations be conducted. Occassionally,
evaluations are requested long after a course of action has been
determined and a program'has been implemented. Such evaluations are
usually sought as a meals of either providing data to generate

continued support for a decision that was initially based primarily
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on beliefs or for generating support' for the expansion of the
program. ,This always raises the question of whether what is being
sought is really an evaluation or a "Good-Housekeeping seal of '
approval". There is no intended implication that thoseocyho seek
such "legitimatizing" evaluations are dishonest or unethical. TO
the contrary, they are almost always Sincere, dedicated individuals
who firmly believe that their program is working, has great merit,
and should either be maintained or expanded. Seldom have these
"stake-holders" entertained the possibility prior to conducting rip
evaluation, that the results may no,t Support their,biases.

Althou gh the questions addressed by such "legitimatizing"
evaluations are not directly i nfl uenced by the policies oinflactiont
that established the programs b'4ing evaluated, the methodology i§
certainly influenced by their ex post facto nature.

EVALUATION: INFLUENCE ON'POLICY

A correon lament of evaluators i s that the results of their
efforts are not used by decision makers. Although this is not 4,
always the case, the situation occurs frequently enough to cause
great concern among those who practice the art (or science) of
eval uation. Assuming that. deci sion makers are reasonably rational

_!individuals who would prefer to make decisions on the basis of ,

information rather than intuition, there must -be reasons why
evaluation findings are not used. Experience' indicat.es several*
possibilities;

1) the conclusions of the evaluator are not germane
to the decisions\that must be maizle;

"*. /

2) the evaluation findings are,not reported irett.a
manner that communicates to the policy mAers?

3)the.findings do not support the biases of those
Making po-li3cy decisions; or

4) a lack of credibility results either from poorly
conceived or conducted evaluation or the reporting
agenCy rjeing credible to the potential' users
of the

.Each, of these possible reasons for ignoring the results of
evalatation is expanded to some degrel in the remainder of this
section.

er
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Conclusions Not Germane

Educational evaluators tend to function in the manner that the
label implies, i.e., given freedom in designing evaluations they
tend to focus only on the educational and-cost aspects of program or
policy and usually ignore', or fail to realize, thatthere are ofte
social and political, as well as educational and financial issu
involved. The eyaluation. of any program or policy may well be ol-
interest to more than one group of decision makers and these various
groups may legitimately be interested in answers to different'ti questions.\For example, the local district administrator of a
federally funded program may be interested. only in whether the
program produces gains in student achievement beyond that which
would be predicted without program intervention. The state level
administrator's interest may extend to the question of external
validity. Administrators at the federal level may share the
interests of state and local administrators, but in addition they
want data that can be aggregated across states, whereas, tyle unding

tr, body, Congress may be more interested in the social 'and 'poi tical
.aspects of the prograit, e.g., is,the group for which the program was
ifitended actually being served? Compensatory educatio,n programs are
at case in point. /here is serious doubt thai Congress will, ignore
social and political issues and make significant changes in any
compens ory education progr5ms solely on the basis of ,suPi I
achiev ent data as a measure of program effectiveneA.

Evaluations which are too narrowly foCused yield results which
may be viewed as not germane to the issue to be decided. An example.
is available as a result of an action by the South Carolina General
Assembly which' provided funding for a pilot program to reduce
pupil/teacher ratio in the ,first grade from 26:1 to 20:1. The
Office of Research in the SCDE was assigned the responsibility for
evaluating,the pilot program. Since the intent of the1pilot program.

" was "obviously" to determine the cost-effectiveness of a reduction
in pupil/teacher ratio-as a means of increasing student achievement,
an evaTuatf'on focused on achievement ,gain was designed and conducted
over a two-year period.. The results of the evaluation wert
consistent with a large body of the literatyre on the subject and
indicated that a reduction in pupil/teacher ratio of the magnitude
involved waSiliot a cofi effective means of increasing student
achievement2. Shositly after the eviluation result' were released,

.
2Among the common problems enceuntered- by, evaluatdrs ar hose

created by insufficient time and financing., If it had been ossibl e
to conduct a longitudinal, study of.the students involved in the
prOgra, the results migfit have been different. Although the .
educa'tional system is general ly concerned with long -term benefits,
evaluation.is frequently restricted to tie- examination of immediate
outccmes.



the General Assembly enacted the education inance Act of 1977 and
mandated, a reduction Of pupil' /teacher rat;o from 26:1 to 20:1 in
grades one through three. ,Why? In-retrospect, the evaluation was
too narrowly focused and failed to take into consideration the
political aspects of the issue. The South CalLol ina Education

Association, mather effective lobbying' group, was exerting -*

press,ure on the legislature and ,as a means of gaining their support

for the total, finance bill, the proviso relating to pupil/teacher
ratio wat included. The question addressed in. the evaluation -

certainly ens to be a legitimate One but perhaps the utility of
the study could have been improved by including a survey of teachers
to determine whether they preferred to have the available funds -used
to reduce pupil/teacher ratio or to provide an increase irrsalary.
Additionally, taxpayers, especially those whd are parents of
school-age children, may be supportive of smaller, classes because of
their beliefs that children receive more individual attention in
smaller classes. The point is, there were other questions, in .

addition'to those related to gain scores, that probably would have
been of interest to the policy- makers and, consequently, §hould have
been included in the ev-aluation.

If we are really interested in increasing the use of evaluation
findings in deterrilining policy, More attention must be given to
identifYing the social and political , along with the educational -and
economic, issues involved. No one is so ,naive as to believe that

all decisions affecting education are' made by' educators, however,
iv the narrow focus of many evaluation designs is not consittent with

ur knowl edge` of the decision making process. The answer to the
question "By whom will the .resul be used?" is too often left until
the final 'report is being written, in which case, a likely answer s

"no one". Lf_evaluations are to yield policy relevant results, the
various stake-holders and the questions of interest to them must be
identified before the facj.

E-faluation Reports That Do Not Communicate

Thq policy maker who has the technical background requisite to
the interpretation of the typical evaluation report is about as rare
a specimen as a 5'2" professional basketball player. All too
frequentlA evaluators appear to be more interested in producing
repot-4s ,for journals or discussions with their colleagues than in
canmunicaang results to potential users of the data. The

development of highly technical reports may work wonders for the
evaluator's egobut the intended users may be left with two choices:
1) ignore the report, or 2) request assistance in interpreting it.
A colleague once made a learned, but incomprehensible, presentation
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to a lay advisory canmittee. Following his one -hour monologue,
during which the committee members were attentive and polite, two
Oanmittee memoers made comments. The first, a newspaper editor,
said, ""I,consider myself to be a reasonably intelligent man, but for
the past hour you have insulted my intelligence by subjecting me'to
your jargon." The second, a wealthy rancher, commented, "As a
former school board member, I made it a practice never to fund
anything that I could not understand." Unfortunately, the message
the committee members were trying to convey was lost on the speaker.
The point is, that as long as we evaluators focus our communication
efforts primarily on each other and the acadethic.community, we have
little roan for complafnt when the results of our efforts are not
used by decision makers.

The Office of Research in the SCDE invested considerable time
andqffort in determining correlates of test scores in
order to generate pi-edicted school mean achievement scores for
comparisdh with those obtained through the Statewide Testing
Program. The antended use was to stimulate local school 0
admini-strators to take a closer look at schools in which there were

significant differences between the predicted and ootained scores.
The Office prepared and disseminated to dis.trict superintendents a
"non-technical' siblmary report on the project. One recipient of the
report wrote to the State Superintendent Of Education and commented
that if he was really' expected to understand the report, it was
probably a good thing that he had only a snort time left prior to
retirement. For those of us involved ia,preparing the report, the
easiest thing to do was to agree that it was probaoly good,that'his
time of retirement was near. In reality, however, he was probably
not t,he only one of the ninety-two superintendents with whom we
failed to communicate. The reports have since been revised and are
now beihg used as initially intended in many of the South Carolina
school districts. Unfortunately, we do not know the extent to which
the potential utility of the information was reduced by our initial
failure to communicath.

Results That Do Not Support Stake-Holder Bias

Precedent to a decisi
policy is the decision tha
policy. This decision usual
makers that. the course of a
therefore ISould yield bene
stake-holders have evaluat
action before pursuing it
result in findings co

atom; and his/hp
esistance The'ego in

ti

o evaluate the impact of any program or
created the program or formulated,the
y reflects some belief of the
tion being pursued is appropriate an3r
icial results. In essence, the
, withpositive results, the course of
Consequently when formal evaluations

ry'to the policy makers' bias, the
ndings, may encounter considerable
vement of a policy maker may be so great
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that either revising an existing policy or formulating a new policy
contrary to the previousy selected position represents a cost which
is too great to be paid. in this case the policy maker may simply

disregard-the evaluation results and proceed oh the previously
established course. 'On the other hand, the initial rejection of the
findings may, with time, give way to a change in pdsition. The

writer has observed this shift occur so gradually that it was
virtually impossible to determine the point at wnich the change was
made. (This seems to ha,ve implications for studies of evaluation
utilization. In what time-frame must the results be used in order
to, consider them "utilized"?).

For several years the SCDE supported the, implementation of
extended-day kindergarten programs-in the belief tnat sucn programs
were efficacious in developing "readiness" for first grade. When
the results of a third-party evaluation indicated non-significant
differences between half-day and extended -day, programs in this
regard, the findings met with considerable resistance and
unjustifiable questions were raised about the technical quality of

study. Gradually, however, the Program admInistrators have
shifted their position on the issue. The point to De made is that
it may be unreasonable to expect negative evaluation findings to De
Immediately andrwarmly embrace by those who are stake-holders in
the program. erhaps the best that can be hoped for is that when
decision make s are given both information and time, reason will
prevail.

of

Lack of1Credibility

A'-stated earlier, non-utilization of evaluation findimoadue tot
lack &f credibility may possib=ly be attributed to one of two
reasons: Wthe evaluation was poorly conceived and/or conducted,
or 2) the agency reporting the-results lacks credibility with the
potential users of-the data. The only apparent defense .against the
first of these is to conduct other evaluations and not make the same-
mistake twice. Unless, however, the services of a different
evaluator are utilized, the results may still be Viewed with
suspicion by the target audience.

I
In the second-instance (lack of credibility) there, again, is

little that. can be done after the fact. Prior to engaging in any
evalution effort, the agency should carefully consider whether the
potential users. of the data are likely to consider the results to be
objective and unbiased. 'When the evaluation function-is centralized
within the Department of Education and, consedntly, evaluators are
not answerable to program administrators, evaluation results may-
have credibility within the agericy itself.- On the other hand,,when
viewed externally, even a centralized evaluation funttion is still a

part of the total agency and results may be suspect. Unless, the
results of the evaluation are solely for internal decision making,
this probably argues against having any State Department of
Education evaluate programs which it administers.
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Other Factors influencing Policy and Evaluation

Although the influence which special interest -groups have upon

the formulation of policy and, consequently, upon evaluation has
been mentioned earl ier, the magnitude of thi s nfl uence isle such that
it seems to warrant some special attention. Policy is not
formulated i n a vacuum. Pol icy' i s formul ated only i a response to -,

external influence or, more to the point; in response to some real,
or imagined need. In the opinion of the writer, any discussion of

policy/evaluation interaction which does not consider those external
influences ignores the force which drives the system. Regardless of
whether a polity is developed by the Congress, the State
Legi sl ature, the State Board of Education, or the State
Superintendent 1,.it appears that the policy is always in response to
the stated, or inferred needs or desires, of some group. For

example, ,members of the 1 egi slature., as duly el ected representatives .
of the public, enact statutes (educational and otherwi at

least in theory, reflect the desires and interests of the electors.
The State Board of Education then translates the education related
statutes into rules and regulations which are administered by the
State Superintendent of Education. In turn, I ocal boards of

education may develop their own policies designed to impl ement those
imposed ,upon them.

Any of the pol icy-maki g groups, the '1 egi sl ature, the State

Board of, Education, or iota s of boards may generate policy i n
response to their own constituents without, being motivated to do so

by one of tlie higher level policy- making bodies. In,any case,
however, the l ink between external influences and policy seems
obvious.

',This translates, then to a system of interaction that might be
ortrayed as in Figure 2. The implications are that special

terests directly influencejpolicy and, indirectly, evaluation;
olicy directly influences evaluation; and evaluation ma z influence
policy either directly by feedback to the policy-makers or
indirectly through feedback to special interests.
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Unfortunately, the process is not nearly so straightforward as

the preceding paragraphs and Figure 2 may imply. There seem to be
at least two sources of "noise" in the system that have impl ications
for evaluation and the use of evaluation findings. First, there are
usually competing interests at work any time that policy (law, rule,
)or regulation) is established. Consequently, compromise may be made
in framing the policy with the result that no one is completely
satisfied with the outcome. If this is true, various
"stake-holders" may seek quite different results from evaluations or
at least may ,have different biases toward those results. 'Second,
even if the policy, is a' precise statement of the expressed desires

of the interest group, the underlying intent may not be reflected in
the policy. This may lead evaluators down the primrose path to
asking the4wrong questions (or at least not enough questions) if
they mistakenly assume that a policy is addressing an educational
issue when, in fact, the force behind the policy was more of a
social , political , or economic nature. . The earlier reference to
the question of reducing pupil/teacher ratio provides an example of
the pitfalls which can be encountered as a result of either
ignoring, or failing to recognize the motivation for a parti5u1 ar
pol icy. ..

In concluding, it seems desirable to provide an example of the
special interest/policy/evaluation interaction. In using the South
.Carolina Basic Skills Assessment Act. of 1978 as an example, the
writer is aware that, his perceptions constitute only one version of
the "truth".

The legislative history of the act began in 1977 when two
representatives, both member's of the Black Caucus, co-sponsored a

bill cal -ling for the implementation ofta program of grade by:grade
promotion based on achievement test scores. The bill provided that
the State Department of Education ...would select the tests and
determine the required scores. The /proposed program was to be
implemented over a. twelve- year peridd beginning with grade one and
adding a grade each year until all grades were included. The bill
did not recei4e favorable action in the General Assembly but it did
generate sufficient interest to result)Tra joint resolution
creating a special committee to study the issue of minimum
competency in the basic skills.

In its report the General Assembly, the committee included a
draft- of proposed legislation. Al though- over eighty amendments were
introduced during the passage of the bill in 1978, the law is
essentially the sametas the bill proposed by the committee. There
is, however, one majOr difference. The committee's promal that an
eleventh grade test of "Adutt Functibnal Competency" be required- for
a high school diploma was deleted prior to passage of the act. What
began in 1977 as a move to require grade by grade promotion based on
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. testing, culminated in 1973 with a required testing program to be
used for the diagnosis of student deficiencies and as a basis for
providing basic instruction to assist students in ov9rcoming those
deficiencies. Major compromises, the result of the interests of
various groups, were reached along the way.

What motivated the introduction of the original oill,in 1977?
The most obvious answer is that it was simply an extension of the A
national trend towards competency testing. The, prime sponsor of the
bill says that such was not the case. According to the sponsor
there were two factors which prompted him to introduce the
legislation. First,'his constituents were concerned that many of
their'children were only' emi-literate upon graduation from high
school and they were seeking a remedy for that situation. Second,
'the legislator had access to data collected through the 5CDE
operated Statewide Testing Program which indicated that,. on the
average, the achievement'scores of minority students were
considerably below those of the majority. He attributed these
differences to poor teaching and social promotion. He,apparently
percei-ved promotion as a function of testing to be a renedy for the
situation.

The Basic Skills Assessment legiSlation is a rather significant
-policy statement concerning evaluation. Apparently it came into
being as a result of the influence of special interests and the use
of available evaluation data that supported the concern of the
interest group.

die
Conclusion

This paper was written for the purpose of- providing a
non-academic perspective of the policy/evalcatiOn interaction in a
state education agency. While I am confident\(at the 99% level)
that it Is non-academic, I am not equally confident that it provides
a "true" picture of*the interaction which was the subject of the
paper. As stated earlier, others may,' and probabh do, have quite
different perceptions of the ways in which policy Ak1 evaluation
interact, or fail to do so, within the SCEE. But that is the, nature

of evaluation, take the information and make your own judgement.

*
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POLICY AND EVALUATION:

A CONCEPTUAL STUDY*

Thomas F. Green
Syracuse University

What is (or can be) the relation between public-policy, on

the one nandy and evaluation, on the other? Is there a way to

attain clarity in understanding what an appropriate relationship

would be? I intend to answer these questions in twe? steps. I

shall consider first the typical character of policy questions.

In a second part, I shall examine different facets of the policy,

process -- analysis-, formation, decision, and political judgment.

I believe that these steps, taken toge will allow us to.fdrm

a view, however tentative, about the vance of evaluation as a

professional practice to various aspects of public policy.

*The numbered folotnotes in this paper are not'really
footnotes. The refer to corresponding items in the attached
Appendix. This paper can be read as an independent analysis. It
constitutes an attempt to reach conceptual clarity on certain
features & the-relation and interrelation between the practice
of evalqation, on the one hand, and the formation of public
policy, on the other.

But the numbered items in the Appendix establish specific
lint's be.tween this paper and a body of six others commissioned by
the ltorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory dealing withthe
practice of evaluation in State Education Departments.

The 'numbered items, then, are citations of points in those
other papers that either provide the practical illustration of
points made in the text or have actually provoked points made in
the text. The underlying Kincipleis that a philosophical
analysis of such matters should, on the one hand, illuminate what
practitioners do and say about their work; but, on the other
hana,,4_shouldalso arise from a serious study of what they say
and do. Philosophy, in this sense, is simply the explication of
everyday life.
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Policy Questions

There is probably no single definition of "policy" adequate

to capture the full range of ordinary usage. Such a definition

would have to satisfactorily capture the likenesses and
4.

differences between managerial.decisions, guides to practice,

rules qlegislation, basic choices of political direction, and

the bar application of standard requirements in' administration

(No one gets unemployment assistance fIrmore Olt twenty-one

-Weeks). It would have to include some matters that fall under

"Standard Operating Procedures" (file expense accounts, within ten

days with receipts), matters of personal practice (I don't answer

the phone at home because it's never for me. Avoid arguments in

the office. Don''t give G-3s unsatisfactory ratings; it takes too

long to defend them.) Although each of these things can be
a

called "policy", the term has, in each case, a slightly different

meanin4.1

On the other hand, it is possible to establish e common

features'of what we ordinarily take to constitute policy

question, especially if,our concernds with public policy. So I

wish to render the question, "What is policy?" by asking "What is

a policy question?"
.

A policy ,question is a request for a line-of action aimed at

--securing an optimal resolution of a conflict between different

goods, all ofwhich must be accepted, but which, taken together,

cannot all be maximized. That is to say, we do not-have a

-welly-formed policy question, a fully formulated statement of a

policy problem, until we are able to state the set of values or

goods from which the question arises, and unless we are able to

state that set of .values or goods, so...that we can discern their

mutual inconsistency. 4

--"'The'issueS'Involved in the contemporary movement for fiscal

reform in education provide about as clear a model of policy

Auestions generally as it terpossible to shape. The policy
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issues are always "nested" within a set of mutually- incompatible

values or goods. We seek

(1) Equal educational opportunity for children.
(2) An equitable distribution of the tax burden.
(3) Local control of education.

(4) Responsible management of the State budget. 01,

Maximizing any one of these goods--tha is, getting as much of it

as we can--will do damage to the advancement of the others. The

policy problem is generated by the fact that we accept all four

of these aims and yet they cannot all be maximized. We cannot

have all the local control possible because doing so will

probably mean getting less than would be good in the way of

equity for children ana taxpayers and control on the public

budget. On the other hand,-if we maximize equity for children,

then we are likely to get mote inequity in the tax burden and

less local control. The problems of educational finance policy,

in short, do not arise merely from the need to establish a more

equitable system for taxpayers and children. They arise ratftr

from the need to do so within a system.of public goods that

secures also both local control and responsible public management.

I daresay that all issues that we would describe as questions

of public (or even personal) policy have this feature.2 They

are always "nested" in a set of social values or social goods

which must all be considered, but which, taken together, are more

or less mutually incompatible. Consider the issues surrounding

the imposition of exit standards at the secondary school. Here

we seek the mutual benefits of:

(1) Universalattainment or at least racially and
ethnically balanced frequencies of attainment).

(2) Common standards of achievement.
(3) Culturally pluralistic communities.

The mutual inconsistency of these aims is transparent when

thby are visibly juxtaposed. The difficulties of finding some

balande in tho entire set is well illustrated.by recent

experience iniFlorida and Virginia.3 Palidies are establiphed

to maximize common standards of achievement. The immediate

1
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consequence is to pay a price in securing the othe \two goods.
01.

So the policy is adjusted--or its implementation is delayed. It

,his not unreasonable to surmise that continuing adjustments will

result in policies that appear on the surface to depart

substantially from previous formulations, but whose consequences

arse not substantially different. Such a result is likely to
. -

nate more from the presence of mutually incompatible values or

good than from administrative "bunglirig", or blindness, or from

i e ficiency, or from political chicanery. That is to say,

nei t e most efficient action nor the most technically

profficient analysis will suffice to resolve the central conflict

between the social aims within which the policy question

resides. in general, there is no technical solution to a policy

'question. For example, there is no purely technical resolution

of the fact that if, in social institutions, we get all the

efficiency we can, then we are likely to have less community than

we need or desire.

Mils conclusion, however, may seem outrageously facile. It

deserves some explanation, and that explanation can be discovered

in two points. The first requires that we grasp the important

fact that what counts as an answer to a policy queStion always

takes the form of a "What we should do" and nevera "What we

know". Only practical questions are admissible in a public

forum, never theoretical questions. And this is fortunate
.

*
indeed. It' means that in the domain of policy we are able to

arrive at agreement on what to do without haTing to agree on the
,,.

/

reasons for doing
.

it. We must be able to agree on a".line.of
,

action and sti.0 to it, even when we do not agree on what is good

and even when we have different goals.4

The result of a policy question is always a decision and an

action. The result of a theoretical question is always a truth.

claim. Policy deliberation is aimed at action, not at the

acquisition of'knowledge; theoretical questions are always aimed

at the acquisition of knowledge, not at action. I do not mean by.
A

this claim that we can or ever should make public decisions

without knowledge. Social actions no doubt, should be infoiMed..
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instead.

Nor do I mean that we can ever gain greater knowledge without

some action.: Research, after all, is a kind of action. I mean

only that wise policy is never made with enough knowledge to

determine a decision, and'policy questions are never asked out'of

a primary interest in adding to our knowledge.5

In this day and age it is not'hard to imagine someone saying,

"If we just had a methodology sufficiently sophisticated and a

body of relevant data sufficiently refined, then we could answer

whatever policy questions may comg along." Such a person has

been captured by a delusion. The delusion consists in supposing

that a policy ques,tion is a theoretical question when, in fact,

it is not. Any time we'suppose that a policy question can be

resolved by some addition to our knowledge, then it will turnout

th4tawhat we supposed was a question of policy has turned out to

be merely a problem of engineering or efficient administration

t.

My point then is not that we shoula abandon all attempts to

improve our methods of evaluation or policy analysis. *My point

is rather that since our indecisibn in matters of policy does not

arise from the lock of such methods, therefore, it is unlikely to

be laid to rests by their development. In matters of policy; we
#

are confronted with indecision not because our knowledge or

technical facility is faulty but precisely because-we are

confronted with a kind of question that, in principle, cannot be

answered by any increment or improvement of knowledge. Our

answers to policy questions me}, be improved by-better information

and better analyses in the sense that they will be more

rakionally persuasive. But such questions can, will, and usually 17

are, answered even without such information. Furthermore, it is

not obvious that the answers given in the absence of such

analyses are worse than or even often different from the answers

that would be given in their presence. In shoit, the answers may

. be "better grounded" rationally, but still not different orb

better io aril, other sense.6 We can, no doubt, do something

more rationally persuasive than consulting chicken entrails, but

weare unlikely to.get anything that in its results'is quite as
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decisive. And this is so because of the properties.tfcpolicy

questions, not because of defiCiencies in policy evaluation.

1 This observdtion brings me then to a second important reason

why there ate no technical solutions to policy-problems. In

paradise, theie is no policy--except,, perhaps, admissions

oPliCies. But why do policy questions not arise in paradise?

There areAny ideas of .paradiselof course, but on the whole,1

one is inclined to view that men conceive of it as a perfected

Slate of affairs in which wants presently denied in an iftipsrfect

world wiLl somewhere of sometime be satisfied in a perfected

world. 'Consider the view Emerson expressed in his essay "On

'Compensation". He heard a sermon, the chief message-of which was

t at those saintly and good souls of the world who_suffer without

to coMorts and amenities of life should nongthele ss

tIkeir'gccdness.-. For though sznners,kith their fine carriages

and furs, may seem to prosper now, they shall suffer later; and

tho gh saints may haue'lto do without, they shall later'be

PTheqqmport of such a sermon, thought Emerson, wa`s thee

ge-of saint to sinner, "You, sin now. I shall sin later. I

sin now,but' I can't." This is one tendering of the view
ft

.

that heaven is that perfected_existence in which wants present,

but now derhed, will be.satisfiec.
. /

: optim'akity7-therefore tne need for policy--would be'anished from

any worLT in which human wants or desires are perfectly balanced

by their satisfactions. What else could paradise e except,a
,e

condition in which all human desires are satisfied?
ft

.4 There are two genetal strategies always sdfficient to produce

such a soluadn. The first lies onthe-side-ofdoing-something

about die gatisfactions available,to human beings. (productivity),

and the second lies. on the side of doing something about their

desiresi(educationAand the developm ent of chaacter): The first

leads us alwgys to so0eGiethe,problem of optimality by "the

.provisiori of abundance; there is preSumahly no problem of

satisfying. wants. There'is enough Hof everything, inclu4ing

enough justice and enough virtue; When there-is no problem of
1

.

Q
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satiesfyincf wants, there is no conflict of goods and, therefore,

no problem of optimality.

The other-strategy is the converse. There -is no scarcity of

what nobody wants. So the second way to res&ve'the problem of

optimality lies not in the satisfaction of wants, but in their
.1

controlo their composition. Thus, for Ghandi, diamonds and mink

were plentiful, not because' hey were any the less scarce, but

because they were not wanted. And not being wanted, they were

abundant. ID heaven is that condition in which wants are

satisfA4d, then there may be abundance in heaven`eaven not becausj

goods are maximized, but because wants are "composed". In

' neither case do problems of policy arise, and the reason they do

not arise is that such moods of composing the goods of the

world or of reconciling wants and s9tisfactions would render
40

choice unnecessary. There is no conflict of goods in paradise.

And the fact tria-ttliece is consequently no need for policy is

part of the proof that do formulate a policy question is to

formulate the conflict of goods within w ich it is "nested".

tut why do we not imagine paradise ontain interpersonal

conflicts of wants? The answer is that to do so.would involVe

either the judgment that wants are imEiroperly controlled or that

goods are insufficiently suppliedto satisfy them. Such a

condition would introduce a problem. Paradise /mould no longer be

a perfected existence, It would contain the problem of

optimality, a kind of allocational defect. Paradise would

containtheproblem of composing the most satisfactory

combination of what goods do exist, and who should get them in

what degree.. In shorte.suOtca condition would introduce into

paradise Precisely...those circumstances that create the need -fOr

policy and that dictate the features of any well-fOrmed policy

questionWhat are the weds i$ conflict? What is their best

possible adju qtment?' How can we reach kit? What are the

trade- offs ??
f

The main point of this apparent digre ssion is that problems

, of policy are an immediate and direct reflection of some

-immenakly fundamental, characteristics of the world and of human

NitiGa-
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existence within sit. They arise because the goods--not simply

the interests--that human beings seek to secure in the world are

'interdependent and do conflict, not all the timm,in every

.respect, but all of the time in some,respects. Only in paradise

f can we imagine that'all human goods are simultaneously in

sufficient supply so-that there is no conflict in their
r-

allocktion. It is important to note that since knowledge is a

certainkind of good, then the idea of paradise includes the

assumption that there is sufficiency of knowledge. But paradise

does not arise because there is an abundance of knowledge.

Policy questions are not banished from paradise because our

capacity to knoW is perfected. They are anished rather becausel

there is either an)abundance of all g ods or becaufe there is a

suitable composition of desires.

--- This formulation, however, is not all that is needed in

exposing the presuppositions of policy questions. It dealS with

'the presupposition of scarcity, but not with the presuppositiow

--mf interdependence between goods: 1 --is Tilairicient to show that

when scarcity is absent--as it F in heaven--then no policy

problems can arise. But the example presupposes that it makes

conceptual sense to suppose that all human goods can exist in

abundance simultaneously. Our imaginary hypothesis assumes that

abund nee of_pme _.goads can_always_be,serured without signifii-Ant___ N,

costs in others. a

The fact is, however, that human goobs do conflict 4r1 such, a

way that they cannot all be provided simultaneously in sufficient

supply to satisfy, human desires. The point is central. Human

(rods do conflict so that the price of securing the abundance of

some,is always failure tosecure as much as we would like of some

other. Zipus, if we succeed in providi6g as much equality as is

wanted, we are Unlikely to have as much liberty as is wanted. /f

persons develop as much tolerance for ambigliAty as is wanted, we

are unlikely to have as much courage as is wanted, and the price

will sooner or later beome apparent.

The view then is that human goods conflict (read "values" if

you wish) not simply because they are in short suPply, nor simply'
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a
'because interpersonal preferences conflict, butt simply because

they are not structurally consistent. They cannot all be

maximized, even in paradise. It is afamiliar idea that human

wants or human interests conflict. But iTle view here is that

a human goods conflict. The fact that hdman interests conflict is

what produces political problems, finding an 003ustment between

conflicting human interests. But the.fact that human goods

conflict is what produces policy questions, finding an adjuttment

between conflicting goods. Human goods continue to conflict, even

when human interests do not. Even when all are agreed on a

single predominating interest -- victory in an all-ou war, for
1.

example-,there will remain policy problems.

In other words, there are no unlimited goods in the world,

There. are no goods which, if provided ig great,abundince, would
, . ..

not have the consequence of certain -other goods being in 'snort

supply. The ultimate solution to any problem of policy is,
...

therefore, to be found on 34, in paradise; that is, only under
,:f-

conditions in which problems of policy are not so much solved as

they are simply non - existent. Such a state of affairs IMay,be

ideal; and in that respect, it may be optimil. But it is not

T possible, and AI that r pect, it is not optimal at all. That

the ultimate solu of all pdlicy problems-is to be found only .

in paradise, may be preciiiiy the fact-that gives rise to tfl
t...

,

consistent and apparently igerradicable.human impulse to think.of

social solutions to policy problems in utopian terms.'A .

But utopian thinking is defective not merely becausexit pays

too little attention to feasibility. It is flawed more ',.,

. r

fundamentally becayle It pays no itiention at all,to

,politics.8 It ip a fact of large significance that'no well
I

developed literary exposition of Utopia ever includes an account

of politics. The central assumption always is that in Utopia the
II-

ne ed'balance between conflicting human goods is retolvdt,
iit

s \
Rec sideration is not needed. Therefore, the introduction of

pottics.into Utopia would be a threat to--not a part of--the.

good life.g In Utopia, problems of police remain on the

extent that there remain problems of monitoring the societ and

IL.
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managing its affairs. .Politics It replaced by adminisftation,
'

and the role of evaluation, if,it exists at all, would be reduced

to serving the ends of management.1°

Policy questions do not arise at all in paradise. Serius

-ones do not arise in Utopia. But the'teasons are. different. The

reason that serious ones do'not arise in Utopia is not that goods
.

are abundant or that.desires are composed, but that the inherent

conflict between goods es takes as'resolvet. All that remains is
, , *

management. Not even the presumed Utopia of putting evaluators
04,,

in charge would alter that resplt. 0
. -..

We must note a relafed.feature of-policy questions

gen \rally. Like a reporter-filing his story for the evening
., 0

edition, whoever will answer, a policy question, in the real
. . .

world, must do so within strict constraints of tune. The

reporter files a story by ceadline, but always with the knowledge

that there will be another deadline, and the Rresent story can be
,.

amended by the net as eInts change and further facts are

revealed. Two points are discernible in this observation. The

first is that policy quNions generally are answered in -

,

antiCipation that the answer will be.revised. The second point

is that they are the kinds of questions that have to be answered
.

on time, even thoOgh the information needed for the answer is not

trapc' tvrrbtL aints, 'bin they

have different implications.

The first implies simply that policies are impermanent. We

expect them to change. Often, they are not_even very durable.

They are not supposed to In that respect, policy questions

are unlike constitutional estions, and they differ, from moral ,

questions in dxactly the same respect. We do nbt, expect persons

to change /their moral principles,*--the constitution of their

character --with great frequency. We do, h4wever, expectpolicy

to changg with experience and with fair frequency. "Policy"

implies "po0 litics? and "polity"--a point that Ibshalr cop

more detaUtlater. We may note, .for' the moment, however, thak if

Were is a practice whose improvement wpuld prothise the largest

.4%
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marginal gains in the formation of policy, it would bean

improvement in the prac't'ice of politics, not evaluation.

The second. point is equally vital. --rtnneans that just as it

is better for tne reporter.to file a story on time without all

the facts than to get all the facts and file the story too late,

so also it is better, in the case of policy; to make a decision

on time; but without all the facts, then it is to get all the

facts and stake the decision too late. In the case of policy,

decisions have to be made always witnin large limits of

uncertainty, Some ;ecuction-in the degree ofuncertainty will be
,-----

\ i I

helpful, but the degree of reduction normallyrequired for

'academic research is both a for pollCy decision and

"would often be undesirableeven.if it were not improbable." ,

In other words, crude data arr.ving on time awe always better

411than refined data arriving too la e. So it is acceptable, even
i

.:'

fortunate, that the methods requtred foe,policy decision are
. .

crude, even though tne usual methods of Aesearcn are necessarily

refined. To answer a policy q estion, we need as much

information as We can get. 'But "as qucrl' as we can get" usually
...

..

turns out to be less than we could get if we had more time and,

at tme sane time, more than can be used and more than will make a

differenok to tne decision.' Policy questions, in other words,
. or*

are always answered in the miast oruncertainty, anc tnefffT-S

always a point beyond which more information -- however more

excellentwill contribute lLttle to the reduction of that

uncertainty and do nothing to alter the direption of the

dicislon.12

All this is simply another-alpect of the claim that policy

questiqns are practical rather than,theoretical. They are

questions of the sort that need to be answered, and that will be

answered, even when we do not.know which among alternative
,

answers is is the best. If these observations are credible, then it

is possible to 6nderstand the claim sometimes advanced 'Oat
mo

.c

*Note the offense involved in calling them "policies"!

\
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academic research is useful for policy decision invly to its

excellence as academic research.

But there is another, and more fln-reaching, implicAtion of

1
these last observatibni. Suppose we define the character,of a

professional - -as I think we must--in relation to the degree to

which the professional's practice requires accuracy of approach

'in the midst of.uncertainty. If we imagine a two-dimensional

space defined by (x) increasing uncertainty in the predictable

behavior of the materials dealt with in any practice, and (y)

increasing uncertainty in the consequences of one's actions, then

we would be able to array the practice of professionals,

craftsmen, artists, and technicians as dispersed along the

diagonal.

I would suggest (and this is only conjecture) that such a
M

definitibh of "professional" -would capture important fkatures

(though not all Important features) of what we ordinarily mean by

the term. But such a definition has interesting and important40

I

.

consequences. it means, among other-things, that the education

. of professionals is an sducatioh in being able to Make judgments

and'decisions in ;he context of large uncertainties. Such

. education, in a deep sense, is education not in techpical skill

(,nor without tqcnnical skill), but in the capacity to deal with

uncertainty, to live with doubt, to cfiange one's mind. It is

Always ultimately A kind of education in self knowledge--learning

one's limits.
V ,

But more importantly; and more concretely, ,it would tend to

rearrange our Conceptions of the relation between the practices

of crafts and professions. For example; it would mean that. the

neuro-surgeon, although possessed-of greater technical skill and

manual-dexterityp.neverthelessl deals Wirth a more predictable.

problem thanthe nurse, who, havtng to deal with the whole

.patient, acts in the mids2.01.11arger, thotigh often less serious,

uncertainties of both material and consequences. In short, by

such a view, the nurse turns out .to be engagied in a practice that

is more piofessional than the surgeon's.

r
A



In an analogous way, the implication is that the evaluator,-
/

insofai as he presses for greater certainty and actually seeks to
, .

become the determiner of policy, is less of a professional, at

hs best, than the politician or executive, at his best. The

drive of evaluators, to whatever extent they seek to find in

practice a means of resolving policy questions, if in fact the
. .

dri'v'e to make the politician
0
an evaluatore.which is to-say' a

technietian ..of policy decision. Such an achievement, if ever
4

realized, would constittite the mast radical transformation of our

political institutions and the practice'of policy decision that

one can imagine. Even if it could happeh--which is doubtful--it

would be undesirable if carried very far. But this.discussion
. .

cannot be extended, refined, or made convincing without a further

,set of distinc4ons.-

/1
Facets of the, Policy Process

Between policy analysis, policy formatione'bolicy decision Or

promulgation, and the political analysis of policy there lie

clear differences', and the practice of evaluatign will relate
t

differently to each. The tendencyaxists to regard these foui

activities--analysis, formation,,decisio/, and'political

analysis--as steps in the policy process. But that view is

misleading, because these activities are never fully oisdete in

practice and they do not occur in any persistent sequence.

Nevertheless, there is a distinction of practice corresponding to'

each 4ctivity, and'each practice, moreover, his its distinct king

, of theory.

Policy Analysis

Policy analysii can'be defined as the iational'or technical

assessment of the net marginal trade-Offs between different

policy choices. The question becomes . "which set of values. -will

be advanbed, which will'n0t, 'and with what net benefits?" This

0
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is the same kind of question that we confront, say; in th design

of a hand drill. What should be the design? The question is

"nested" in a set of values. We want low cost, high safety, ease

of handling, and durability. We can ask and rather precisely

determine what marginal gains in one of these values will produce

what corresponding costs in the others. If we "go for" 'greatest

, durability, then we are likely to get a higher cost and less ease

of handling. If we "go for" the lowest cost possible, then we

are likely to sacrifice something in the 'stay of durability and

safety. The design problem is to discover a balance between

' these' competing values.

Enter the problem of incommensurabilities! How do-we,

determine which among the competing values is toNbe given

greatest weight? Nhich has.the,greatest worth--low cost, pafety,
A

durability, or ease of
4
handling? Not even themost refined

analysis of the costs and benefits will solve that problem. Such

an analysis gives us the possibilities or a-set Of choices, but

not pick out any preferred answer from within the set.
.

Yet we need some procedure for doing 3ust that. In short, we

need a market decision, and getting°a market decision IS, no

doubt, going to require a market analysis.

Is our-market made up of professionals? Or does'it consist

etsehtlally of-amateurc andbousehcad caftsmen? If it--is-the-

former; thengthe problem will probably be resolved on the side of
.0

durability and.bafety with a slightly higher price,. If the

latter, then,- by all means, the decision will probably be to

minimize cost and sacrifice durability and, to some degree,

safety. But then again, the market-decision mignt be to "go for"

-the whole range of the market. Produce avariety of designs

represe'nting*the full range of=choibes revealed by the analytic

exercise. Something for everybody!.

These activities are roughll, analogous to the distinctiq4s I.

want to make in the case of policy. .Merely setting, forth the

marginal cpsts,and benefits of a range of chqices is one

thing--pblicy analysis. Selecting one balanced choice ota range
. Alt

from within the possibilities is another thing--policy

1-7 .
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formation. The decision as to which choice or choices will be

made is sti11.0 third--policy .decision. And performing the

market analysis needed for that decision -is yet a fourthPolicy

analysis.

For example, suppose we entertain the prospect of

distributing educational assistance to student-in preference to

instititions and'that we are resolved to do so on the basis of

financial need. In that cas6%ye require access to financial

information, and not simply on groups, trends, or categories of

persons, but on each actual individual. If,we propose this kind

of policy as more just than other choices, then, in the name of

justice, individuals will have to reveal personal information

that may have been regarded oefore as privileged. Two values
4

conflict. We extend - Justice, but diminish, in some measure,

privacy. To secure a definable gain in one, we pay a definable

cost in the other. Policy analysis asks "What is the net

margidi gain?" A truly refined policy analysis, which rarely

exists,, would tell us how much we are likely to gain in the
'a

advancement of justice for some corresponding cost in privacy.

But no such analysis, no matter bow refined, will tell us whether

it is worth it. In order to resolife that question, we need

something corresponding to a market analysis,and a Market

deele-ian-,--We-ate -poli-tIc44-e-nalysis and-a political-

decision. "Policy" implies "polity' and "politics" just as "'good

industrialideSign" implies a structure for marketii;g analysis and

marketing decision.

But consider anottier exampl& A Congressman asks whether

pass-through requirements for allocating Title I (ESEA) Sunds-
.

4 should rest on tests of educational need rather than economic.

need... The answer comes back couched not in terms of "whether we

shoule but err terms of "what happens if we do?" That's policy

analysis. In-either case, the funds would go roughly to the samtA

school distridtsbut not quite. What's the margin of "not

quite"? Is "not quite" "very much"?c,Is it "enough to matter"?

even if it is "not much" would the change create incentives,

1 districts to pay' more attention to "educational need"
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in answering allocational problems? And if so-, then would the

incentives be enough to make a difference? And if so, then.(here

we are again) how much of a difference? That's policy analysis.

But policy analysisdoes not,, and need mot stop there. It

can ask not simply What the net consequences would bp of doing X,

but what those net consequences would be compared to doing Y,

where Y is either what we are doing.already or some third

alternative.13 The question for policy analysi; is Rot whether

doing X is a net improvement over doing Y--better than doing

, Y--but simply, what are the7.net effects? Whether it is better to

have a drill of low cost instead of high durability will not be

determined simply from an analysis of the tradeoffs. It

requires'a marketing decision. Similarly, whether given the

different bonsequences, it is better to do X than Y in public

policy will not be determined by a policy analysis. It will be

determined by-a political decision resulting from apolitical '

process involving a political analysis.

In short,Adicy analysis i' hat rational, technip

.4s

analytic performance in which e'centra uestio not whether

X is a good thing to do, but simply what are the_marginal effects

of doing %, and what are the marginal effects agcontrasted with

doing something else instead? Hence,' policy analysis is simply .

an activity whose theory is the theory of marginal utilities. It

is, by all accounts, an activity that consists in the exercise of

theoretical, rather than practical, rationality. It assumes that

the policy question is "nested" in a conflict of values present-
.

, as objective states of affairs\in the society. It is an activity

In which d'Veluat4s may take a leading role orbvided that they do

slot suppose they are.actually evaluating policy, as opposed to

A ticdraing--either in prospect or in retrospect --tge

..consequenoes.of doing X- iv.14

0
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Policy Formation

Policy formationsis an activity of a contrasting genre;

Pdlicy formation is that activity by which we seek to gain,

agreement on what form'a specifiopolicy can or will take, as

opposed to what form it ought to taker Not even,by the most

refined policy analysis will we haVe actually formed a policy

statement.
e .Indeed, policy, analysts are not typiwally in a

position to actually.formulate policy.15, For the latter, we

need to engage in conversation, persuasion, Argument, and in

(seemingly) endless meetings with those who will actually pen the-

regulation, mark up the bill, establish the procedures, write the

guidelines, etc. The theory of'policy formation can then be

discerned as one aspect of the theory of government management

and rhetoric. At the Federal level, it usually turns out to be

the theory of inter' agency politics. "Don't fight over turf;

juststak,e up space" is a rule for the condugt of policy

formation. I include here the theory of rhetoric because clearly

it makes a difference what things are called. The same policy -

. that under one name may never 'see the light of day will, under

another name, pass without objection. Calling it "school aid"_

may defeat.it; but calling the same thing "national defense" day.

> insure its acceptance. ."If it matters what you",call it, then

call-ft something that matters " is another guiding rule in the

theory of policy formation.16
r

Policy De6ision

POli'dy decision can be described as the authoritative action

of some office, administrativor legislative, by which a line of

action, for the moment at least, is established. Policy decision
s !

is not so much an activity or process as it is a momentary end

point in the ctinE'enuin4 business of government. It is that end
I.

.point that is sometimes*sypposed by the naive to capture the

entirety. of thepolicy:zikocess--as though making policy could be

redude0 simply fo.an act of will or the result of divination.

The'theori, of policy decision is-simply the theory of the policy
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itself. It is the political and legal theory by which authority

is distributed, Obligations for decisioh are assigned throughout

the structure of political institutions, and agents of authority

are enjoined to act, 4

Political Analysis
*

Unlike policy analysis, political analysis is concerned not

with determining the net benefits of a given godise of action,

but with their political weight.17 The aim is not so much to

determine the net social benefits of a particular policy, but. to
o

determine its constituency. -If policy analysis is concerned' with"

establishing what is gdod, then Political analysis.,,is concernee

with estimating who will vote for it, whether the best thing to
.

do is the same As the best thin that can be done. Hence, the

theory of political analysis is the theory of political behavior.

We may gather these thoughts together-in a brief culminating

summary. The theory of policy analysis is the theory of marginal

utilities: It establishes the set of policy choices.18 The

.theory of policy formation is the theory of inter-agency

politics. It is the=governmental process by which a course of

faction comes to be sqipcted. The theory of policy decision is '

nothing less than the theory of the policy itself, al:the theory

of political' analysis iii.b-e--Efie-rifyifif political behavior. When

we view all of-ibeee'activities together, riot as discrete steps

in the policy, process, but as distinct facets of asocial

processnot one feature predominating and.now another--then-we

can discern more clearly when the professional practices of

evaluation -fit and what their relevance is too the creation,

prOmulgation and implementation of public polity.

Evaluators and,evaluation can contribute to each of these

activities; but not to each in the same way... For example, the

rational-standards of policy analysis are the standards of

theoretical reason, but the rational standards of policy decision

and political analysis are the standards of political judgment.

TheSe are practical activities. This difference may pelp to'.
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explain why it is that when the question, "What should we do?" is
A) -

given a policy analysis, we may get one 'answer, and when given,a

political analysis or when, rendered in a_policy decision, we'may
AW,

get an entirely different answer'. short, the exercise of

political judgient is a practice). activity. It is also an

evaluational activity. But the result of that activity,may

ditfer from or even contradict the results of policy analysis.
.

That we should do--even the best thing to-do- -may turn out to be

one thing by policy analysis and a very different thing when it

comes to politit1 decision.

The professional evaluator can contribute in the. context of

government, .but he will contribute to elf-of these activities,"

Only to the extent.that tne evaluator becomes also apoliiic;:>")

and a political adviibr. Consider, -,for example, the Case of

policy farmatiopn. Th.evaruator, as profebsional, can-
/

contritirtre, but that be most, to

Whatever extent he become's.a stUdent of bureaucracy and a trusted
. ,, ..a .

.0

counselor; tol,auEhoritative ,leadership.

So
F
the

%evaluatl,on

evaluaEloW

dileima isthis. Each of these activities involves

ih'some broad-senSe of-thiterm. Each involves

in the'sense, say, that duyj..ng a camera does. But

.only.in the owe of policy analysis is the evaluator's rol, as
(

-professional, untturte the ilmir-t-67-take on othif-'-ri51A-. The

evaluator; as evaluator, is likely to make a contribution only to

the conduct of policy analysis. But ingovernment as elsewhere,

the-possession of knowledge cah.,bring with it a certain kind Of

power. To the extent that the evaluor goes beyond his

professional practice and with superior knowledge also earns the

confidence of political leaders, exercises political jagment/

anN'acquires the additional skills of a practiced political

observer of the present bureaucracy and an untertaindfuture, then

he will contribute to every facet of the policy process. But in-
k'

doing so, he will also'become'less an evaluator in any limited

profesiional sense and more a political leader or-public-sevant

in a,quite old-fashioned-and conventional sense. His main
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4.

characteristic will not be the possession of technical skill. It

will be the possess n of civic virtue.
.
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POLICY AND EVALUATION[:

A CONCEPTUAL STUDY

Appendix

The six papers upon which this text was veloped are:

1. Gordon Ascher. The Interaction.Between Policy and
Evaluation Within Oregon Department of Education.

2. Gerald W. Bracey. The` Relationship Between Evaluation -
and Policy in the Virginia Department of Education,
(Draft).

3. David L. Donovan and Stanley A. Rumbaugh. The Interaction
Between Poli and EValuation Within the Michi an
Department of Education, (March 3, 1980 Draft).

4. James E Gold. The Interaction of Policy and Evaluation
`in State Departments of Education, (March 1980)..

5. Alfred Rasp, Jr.. Evaluation and Decision Making in
Washington State:

6. Paul Sandifer. 'The Idterection Between Policy and
Evaluation Within the South Carolina Department of
Education, (October, 1979).

.,

In the notes that follow, reference is made to these papers by
the authors' last names.. Numerical references are to points
within the text of the conceptual paper by T. Gteen.

. 1. Bracey gives about as good a review,of the confusion
surrounding the'term "policy" as I have seen. He, together
with Gold and Sandifer, observes that policy is sometimes
framed without "clear, procedural iTplications" and also that ,

procedures are sometimes viewed as policy. Ascher tends to
see policy as'pretty much limited to authoritative rules of
procedure, and nearly -.all of the authors, at one time or
another, speak of policy as something akin to "personal
policy'of a person in authority":

It has not seemed to me fruitful to aspireaiter too strict a
definition of "policyTM. But to see what' it' means in the
content of 'practice Might be useful. Hence, I have tried to
avoid what would appearctb be-a fruitless "academic"..exercise

of little practical significance by. asking "What constitutes
a policy question?" instead of "What is policy?"

2. Do all policy questions have these features? I think they,
do, but the-papers do not clearly revdal that fact. On the
contrary, it is pretty diffitult to fin0 any policy
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questions really carefully formulated in these papers. What
one finds, by implication, is a range of descriptions of
technical and political problems surrounding some

- significant eventsin the history of State Department
activities. The values in conflict are almost never fully
drawn out. But they can be discerned inductively at work jrri
the narratives provided.

' for example, both Bracey and Gold remark, but in different
ways, that when there is consensus, it can be decisive in
resolving Policy questions. But they also indicate that, in
effect, this proviso, amounts to saying,'"If all people
agree on what is to be done, then it is no longer a policy
problem" Bracey, p. 30). The implication is that a
conflict between values in which the policy issue resides is

an essential feature without which such questions would not
be serious.

Sometimes we observe fromthe narrativethe points at whish
th.onested values" of_the policy question begin to emerge
through time. (See Bracey, p. 45, where they begin to
emerge, but do not ever take the shape of a well-farmed
policy question. See also Bracey, p. 47. ,See also Donovan
and Rumbaugh, pp. 55-56, where it becomes apparent that the
policy issues arise as larger numbers of goods are permitted .

to enter in conflict through constitutional change and as

their presence becomes more.evident. Again, the same is
evident in. Donovan and Rumbaugh on p. 64, and pp. 72-73.)

This feature of policy questions generally is also expressed
in Gold, p. 84. It is the essential requirement that he
lists there as Contextual variable 13., The same can be seen
in the South Carolina experience over legislation proposed
'in 1977. As Sandifer tells it; the policy question, to the
extent that there was one, -was nested in conflicting values
on the, part of legislative representativesc

3.. The experience referred to here is the experience over the
eet standards at the secondary level in-Florida and the
account given by Bracey on identifying the "cut-off score"
for the initial tests in Virginia. In that latter case,'
consider the extent to which political. considerations would,
and probably should, enter quite beyond any considerations
of technical decision, and the whys in which the necessity
of those considerations reflect values in conflict and
define the pol4y question. In short, 'as Bracey describes
it, the policy question was not really whether there would,
be a cut-off score (or what itmould be) but how to strike
the appropriate balance between conflicting valties at issue
in that decision. The resultwas initially a decisiory
without data. There followed a readjustment of that,
decision, and it ended up being.very different in
,appearance, but not very different fn consequences, I
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suspect from what existed before. (See a
pp:, 159-160.)

4. Is there any evidence in these papers of the assumption that
people would agree on policy ifthey could only agree on
goals? I am not sure. It is interesting, however, that ,

those papers in which policy is seen to be most nearly
associated with management, monitoring, and issues of

acompliance, (Donovan and Rumbaugh, Ascher, and Rasp) are
also the capers wi in which issues of policy are most
explicitly perceived s issues of management and .

administrative guidance.

5 This observation running, through the paper is clearly
recognized, though not this explicitly, in Sandifer in his
extended comments on the problems of -framing evaluations al,
though they were addressed to academics. (See Sandifer,
pp. 155-156, andoagain.p. 157.) But this point is also
explicitly addressed in Bracey.

6. In Bracey's account of the program in Virginia, he provides
clear instances in which policy decisions are made without
data, with the suspicion that decisions might have been
better with it, but with another suspicion that they-might
not be different in either case. -Still,.the view prevails
both in Bracey and in Donovan and Rumbaugh.th'at tWe
possession of such data not only makes decisions more
rationally persuasive, but may be necessary because of
statutory requirements and for allocational decisions even
when it does not produce a different result.

7 This notion that a well-forMed policy question always
containsontains these kinds of questions is not something that ism

e 'ous policy question (such as Le-

well displayed in It 'would be interesting to
'take either a truly se
implied in the personal goals of.the'SPI,in Washington" or
issues of remediation as displayed in the behavior of the
system in Virginia) or,,a matter of procedure as implied.by

policy decisions in other of these papers, and really
examine whit the policy question is, rather thanas is
usually the case, consider'merely the result a policy
decision and describe itsoperation,'

)

8 Can one find in these papers the -residue or-evidence of ,

Wilutopian thinking? at would it look, like? Well, for one
thing there is in general'a failure to take seriously 10
these papers the pteSence or the need for a political
process. Where the presence is acknowledge, "as in Bracey,-
Gold,' and .Sandifer there is also, it, seems to m:, a general
failure to take that rctle seriously. Exception would be the
Virginia paper. BUt Silidifer preients'an interesting test
.Of this.. On,p. 158, he explicitly acknowledges the
necessity of taking the political Process into account in
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trying to understand the role of evaluation. But he regards
such influences as "external" (to the Department, I assume)
and not as essential. The same ambiguity is expressed on

`p. 154.

Bracey's paper-presents another interesting, sensitive and
sophisticated example of this kind of acknowledgement. But
I wonder! would it be Bracey's opinion that things would be
better on the whole if such "non-logical" behavior were not
so influential? It would be the utopian impulse to say
"Yes" and stop there._ I suspect that Bracey (also Gold and
Sandifer) would go on to answer that question with a "Yes,
but . . . ."

9. 1 think it-would be interesting to consider what features of
evaluation within the operations of government regard the
preservation of politics as something of an intrusion. why
is it not the view of evaluators that, after all, the play
of political forces is the primary and only essential method
of evaluation that we really have to_preserver

I believe ,that the answer to this question is that
evaluators share a kind Of utopian vision in which rational
decisions replace political decisions. That is to say, the
maintpnance of politics is seen as an obstacle to the
conddot of effective evaluation and an obstacle to making
evaluation contributions to_social decisions. In short,
`politics tend to be-viewed as replaceable by,management and
management teddi to be viewed as something that should be
guided by evaluators:

AO
10: The papers almost uniformly testify to the claim that the

role of evaluation in state departments of education is to
serve the'ends of management and to keep politicians out of
trouble. (See Rasp especially, on the last point.) This
teitdS to be viewed bv evaluation ibTorists as a defect, but
it is usually viewed'qw those in btate departments as their
normal, natural, and rightful role.

fl- Ail of the papers, with the possible'exception'of Ascher,
12 comment on the stringent boundaries of time under which

o
evaluators in state departments operate, and the ways iii
which this fact marks a substantial contrast between what
has'to be done in the context of government and what can be
dong'in the academic setting. Clearly, they are in
agreement that this is one of the major differences that
tends to make evaluation theory of little relevance to
evaluation practice, at least as it occurs in State

"governments.

I

13. It is interesting, I think, that in none of.these papers is
there any detAiled story about framing a "better than" kind
of judgment in the case of policy analysis. Rasp remarks
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that the section in.Washington State never performs policy
-analysis. The same could be said of Ascher's account. But
'this is probably an expression of the fact that well-formed
policy questions seldom surface in the context of State
educational policy.- That is, as I have observed already,
the full explication of goOds in conflict virtually never
comes to the surface wiin state governmental affairs. If
it did, as a matter of course, thenthere would haveoto be
stories about "better than" kinds of judgments in the
accounts given.

4
(

14. Policy analySis necessarily involves the study of marginal
utilities and really excellent policy analysis (which seldom
dcurs)Awould require a study of net marginal utilities.
One step in that kind of analysis will always be simply
"finding out what happened"; inother,words, it requires the
study of 'effects. Note: "Study of effects" is what nearly
all experimental and virtually all intervention designs are
about. Effects can be "greater or Less" more in one area
than another, ;bilt the "study of,effects", though an
essential step, will never add up to a study of worth. ph
gives a good illustration of this when he describesithe
circumstances in Oregon by which any decision of worth is

"kicked downward" in the system. Studies of "effectsTM,
though essential as a step in policy analysis, remain
nevertheless only a step. EValuators in state departments.
contribute to the satisfaction of this step, but they
cannot, by that means alone, complete a policy analysis.

15. None of the papers reflect the occupancy of a position
sufficient to determine the actual formulation of policy.

16. The theory,of policy formation, could be described as the
theory we use to predict the behavior of political and
bureaucratic leaders. All of the papers, but especially
Bracey and Rasp recount the significant difference.that is
created-by the personalities-of leaders. Evaluation
practice is substantially governe the behavior of
political leaders. So the theory of policy formation, as
the theory of inter-agency politics, is likely to be
_expressed in the descriptions that political officials give
and,the descriptions that their subordinates give of their
own personal qualities, and their own personal aims as
actors in the political arena.

17. ,Notice that "political weight" is different from "rational
weIght",E.

18. The set of policy choices is also established by what are
sometimes called "peremptory rules". (See Braybrooke and ,
LindblodmpA Strategy for Decision.) Such rules-tetid to
establish the moral limits within'which policy can be
selected, but, at the same token, they tend to guarantee
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that policies are to be chosen from among alternatives, all
of which are morally permissible or have worth. In that
sense, defining the set of olicy choiCes is the expression
of moral conviction and value estimations, but selecting
from within that defined set is not. This is partly the
reason why, with even the best evaluation data, we are
unlikely to arrive at policy choices that are substantially
different froM those we.would arrive at without such data.
The range of choices is already substantially set by
considerations that:define the set of alternativel and
those considerations, being peremptory, do'not permit a very
large range of differences to arise.
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